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Part I. PhD dissertation

1. Introduction

1.1. Justification

In recent years, successful ageing has become one of the most important problems in our society.
According with the last study of National Statistical Institute (INE), the number of Spanish people
over 65 years old has grown around 20,8% from 1998 to 2011. Besides, in 2049 it would be doubled
representing more than 30% of the population [2]. To handle this problem, more resources are
required to be able to maintain quality and style of life. However, the number of existing nursing
home is not such high. Besides, most of elders do not want to move out, leave all their life behind
and loose part of their independence.

For this reason, in medicine field has emerged a new philosophy: ageing in place. According with
[1], it is defined as the ability of living in one’s own home and community safely, independently,
and comfortably, regardless of age, income, or ability level. This alternative arises as the perfect
alternative to fulfil everyone’s needs.

Technologies, and specially, computer sciences, can support the concept of ageing in place.
For example, using monitoring systems, vulnerabilities of elderly people that live alone would be
reduced. Detection their activities could help to react to dangerous situations quicker. Adverse
events generally occur over short time periods (seconds or minutes), so, the reaction time is critical
for those situations. In general, elderly people strongly reject to be supervised continuously. They
like to keep their privacy, independence and freedom. At this point, the Ambient Intelligence concept
can help. Under this paradigm, devices are embedded at the environment, and, therefore they
are transparent for the users. People do not change their routines; simply, they continue doing
daily activities as usual, while the system is working. In addition, the quality of their live could
experience significant enhancements due to the increased support received from the environment:
environmental control, communications, monitoring, etc. Such systems could also alert caregivers
or family about any significant changes in the resident’s behaviour, health, etc..

The potential means of this new tendency was taken notice by the European Commission. In
2002, IST Programme Advisory Group (ISTAG) vision statements for Framework Programme 5
defines the concept of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) as new paradigm where users are enhanced
through an environment that is aware of their presence and context; as well as, is able to be
sensitive, adaptive and responsive the users’ needs [22]. Thus, AmI environments are capable of
anticipating user needs and behaviour, learning users’ personal requirements and preferences, and
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interacting with people in a user-friendly way [57]. AmI has potential applications in many areas
of life [57]: home, office, transport, industry, entertainment, recommender systems, safety systems,
ehealth, etc.

Ambient Intelligence builds on three recent key technologies: Ubiquitous Computing, Ubiq-
uitous Communications and Intelligent User Interfaces [22]. Users are surrounded by intelligent
interfaces, embedded in everyday objects such as furniture, clothes or mobile devices; which allow
the interaction with the environment. Additionally, according with Computing Ubiquitous prin-
ciples [65], users do not notice those interfaces or devices are around them. Devices are blended
with the environment and therefore, disappear from human perception, making their use transpar-
ent and unobtrusive. In turn, the interactions are supported by developed networking technologies
everywhere [22].

Computing favour applications were to acquire the context is essential to develop a useful,
correct and reliable application. Context is characterized by detecting the situation provided by
sensors, understanding their global common meaning and acting consequently (i.e., triggering ac-
tions). Therefore, using context-awareness in applications supports the detection of everyday living
activities [57].

Focusing on understanding the context, an outstanding challenge is to exploit sensory informa-
tion to recognize human activities. Systems usually detect which actions are correct and which are
not, learn that differences and recognize user current activities to detect any wrong occurrences.

Our goal is to develop tools to solve the problem of ageing in place, increasing the autonomy and
supporting the independent living of disabled and elderly people. They are capable of managing on
one’s own and being safe. With that aim in mind, we propose a system to recognize human behaviour
in Smart Environments. Concretely, we model human activities in function of information collected
from specific known-environments. That information is used to develop algorithms and structures
that enable us to follow current user activities and detect anomaly or abnormal behaviour. We
focus on the fact that a specific type of behaviour is characterized by a set of common actions,
which we assume that they are the most frequent actions performed during the behaviour execution
time. However, as we are dealing with time information, we ascertain that behaviour is not precise
or constant, so that, we develop methods to manage the uncertainty and use it to improve the
quality of the knowledge. Additionally, we generalize the problem from two points of view: on one
hand, we adapt the knowledge to new circumstances, for example, user starts waking up later
or besides making coffee, s/he starts having an orange juice every morning. These adaptations
provide a tendency, which is studied to extract understandable information. On the other hand, we
generalize the concept of behaviour to manage sets of behaviours, named routines.

1.2. Background

The rapid growth of the elderly population is a complex problem in our society. Life expectancy
has improved, and with it, the resources required to maintain quality and style of life. Emerging
applications combining technology and medicine seems to be a possible solutions. In concrete,
applications including AmI concepts emerge as the perfect solution for these problems, supporting
the ability of elders to maintain their independence and style of life in their own homes. Next, we
present a brief summary of the most remarkable projects and works that would support our work.
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1.2.1. Human Activity Learning and Recognition

As stated previously, modelling, recognition and prediction of Human activities has emerged
as a key research issue for the successful realization of intelligent environments [14], thanks to its
support to many different fields of study such as medicine [44], human-computer interaction [33], or
sociology [15]. An Activity recognition system requires to deal with high-dimensional, multi-modal
streams of data that are characterized by a large variability (e.g. due to changes in the user’s
behaviour or as a result of noise). Therefore, processing and managing that variability is one of the
aim of any recognition proposal.

In Activity Recognition field, Activities of Daily Living (ADL)[37] [43] are becoming more and
more important [21] due to its relation with elders and its security [42][46]. An ADL is a sequence of
atomic actions within user’s daily routine, such as toileting, making a meal or leaving home. In [43],a
new paradigm for ADL inference is defined. It is based on radio-frequency-identification (RFID)
technology to identify objects used by people. Besides, the authors propose a probabilistic inference
engine for the recognition of complex activities. Recent projects generalize the ADL concept to any
daily normal activities, such as waking up, having breakfast or leaving home[47].

Probabilistic and uncertainty models are the most common choice in the literature to model an
ADL, represented as probabilistic sequences of objects touched by users [43]. Probabilistic methods
offer tools both to model different types of behaviour performances and to handle different scenarios.
Benefits and drawbacks of using probabilistic and statistical methods are studied in [34].

Several authors present the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) as the best alternative
to solve the human activity recognition [9][39][67]. However, HMM are stationary and cannot be
applied over dynamic environments. Some authors propose alternative to the simple HMM, such
as, Markov Decision Process [4], hybrid models of HMM and Linear Discriminant Analysis[64],
Multiple Behavioural Hidden Markov Models [41].

Other stochastic methods have been proposed to recognize daily activities. Projects, such as
[63][61], use Naive Bayes classifiers as tool to distinguish the behaviours, obtaining good accuracy
results for abnormal behaviour detection. Processing large amounts of data is the issue to beat for
these classifiers. On the other hand, Lee et al [35] combine Bayesian networks with fuzzy logic, with
the aim of ignoring users’ unintended behaviour.

Fuzzy logic is also a new applied technology to study normal and abnormal behaviours in an AmI.
Acampora et al. [4] propose an AmI Fuzzy Computing system based on multi-agents, controlled by
fuzzy control techniques. Fuzzy Logic improves the recognition process and enriches the knowledge
about the user and environment. Other example of combination between multi-agent architecture
and fuzzy logic is presented by Doctor et al. in [20]. They propose an unsupervised, data-driven,
fuzzy, technique for extracting the fuzzy membership functions and rules that represent and model
the users. The user’s learnt behaviours can then be adapted online in a lifelong mode to satisfy
the different user and system objectives. This system was tested in an experimental testbed for
intelligent environments called the Essex intelligent Dormitory (iDorm).

With the recognition aim in mind, an explicit or implicit reference to where and when the
meaningful events occur is necessary [16]. Activities recognition system has to be aware of actions
performed by users in any moment and during certain period of time. Some authors focus their
work on processing temporal information as support to extract correct patterns. For instance,
Jakkula et al. [30][29] propose a method to identify the temporal relationships among behaviour’s
actions inside CASAS project[47]. They assure those temporal relationships are key in prediction
and anomaly detection for ambient environments [31]. Augusto and Nugent [8] also use temporal
reasoning together with a rule-based system to detect hazardous situations, take the environment
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control and change it to a safe state.

1.2.2. Adapting the learnt behaviour

A specific behaviour model cannot be learnt just once, since users’ routines might change with
time: the user can change his/her preferences, new actions could appear or, even, the learnt knowl-
edge needs to be refined. These require to perform an adaptive process to maintain the learnt
knowledge reliability. Moreover, adapting a behaviour model could help the caregiver to understand
common behaviours and to detect unhealthy habits. This trend is a new research issue emerged
from the Activity Recognition Field. For this reason, not many proposals could be found in the
literature.

Adaptation is a controversial field in Activity Recognition. According with [11] [12], adaptability
implies the use of data analysis techniques to allow the system to adjust its performance to the
behavioural patterns of the elder. They propose a system called Necessity, which incorporates
a complete abstract behaviour model, which is complete with a classifier to provide it with the
required knowledge. Later, they discuss about how to adapt the model to new knowledge and the
convenience of adapting the classifier’s parameters.

An adaptive agent architecture was proposed by Hagras and Doctor in [26]. This architecture
is based on type-2 FLSs . It was shown that type-2 FLSs are able to handle the different sources
of uncertainty and imprecision encountered in a pervasive space such as the iDorm to give a very
good response. Different experiments were carried out by different users in the iDorm over a period
of one year in which the type-2 agent has learnt and adapted to the user behaviour and the long
term environmental variations while handling the short and long term uncertainties to give a very
good performance that outperforms the type-1 fuzzy agents while using smaller rule bases. Using
Fuzzy Logic, Acampora et al. [4] also propose a fuzzy computing system based on multi-agents that
update the membership and rules regarding users’ daily activities.

Mavhome project [18] propose a Markov Decision Process (MDP) associated with a re-
ward/penalty system to refine its learnt knowledge. Negative reward is received when the user
undoes the automatic action performed by the user [17]. In turn, Neural networks is the tool cho-
sen by Mozer et al. [40] in the Neural Network House. They aim to develop an adaptive control
system that controls lifestyle and energy consumption of its inhabitants. They base their approach
in a feed-forward neural network to anticipate and predict the occupancy of each zone in the house.

1.2.3. Smart homes

Much of this work is focused on Smart Environment research, such as, Smart homes. A single
environment is outfitted with sensors and designed to improve the experience of the resident in
the environment[28]. A Smart Home [18] is mainly a house that has been equipped with special
structured wiring to provide occupants with different applications to control their own environment.
For instance, remotely controlling, interacting with any devices, or monitoring their activities and
offers guidelines to improve them, etc..

In the literature, there are many works focus on hardware aspects of those systems. It is clear that
these systems depend on the technologies, any advances could favour their development, integrity,
reliability and robustness. Sensors and actuators are the main general components in the network,
and provide the sensor information that later will be used to improve the user life. However, a
smart home also depends on the quality of the systems implemented on them. Those applications
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will allow the user to perform all the applications that the smart homes are designed for.

From Artificial Intelligence point of view, a Smart Home environment is a home dotted with
difference devices to monitor users’ activities and movements. It is capable of detecting dangerous
situations, such us, unlocked doors or turned-on cook without supervision and take some decisions
to solve it [57]. Smart Home equipment lets developers monitor the activities, and therefore, it
should include a set of sensors and actuators.

Smart Home can be especially useful for elderly and disabled persons who wish to live inde-
pendently. Smart Homes concept envisage systems where users can maintain their behaviours as
normal, adding the required supervision thanks to monitorization of residents’ or users’ activities.
That monitorization is matched with some previous information collected by the user. Smart Homes
may help or guide residents to keep safely: depending on the former information, it may give advices
regarding safety, health, medication, etc.. One such project is the TigerPlace facility [46]. This is
a large interdisciplinary collaboration between electrical and computer engineers, gerontological
nurses, social workers, physical therapist and others at the University of Missouri. They include
technology to assist residents with .ageing in place”[1] as independently as possible. Their research
is focused on the study of the data acquired from a huge number of motion, pressure, and sound
sensors or IR-cameras. This information is used to extract conclusions about the user: heart pulse,
breathing, fall detection, etc.

Another example is the Aware Home at the Georgia Institute of Technology [3] [32], focused
on Context-Aware Computing. This home is composed by two identical but independent living
spaces, each one with two bathrooms, two bedrooms, one office, one kitchen, one dining room, one
living room and a laundry room. The project goal is to perform a multidisciplinary exploration of
the new technologies to be adapted to a home environment. Among the technologies used in the
environment, the most important ones were the ultrasonic sensors for human position tracking,
the floor sensors and vision techniques for recognizing users’ activities. The application uses sensor
information to learn about the resident behaviours and adapt its services to her opinions and
preferences. Other examples of Smart Homes are MavHome [18], the CASAS [47], the Gator Tech
Smart House [27], the Neural Network House [40] and the Intelligent Home [36]. Further information
regarding this area is summarized in [21].

1.2.4. Background Review

Smart home and recognition human applications are in general completely biased by the envi-
ronment where they will be installed and by the set of sensors used as inputs. They are developed in
function of the number and type of actuators or sensors the AmIE contains. These influences make
extremely difficult to perform a real global and generic system able to be transferred to different
environments and keep working.

Focusing on the different techniques presented in the literature to recognize human activities
indicates that there are different varieties that could be used, depending on the needs of users and
applications. However, in most of them we concluded that the selected behaviour representation is
just the outcome produced by the method proposed. The behaviour model has not any influence
on the rest of the systems.

This union is very common in project using Neural Networks. In spite of NNs are capable of
managing complex data and models, they are a complete black box. The behaviour representation
is gathered in that, represented by the own structure of a NN. That means that is no easy to
understand their internal structure, in order to obtain explanation of the decisions or read the
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knowledge learnt about the user. Other typical example is a Rule based system. The behaviour
representation is a set of rules that need to relate actions across several rules. In general, rules
relate a specific situation to an action easily, however, they are not good when is required relating
actions across several rules, giving no sense of sequence to the actions. Besides, no relating actions
among them will generate an excessive number of generated rules with very little meaning.

Other controversial point is the use of temporal information, as a tool to learn the human be-
haviour. Some proposals start managing temporal information to define order relationship between
actions learning the time passed between them. From our point of view, learning the temporal of
each action transforms the system in inflexible structure, where the user cannot feel independently.

In contrast to those drawbacks, we proposed a method that

is completely independent on the environment. Our focus is the actions performed by
the user, and not the network or sensors used to identify those actions. Therefore, we propose
to abstract the concept of action, being aware of their meaning and not of the sensors used to
monitorize it. This idea is supported by the fact that there is not only one sensor that could
identify each action. For instance, when a user opens the door, what really matters is that
s/he is opening the door; because that has a meaning inside our system and not if that action
was detected through a door latch or a door sensor. In addition, this abstraction makes easier
to transfer our system to different Ambient Intelligent Environments.

focuses its attention on the behaviour representation. From our point of view, the
behaviour concept is the important part of the system, and requires being the main developing
point. Despite our first approach did not get completely the separation, we finally come up
with a behaviour representation independent on the method used to learn, or recognize it.
We propose a method based on probability distributions and in levels, to deal with the order
relationships. Consequently, the learning and recognizing procedures are independent from
the computer behaviour representation, which allows the use of different learning techniques.
Other advantages of this separation are that the outcome system is generally more robust
and reliable in cases of behaviour changes.

manages temporal information at behaviour level. We introduce temporal processing,
learning when approximately the behaviour will be performed. The temporal information
will define which actions may belong to the behaviour with a specific membership degree, to
improve the quality of the knowledge. The learning of order relationships is apart.

provides understandable explanation about what is happening with the user.
As aforementioned, those systems should be able to take decisions, and also, to provide
explanations about that decision. We aim to make our system more understandable using a
linguistic summarization method over tendency followed by the behaviour model during the
time and sending alarms to whom may concerned in common language.
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1.3. Objectives

The main goal of this thesis is to develop a system to model, recognize and adapt human
behaviours, as well as, to send alarms when some abnormal actions within online user activities are
detected. To achieve this aim, we set the following objectives:

1. To develop a model to learn relevant patterns from sensor information

Nowadays, we are surrounded by sensors. They collect every change or event that happens
at the environment. For example, we could know the state of a specific light: if it is on or off,
the brightness level, etc.. Collection of all those events means a huge amount of information,
where some groups of events have a common meaning and are repeated every certain time.
Our objective consists of developing an algorithm to extract automatically those relevant
patterns with common final meaning.

2. To manage the time to deal with the uncertainty of human behaviour perfor-
mances

In general, each person follows a schedule: s/he starts working at a specific time, and therefore,
wakes up earlier, etc.. However, some days the person could wake up later because of s/he did
not setting up the alarm, or could be late at work due to traffic jam. Our goal is to develop
a tool to handle time information in order to manage this uncertainty.

3. To design a human behaviour representation

Generally speaking, a specific type Human Behaviour challenges a specific issue. However, to
achieve it, user needs to perform a certain sequence of actions with a known order relationship
among actions. We will design a model to store those restrictions: set of actions and order
relationship between them.

4. To design an algorithm to recognize the learnt human behaviour patterns

Once behaviour model will be defined, our next aim will consist of developing an algorithm
to online recognize user activities. Our proposal will determine if a behaviour performance is
correct, or if there would have been some anomalies: some missed actions, delayed actions,
etc.

5. To send warning or alarms when the behaviour is incorrect

A detected incorrect behaviour performance means that something wrong has happened. In
those cases, the system will warn about the situation. The alarms or warning could be sent
to different place, depending on the resident situation: to themselves, to caregivers, to their
family, etc..

6. To evolve the model to an adaptive system

As indicated before, our system will learn from the user activity directly. However, users are
not precise performing activities in the same way every day, station or year. Our model should
analyse those changes in order to maintain the integrity and reliability on the represented
knowledge.

7. To study the evolution of human behaviour performances during long periods of
time

When an activity is changing, it could be interesting to know how they evolve during some
specific time, in order to find out reasons of those changes. We will study how similar two
performances are, comparing to each other.
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8. To develop a prototype based on mobile technologies mobile

We will design and implement a prototype of our system to test the feasibility of the proposal.
Our prototype will be independent of the chosen input sensor, as well as, it will use the mobile
technologies to send alarms.

9. To generalize the model to detect sequence of behaviour performances as a whole

Equivalently a sequence of actions could be understand as group, we could organize behaviour
performances into ordered sequences with a common final end. Those sequences could be
assumed as routines.

1.4. Document organization

This dissertation is organized in two parts. The first part introduces the objective and motiva-
tions of this work, and also presents a brief summary of it, emphasizing the most relevant obtained
results; whereas the second part presents the publication that supports our contributions. We detail
more deeply the contents of each section afterwards.

Part I. PhD Dissertation

Part I introduces this PhD work, presenting the main issues we focused on and a summary
of the most important works in the field. Additionally, we summarize the work proposed in this
dissertation, which is supported by the publications included in Part II.

Section 1 introduces the objectives of our work. We motivate the problem of recognizing human
behaviour in Smart Environments: population ageing, advanced technologies, AmI application de-
velopments, etc. Furthermore, we have defined our framework and specified the general goals of
this work.

Section 2 summarizes all work performed in this thesis. Briefly, our objective is to recognize
human activities in Smart Environments. After analysing the problem, we assume that the relevant
actions of a specific type of behaviour are these actions that are more likely performed. In that
way, we proposed a method based on frequent itemsets to extract behaviour patterns where control
the relevant actions and the order relationships among them. In addition, we required a method
to match the current user activity with those behaviour patterns. Patterns coudl be considered as
regular expressions, so we proposed to use Regular Grammars to recognize the current activities(see
subsections 2.1).

Analysing the Stream Data, we realize that in general there are some specific types of behaviour
which are performed roughly at the same moment. From this assumption, we introduce temporal
processing to limit periods of time to study a specific type of behaviour (sees subsections 2.2).

On the other hand, we also detected that behaviour performances are not precise and constant;
users might change his/her behaviour adding new actions or delaying some of them, etc. To handle
this, we required to adapt our knowledge dynamically to encompass those changes. we tried to
change our system to be adaptive, however, our structure was not flexible enough to accept the
adaptation process. So, we introduced a new representation in layers (see subsection 2.3.1). Ad-
ditionally, we developed a LA-based algorithm to learn the structure. It starts from the detected
patterns and learns the behaviour models. These proposals are presented in subsection 2.3.2.
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The recognition process takes advanteges of LA techniques to recognize sequences of actions,
as well as, update the behaviour model thought updating the probabilities of LA (see subsection
2.3.3).

In order to test our proposal, we carried out two different tests. On one side, we run experiments
in our laboratory and simulated scenarios. On the other side, we performed experiments at the
iSpace, a real Ambient Intelligent Environment situated at the University of Essex, Colchester (see
subsection 2.3.4).

On the other hand, during the research stay at the University of Missouri, we thought that
it may be interesting to study how similar two types of behaviour or two performances of the
same behaviour are; and using that information to monitor the evolution of a specific activity
continuously. We also developed a linguistic summarization method to make easier to understand
the extracted information. This process is summarize in subsection 2.4.

During the research stay at the University of Essex, we took advantages of the host centre
experience in Type-2 fuzzy logic systems, and proposed the idea of organizing the learnt behaviour
models into a hierarchy to be able to detect human routines (see subsection 2.5).

To end up Part I, Section 3 remarks the most important results obtained during this thesis
period and Section 4 suggests some new open research paths to continue with the work performed
in this dissertation.

Part II. Publications

Part II presents the publications that support our work. Those are included maintaining the
format of the journal or conference where they were published or submitted. First of all, Section
1 presents the paper entitled Correct behaviour identification system in a Tagged World [19] It
explains a data-mining based technique to extract behaviour patterns from sensor information.
An algorithm based on frequent itemsets is proposed to find the relevant actions, whereas a Reg-
ular Grammar based algorithm is proposed to recognize the current user activity. In addition, a
implementation using mobile technologies is presented.

The paper titled Fuzzy method to disclose behaviour patterns in a Tagged World [52] is presented
in section 2. This paper presents the work related to the temporal information processing. We
specify Fuzzy Temporal Window concept, in a formal way and adapt the method proposed in [19]
to manage behaviour uncertainty.

Papers associated with our second approach are collected in section 3 with the contributions of
three papers:

Detection of abnormal human activities by means of Learning Automata [55]. In this paper,
we formally present the main concepts of the problem, together with the proposed behaviour
model. Besides, we propose and analyse a Learning Automata based algorithm to learn the
behaviour model and recognize it in function of user current behaviour (See section 3.1)

Online recognition of human activities and adaptation to habit changes by means of learning
automata and fuzzy temporal windows [48]. Here, we extend the behaviour model concept,
taking into account the temporal information. Processing that information makes it possible
to analyse the changes in the user behaviour. An adaptive recognition algorithm was also
proposed to adapt the behaviour model to the current user activities (See subsection 3.2).

A Fuzzy Logic Approach for Learning Daily Human Activities in an Ambient Intelligent En-
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vironment [53]. We analyse the system operation in a real Ambient Intelligent Environment
testbed. We test our proposal by monitoring three participants’ activities for three specific
behaviours. In the article, we explain the experiments and summarize the most important
results (See subsection 3.2).

Section 4 includes the paper entitled Similarity measure for anomaly detection and comparing
human behaviour [7] associated with the similarity measure for comparing human behaviour models
based on soft partitions and temporal probabilistic order relationships proposed in this dissertation
(See subsection 4.1). Additionally, we present the paper Linguistic summarization of long-term
trends for understanding change in human behaviour [54], where we summarize the work done
for designing the linguistic summarization procedure for describing long-term trends of change in
human behaviour. We define methods that provide information to elders, caregivers, social workers
or even family in an understandable language (See subsection 4.2).

To end up, we present the bibliographic references used in this document.
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2. Joint Discussion of Results

As stated before, our problem is situated at a controlled environment, known as Ambient Intel-
ligent Environment, where every object may be identified by a unique id number (commonly stored
in an id-tag). When a user uses this kind of environment, all their activity could be monitored: the
system records any event happened in the environment. Thus, the system produces a continuous
sequence of data (Stream data) collecting all that activity.

Our aforementioned objective consists of developing a system to learn the user daily activity
(behaviour performances), in order to be able to recognize the activities online and detect if they
are correct or incorrect. For those detected incorrect activities, the system sends alarms indicating
why it is incorrect: the user has forgotten to perform some relevant actions, or s/he started it but
never finished, etc.. A possible running example is shown in 2.1:

Example 2.1 (Elderly woman goes to bed) Let us suppose that our system is installed in an

elderly home where one resident is being monitored. Let us also suppose that we know the actions

that the resident performs every day before going to bed (see figure 1): s/he sits on his/her bed, takes

his/her slippers off, takes the pills and turns the light off. Each one of those actions is important

in order to finish correctly the behaviour. We propose a system that is able to detect which actions

are being performed, realizes that the resident is going to bed and reminds actions when they have

been forgotten by sending alarms.

Figure 1: Example. An elderly woman goes to bed

Therefore, from a global point of view, our system should:

Extract which are the relevant actions for a specific type of behaviour. Every
day a person performs a huge set of actions, most of them are related to each other with a
common final objective. For example, every morning when a person wants to have breakfast,
there are some actions that has to carry out, such as, to turn the coffee machine on/off or
to make some toasts. However, meanwhile the breakfast is being prepared, s/he could also
do the washing-up. Our system learns for each type of behaviour, which are the key actions
discarding those actions that do not provide any knowledge to the global meaning.

Recognize on real-time whether the sequence of actions performed by the user
is correct or not. Once the system knows which are the relevant actions for each type
of behaviour, that knowledge is used in order to determine if a current sequence of actions
is correct or not. Additionally, in those cases when the sequence of actions is incorrect, an
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explanation of that incorrectness: the user has not performed some actions, or s/he has made
an error during the activity performance, etc..

Generate and send alarms as an incorrect answer. It is quite relevant to study if
a person has performed correctly or incorrectly the activity, if s/he has lasted more than
expected or if s/he has not concluded completely the activity. Nevertheless, this knowledge is
useless if someone is not informed about it. Thus, from a practical point of view, one of the
objective of our system will be to send alarms or warning, to who may concern, informing
about what is happening.

In the following subsections, we summarize the different proposals presented in this dissertation
and a brief discussion about the obtained results. In every section, we also indicate some publications
that support our research.

2.1. Detecting and recognizing behaviour patterns from Stream Data. Apriori

approach.

First of all, we set the problem out from the point of view of learning. We wanted to develop
a method to learn human behaviour. With that aim in mind, our first step was to define what we
would understand as behaviour. Mainly, we defined a type of behaviour as a sequence of relevant
actions that has a common meaning, i.e., for leaving home, we need to take the keys and open,
close and lock the door. The user may perform more actions, but those actions the relevant ones:
missing any action means that s/he could not complete the behaviour correctly.

Therefore, for each type of behaviour, there will be always a set of actions that must be done;
so that, a logic conclusion is that those actions will be the most frequent actions performed by the
user. Under these circumstances, we propose to use Frequent Itemset concept to detect the relevant
actions.

As stated before, we assume that a specific type of behaviour is a sequence of known actions
with a common objective. Formally, we define the concept of User behaviour as:

Definition 2.1 (User behaviour) Let A = { a1, a2, .......an, } be the set of possible user’s actions

in some situation or domain. A user behaviour is a finite set of actions:

β = {α1, α2, , .......αp(β)}

with αj ∈ A∀j , and where αj is performed before αk iif j ≤ k.

Our system receives as inputs the Stream data that collects the user activity for different days and
it gathers in a database, called Observation Base (ODB). This database could be represented as a
Transaction database with a tuple for each day. Then, we use the Apriori algorithm to extract the
frequent itemsets. This algorithm, introduced in [5], studies a set of transactions and extracts an
itemset where the items are frequent in those transactions. However, not all collected information
is relevant for a specific behaviour, hence only a subset of the daily transaction should be studied.
To detect those subsets, we turn to an expert to limit the transactions to look for the frequent
actions. Later works presents other alternatives.

Using Apriori algorithm , we extract the set of relevant actions for each type of behaviour.
However, as indicated in the definition 2.1, a user behaviour is a sequence of actions with a specific
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order relationship among them; what means that there are some sequences that should not ever
happen since they are incorrect. Accordingly, a post-processing is required in order to guarantee
the reliability of the extracted sequences. The algorithm 1 shows that process.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to check the order relationship among the actions.

1: for b ∈ behaviour sequence do

2: for t ∈ Transactional Database do

3: for each two elements as and ar in the sequence b do

4: if as and ar do not fulfil the order relationships of the actions in t then

5: b is marked as incorrect

6: Stop loop

7: end if

8: end for

9: end for

10: if i is marked as incorrect then

11: Delete b from set of sequences

12: end if

13: end for

As output, we obtained a set of behaviour correct sequence of actions, named as behaviour pat-
terns. We gather all the behaviour patterns in a Behaviour Base that is the input to the Recognizing
System. This module analyses the current user activity and determine if it is correct or not.

We support the Recognizing System using a structure known as Behaviour Tree, where an action
is a node, and the specific behaviour is a leaf. A branch represents a correct sequence of actions
for a specific type of behaviour. In addition to the structure, we propose an algorithm to cover
across the tree. During every algorithm step, we know a current node, which represents the last
node visited during the walk, and a set of accessible nodes (current node’s and root’s children and
grand-children). When the system detects an input, it analyses if that input matches with any node
in the set of accessible nodes. In that case, it moves to that node; in other case, it stays in the same
node and stores the action. When a leaf is reached, the system produces an output indicating the
behaviour in the leaf and the tree walk. For more details, please see the following reference [19][50],
where we formally present the algorithm. Analysing the walk, we are aware of how the user has
performed the specific behaviour. Our proposal studies that walk and sends alarms to a contact
point, specifically a mobile phone, if the user has performed the behaviour incorrectly.

To sum up, we have proposed a system based on Frequent itemsets and Regular Grammars to
detect behaviour performances [19]. The system is divided in two different modules: a Inductive
Learning and a Reasoning Module. The first module is in charge of learning which correct behaviour
performances are, while the second one uses that knowledge to determine if it is correct or not
(Recognizing System). Figure 2 shows a diagram of the complete system.

In order to check the system, we implement this proposal using RFID (Radio-Frequency Identifi-
cation) and mobile technologies in a laboratory [49]. RFID is a technology based on radio-frequency
electromagnetic fields. It transfers data form a tag to a specific reader using those fields, therefore,
it is mainly used in automatic identification and tracking.

Our experiment was performed in a laboratory at the ESTII Informática y Telecomunicaciones.
Inside the laboratory, we simulated three rooms: a kitchen, a hall and a bedroom. We added
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Figure 2: Frequent Itemset based-model diagram

tags to different objects (mobile phone, keys, bag, lamp, etc.) in the simulated environments and
connected a RFID reader to a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant). We learnt and recognized two
different behaviours in our experiment: leave home and go to bed.

We support this part with the following publication:

Delgado, M., Ros, M. and Vila, A. Correct behaviour identification system in a Tagged World
Expert Systems with Applications, 2009, 36, 9899-9906.

2.2. Processing temporal information to manage the uncertainty of behaviour.

Once we tested the method presented above, we realize that not all the information collected
by sensors is relevant for a specific behaviour. Sensors gather information during the whole day;
what means that we need to determine in which section of the collected stream data search for the
behaviour patterns. In this point our challenge was to develop a method to be capable of dismissing
the irrelevant information, getting just the useful information.

To manage these problems, we assume that a daily behaviour is usually performed around a
known time [51][52].

Example 2.2 Every weekday, Rose leaves home at 8:30 a.m. to go to work.

Nevertheless, the precision of the temporal information is something very difficult to deal with,
since it is continuously drawing on. For this reason, the temporal information in general provide a
temporal interval when the event will occur. Consequently, using that information we establish an
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adjusted interval in which the behaviour should be performed. Formally, we define the concept of
Temporal Window for that interval[52][56].

However, studying the defined window, we understood that not all actions of the interval are
equally important for the behaviour’s final performance. Those actions closer to the specific time
will more surely belong to the behaviour than the rest. In order to solve this problem, in [52], we
proposed a method entitled Fuzzy Temporal Window (FTW). Formally presented in Definition 2.2,
a FTW is a temporal interval associated with a specific behaviour performance and a fuzzy set.
Every action in the interval has a specific degree of importance belonging to the fuzzy set, hence
to the behaviour performance (see figure 3).

Figure 3: Fuzzy Temporal Window over an ODB

Definition 2.2 (Fuzzy Temporal Window, FTW) Let I be an interval from the temporal line

τ , ODB the sensor information collected and t ∈ ODB a tuple from ODB. Let ij be an action

ij = (hj , lj , dj) in the interval I. Let fs be a fuzzy set over τ , then a fuzzy temporal window FTW

is defined as the set of actions temporal occurred in I, where

∀ij ∈ W (t) µFW (ij) = µfs(lj)

Applying a Fuzzy Temporal Window over the collected dataset ODB (Observation Database),
we obtain a subset of ODB ˜ODB [52].

Definition 2.3 (Fuzzy ODB, ˜ODB) Let ODB be an Observation Database and W a Fuzzy

Temporal Window, it defines ˜ODB as a Fuzzy Observation Data Base constructs as W(ODB)

such as

∀t ∈ ODB,W (t) ∈ ˜ODB

˜ODB is a representation of ODB where every action included in it has a membership degree for a
specific FTW, so, we extract as many ˜ODB as number of behaviour we study.

In this point, we have limited the dataset in order to extract which action are relevant or not
for a specific behaviour. The following step consists of finding which actions could represent the
behaviour performance and which are the order constraints among them. To do that, we need to
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change the method proposed in [19] in order to manage the recent introduced fuzzy information.
The proposed changes are presented in [52][56]. Herein, we present a briefly summary of the method.

Suppose we want to find out which are the behaviour patterns for the behaviour B, which has
a related FTW FTWB and a known ˜ODB. Firstly, we apply the α-cut concept over a ˜ODB, we
would have a new crisp image of ˜ODB, ODBα where every value is in {0, 1}. For each ODBα

extracted for behaviour B, we obtain its relevant actions and its order relationships using the
method presented in [19].

Additionally, as we extract frequent itemsets and behaviour patterns for different α-cut values,
we need to represent both sets as a unique fuzzy set. To do that, we assume the following consistent
restriction:

If α1 > α2 then Iα1 ∈ Iα2

Thus, we have to ensure consistent restriction between every α frequent itemset Iαi .

Proposition 2.1 Let T̃ be a fuzzy transactional database, Tα1 and Tα2 two α-cuts of T̃ , where

α1 > α2. Let I
α1 and Iα2 be the set of extracted frequent itemsets from Tα1 and Tα2 respectively.

Then, Iα1 ⊆ Iα2, i.e., every itemset which is frequent to level α1, it is also frequent to level α2

For sequence patterns representation is the same.

Proposition 2.2 Let T̃ be a fuzzy transactional database, Tα1 and Tα2 two α-cuts of T̃ , where

α1 > α2. Let P
α1 and Pα2 be the set of extracted frequent patterns from Tα1 and Tα2 respectively.

Then, Pα1 ⊆ Pα2, i.e., every itemset which is frequent to level α1, it is also frequent to level α2

The proof of these statements can be consulted in [52][56].

We study this new approach over some simulated database. Those contain the different pos-
sibilities that could be found in a real environment: uncompleted behaviour, incorrect behaviours
and correct behaviours. After experiments, we conclude two important results:

The fuzzy method improves the quality of the extracted knowledge and reduce the user
interaction in the process.

The fuzzy method outcomes depends on the selected Fuzzy temporal Windows. For this reason,
we should select carefully the FTW in order to extract the best of the results.

The associated article to this part is:

Ros, M.; Delgado, M. and Vila, A. Fuzzy method to disclose behaviour patterns in a Tagged
World Expert Systems with Applications, 2011, 38, 3600-3612

2.3. Adapting the learnt behaviour patterns on time. A Learning Automata

based approach

As already mentioned, Human behaviour is not something static and precise. Every person
performs them in a different way and different moments. Besides, the own person could change the
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performance of the behaviours, both time and relevant actions. For instance, during the winter,
a user should not forget to take the coat. Even though, when the summer arrives, s/he changes
his/her behaviour because the coat is not still needed. So, the user temporal patterns change.
Another situation may be that the user gets another job and starts waking up at different time.
Both examples highlight the need of adapt the human behaviours during the system operation in
order to refine the knowledge extracted during the learning process.

In earlier approaches, we have proposed a method to learn and recognize human behaviours
based on Frequent Itemsets. However, this technique is not adaptive. It would require starting from
scratch the learning process to be able to absorb the new information. For this reason, we focused
on finding a method that would be able to learn the human behaviours and, at the same, would
be capable of adapting online the learned knowledge. On the other hand, we had to change the
way the behaviour were represented. Behaviour patterns are sequences of actions with a specific
order relationship. Nevertheless, that relationship was fixed for that representation; what means
that could not be adapted during the recognition process, unless we repeated the learning process
adding to the original database the new stream data. Therefore, we decided to introduce a new
representation that fulfil the following requirement: a group of actions can have different or have
no order relationships among them and each action would have a probability of being performed
before or after others. We named the structure as Behaviour model.

In the following subsections, we introduce the Behaviour model and the learning and adapt-
ing algorithm used to manage it. And as conclusion, we present a summary of the experiments
performed at iSpace, a real Ambient Intelligence Environment situated at the University of Essex.

2.3.1. A behaviour formal representation. The behaviour model

The Behaviour Model stores all the information associated with a behaviour concept. Concretely,
we will contain actions, order relationships and temporal information about when the behaviour
should occur. Therefore, the behaviour model could be divided in two modules: a behaviour action
sequence, which take care of which actions introduces in the behaviour and the order relationship
between them; and a behaviour time that contains the fuzzy temporal windows associated with the
behaviour. We will start focusing on the behaviour action sequence.

As former indicated, a human behaviour is a sequence of human actions that could (or not)
have temporal relationships constraints between them. Formally, we define the two concepts that
support our proposal:

Definition 2.4 (Human Action) A human action hi is a triple hi =< li, si, ti >, where li is a

label used to identify the action, si is a sensor event and ti is a time stamp in which the action

occurs. In brief, a human action labelled li is an activity (fact) that happens over a specific object

in a time instant ti, and it may be uniquely determined by mean of a sensor event si. Let’s take

the following instance as an example of a correct definition of human action “open the front door”

could be <“OpenFrontDoor”, “FrontDoorSensor#1234 = ON”, “8 : 30 : 47a.m.”>.

Definition 2.5 (Behaviour) A human behaviour Bi is a tuple < H,Ri, Ci,≺>, where H =

{h1h2, ..., hn} is a set of available human tasks, Ri = {ri1, ri2, ..., ri|Ri|} ⊆ H is the subset of available

human tasks that are required to complete the behaviour, and Ci is a set of temporal constraints

between the tasks in Ri, defined over a partial order relationship operator ≺. The partial order
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relationship ≺ defines the temporal dependency requirements over the actions of a behaviour, and

its formal definition is described in equation I.1. In brief, an action ria precedes rib in time in a

behaviour Bi, and it is written ria ≺ rib, if the time stamp ta of ria is lower than the time stamp tb

of rib, for all the possible instances of the behaviour.

ria ≺ rib ↔ ta < tb (I.1)

We illustrate the definition of behaviour with an example.

Example 2.3 (Go to sleep) Let us define the behaviour Go to sleep. The set H is the set of all

the available tasks that the user could carry out at home, and R contains the relevant tasks for

the behaviour, as for instance the set {“To sit on the bed”, “To take the slipper off”, “To take the

pills”, and “To turn off the light”}. Let us assume that the behaviour is normal if the user always

sits on the bed before to take the pills, and the last action s/he does is to turn off the light. Then the

set of temporal constraints between the human tasks is C ={ “To take the slipper off”≺“To turn

off the light”, “To take the pills”≺“To turn off the light”, and “To sit on the bed”≺“To take the

pills”}.

These order relationships may be modelled graphically as a set of AND gates connected in
cascade. Each human tasks is matched with an input line to an AND gate. Its value is false if the
action has not been executed and true otherwise. Each AND gate could be seen as an execution
level : all the actions assigned to level n should be performed before tasks in level n + 1. Figure 4
shows an example of a possible behaviour model for the example Go to sleep.

Action set

level 1

level 2

level 3

Discard Level

SitOnBed

l1PutPajamaOn

TakeSlipperOff

l2

TakePils

TurnLightOff l3

DiscardedActions

l4 BehaviourDone

Figure 4: “Go to sleep” behaviour model

Nevertheless, this design is static and does not fit with the new behaviour view. The new
representation should allow the behaviour model to be executed in different ways. For instance,
the task To take the slippers off may be executed either in level 1 or 2, since it just has to be
performed before turning the light off; but it has no other type of constraints. Instead of assigning
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an action to a specific level, we study the probability of an action being assigned to each level in the
behaviour model. Additionally, we include a last level, the discard level, where those actions that
are not relevant for the behaviour are connected. Table I.1 shows a possible probability distribution
for the behaviour model represented in Figure 4.

Table I.1: Example matrix to represent the behaviour “Go to sleep” (see Figure 4)

Tasks \ Levels 1 2 3 4 U

“To sit on the bed” 1 0 0 0 0

“To put pyjama on” 0.7 0.3 0 0 0

“To take the slipper off” 0.3 0.7 0 0 0

“To take the pills” 0 0.9 0.1 0 0

“To turn off the light” 0 0 1 0 0

“To open kitchen’s tap” 0 0 0 0 1

Formally, the underlying representation of a behaviour use of a probability distribution for each
action in the set H, so that an action hi may be executed in each of the r possible levels of the
cascade with probability P i = [pi1, p

i
2, ..., p

i
r]
t. This probability distribution represents that each

action can be executed within a cascade level with a concrete probability value. The representation
as a sequence of ANDs in cascade is the most likely representation of behaviour performance,
assigning each action to its most probable level in the cascade. Therefore, a human task hi is
located at the cascade level l if, and only if, l = min{j : pij(k) = maxj{pij(k)}}, i.e., l is the first
level with a maximum probability value in the matrix.

On the other hand, regarding the behaviour time module, we stores a Fuzzy Temporal Windows
associated with each behaviour in the system. As already explained, the Fuzzy Temporal Window
comes with a fuzzy set that controls the temporal uncertainty of actions.

2.3.2. Learning a behaviour model from user activities

Once we had defined the behaviour model, we required a method able to learn that structure
from some inputs (either ODB or behaviour patterns). The algorithm to develop should be capable
of learning the probability distributions of each action according with each behaviour. For this
purpose, we took advantages of Learning Automata and their way of operation.

A learning automaton [45] is a decision-making stochastic machine defined by the tuple
⟨α,Q,R, T ⟩, where α is a set of available action for the automaton,Qis the internal state, R is the set
of available reinforcement values of the automaton and T is a reinforcement learning scheme. The
running of a Learning Automaton is cyclical. At every iteration k, the Learning automaton selects
an action a(k) from the set of its available actions α(k). It selects the action taking into account Q,
the internal state. In order to get the reinforcement value, the action a(k) is evaluated in a random
environment using a fitness function f : Dxα −→ R. The obtained reward or penalty reinforcement
value β(k) = f(D, a(k)), where D is the expectation to obtain a reward. This reinforcement value
is used to update the internal state of the automaton, Q(k+1) = T (Q(k), a(k), β(k)). This cyclical
process finishes when a predefined condition, such as the convergence to the learned optimal action,
is fulfilled.
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Although in the learning process we only use FALAs, during this dissertation we use three
different types of Learning Automata. Herein, we introduce the main details of them[62]:

Finite Action-set Learning Automata (FALA).- the set of available actions α = {α1, α2, ..., αn}
is discrete and finite, and the internal state of the automaton is modelled as a probability
distribution of the action selection

Variable Action-set Learning Automata (VALA).- its action-set is finite as FALA, but the
availability of action to the automaton depends on external variables such us time. Its state
is modelled with a matrix, where each column is the action probability distribution corre-
sponding to each time, Q(k) =

[
P (k, 1)t, P (k, 2)t, ..., P (k, t)t

]
.

Continuous Action-set Learning Automata (CALA).- this automaton handle continuous ac-
tion spaces. Its probability distribution is defined by a Normal probability distribution
N(µ(k), σ(k)).

During the learning process, we separated between the behaviour action-sequence and the
behaviour-time module. Let us start for the behaviour action-sequence part. As indicated previously,
the learning process of this part consists of finding the probability distribution of each human task
H in a given behaviour. For this purpose, we use a team of FALA, composed by the same number
of human tasks in H. Thus, each FALA uniquely matches with a human task instance. We assume
that the learning automaton LAi is matched with the task Hi. The team members do not share
information, what eases the inclusion or removal of an automaton when a new task is considered as
part of H. For each FALA, the set of available actions is M +1, where M stands for the maximum
number of levels of the behaviour model. This maximum value is provided as a parameter of the
learning algorithm. When an automaton LAi selects the j-th action, for 1 6 j 6 M , it is indicating
that the human task hi is require to complete the behaviour. Besides, that task is assigned to the
j-th level in the behaviour model. If a task is assigned to M + 1-th level means that it is useless
for the studied behaviour. Therefore, the state of each FALA is represented as a probability dis-
tribution Qi(k) =

[
pi1(k), p

i
2(k), ..., p

i
M+1(k),

[
, where pij is the probability of selection of the j-th

automaton action.

Our learning algorithm uses a multi-teacher [45] (see figure 5 ) scheme for the automaton envi-
ronment. It is composed by S sample of correct behaviours (teachers) collected in the Observation
Database. Specifically, at every iteration, the Learning Automata team obtains a possible behaviour
model. This is validated by the Validator module (figure 5)). It checks if the proposed behaviour
model has not intermediate unconnected levels and if the model starts at the first level. Once it
is accepted, the proposed behaviour model is evaluated in the environment for each teacher in the
environment. Each one returns a Q- model reinforcement value [45]. These values are accumulated
in the overall score, f(k). Later, we transform this value f(k) into a P -model reinforcement value
[45] as indicated in I.2. The Fuser module (see figure 5) is in charge of this conversion.

β(k) =

{
1 iff(k) > f(k − 1)
0 otherwise

(I.2)

The learning algorithm is shown in algorithm 2. The algorithm details and the different rein-
forcement learning rules are deeply presented in [55].

Regarding the behaviour time module, we use the Continuous Action-set Learning Automata
to learn the fuzzy temporal windows associated to the behaviour. Since the CALA probability
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Figure 5: Learning scheme in a multi-teacher environment.

distribution uses a Normal distribution to determine its selection, we will use the traditional learning
algorithms[45][62] to train the CALA with the values of the FTW.

In [55], we present a depth study about the influence of the different parameters and the learning
rules in the quality of the behaviour model.

2.3.3. Recognizing and adapting human behaviour model.

Once we have learned the behaviour model, the next step was to develop an algorithm to
recognize as behaviours the activity performed by the user. First of all, we proposed a method to
recognize each possible type of behaviour independently, and later, we generalize the recognition
problem in order to synchronize the recognition of different behaviour simultaneously.

In brief, the recognition process analyses every new human task received in the system and
checks if all the relevant tasks in behaviour has been performed or not. Our recognition process
has two main steps: firstly, we check if the user is performing the behaviour inside the temporal
constraints; and secondly, we analyse one by one the relevant tasks determining which tasks has
been performed correctly, which ones in a unexpected order, etc. Mainly, we study three different
cases:

Normal behaviours.- A behaviour performance is considered normal when all the actions
fit in its associated temporal windows and no order relationship among their action has been
broken.

Uncompleted behaviours .- A behaviour performance is considered as uncompleted when
some of its action are done out of its FTW. In other words, the user has forgotten some
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Algorithm 2 Learning algorithm for the team

Require: △ ∈ (0, 1] the learning rate

Require: n the number of automata in the team, typically n = |H|
Require: M the maximum number of levels allowed in a behaviour model, typically M = |H|
1: Initialize k = 1, Qi(k) : pij(k) = 1/(M + 1), ∀i = 1..n,∀j = 1..M + 1

2: Initialize the best behaviour model found V (k) with vi(k) = M + 1,∀i = 1..n

3: while stopping criterion not satisfied do

4: for every automaton i = 1..n do

5: The i-th automaton selects an action aj(k) according to the action probability distribution

Qi(k)

6: end for

7: A(k) = V alidate(a1(k), a2(k), ..., an(k))

8: for every teacher s = 1..S do

9: Retrieve reinforcement value βs(k) for the behaviour model A(k)

10: end for

11: Compute [β(k), f(k)] = Fuser(β1(k), β2(k), ..., βS(k))

12: if f(k) > maxj=1..k−1{f(j)} then

13: Update V (k) = A(k)

14: end if

15: for every automaton i = 1..n do

16: Compute Qi(k + 1) = T (Qi(k), ai(k), β(k), vi(k))

17: end for

18: k=k+1

19: end while

20: return V (k), Qi(k)∀i ∈ {1..n}

relevant actions during the execution time of the behaviour.

Violated of task relationship constraint behaviour.- A behaviour performance is con-
sidered violated, when although all the relevant actions has been performed inside of the
FTW, some order relationship constraints has been broken.

For the last two type of behaviour, an alarm or warning is sent to the user. In both cases, the
user could be performing the behaviour deliberately in an incorrect way or not.

According with our behaviour model, a user can carry out some action in different levels. Our
recognition process online adapts the behaviour action-sequence regarding the past activities to
control this uncertainty. Every time the user performs a task hi, the system detects the level L in
which the action matches with the behaviour action-sequence:

If hi cannot be executed in level L, and hi belongs to a deeper level and the probability of
performing the rest of actions in level L is over a threshold, we affirm that a temporal rela-
tionship constraint has been violated, and, therefore, we detect a Violated of task relationship
constraint behaviour.
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If hi does not correspond to level L, but it could be performed in deeper levels and the
probability of performing the rest of action in level L is under a threshold, then we adapt the
sequence of ANDs to assign hi to the level of maximum probability after L.

If the time indicated by the FTW has expired, and the user has not performed the resting
actions, then we recognize an uncompleted behaviour or a violated behaviour, depending if
the algorithm has moved actions to different levels or not.

If hi does not match with any level in the behaviour model, we label it as discarded.

When all the tasks required to complete the behaviour has been carried out, all the AND gates
return true and the behaviour is recognized. Up to now, we are dealing with the uncompleted and
violated behaviours as anomalies. However, if those anomalies start being more common than the
former structure, the behaviour model should absorb this information as normal. For this reason,
we propose to complete the recognition process with a process of adaptation after a specific type
of behaviour is recognized. The adaptation process improves the knowledge about the user and
adjusts the behaviour model to the user features.

The behaviour action-sequence is updated depending on the level l in which each action was
carried out and considering the no executed and discarded actions. The adaptation process consists
of adapting the probabilities of the behaviour model. For this purpose, we adapt the probabilities
of the automata regarding the discrete rule shown in Equation I.3.

pij(k + 1, 1) =

{
max

(
pij(k, 1)−∆, 0

)
ifj ̸= l

1−
∑S+1

z=1,i̸=l p
i
z(k + 1, 1) ifj = l

(I.3)

where the ∆ determines the learning rate of the user habits. Higher values of ∆, faster adaptation
to user habits. Regarding the behaviour time, the adaptation process consists of updating the FTW
values: µFTW (k) and σFTW (k). As these values are associated with CALA, we use the adaptation
process of this LA to adapt the probability distribution. These parameters are only updated if
all the actions are included in the FTW. The update rules for the parameters are presented in
Equations I.4 and I.5.

µ(k + 1) = µ(k) + λCALA(tmean − µ(k)) if@j : µFTW (tj) < µmin (I.4)

σ(k + 1) =

{
σ(k)− λCALAσ(k) if@j : µFTW (tj) < µmin

σ(k) + λCALAσ(k) otherwise
(I.5)

where bj = (aj , tj) are the relevant human tasks at the time instant associated with it, µmin is the
minimum membership value to an action be considered inside the FTW, tmean is the average time
of the executed actions and λCALA is the automaton learning rate.

So far, we have focused on studying a single behaviour. Generalizing the problem to m possible
behaviours, our proposal architecture is shown in 6. We parallelize different behaviour models
studied by the system. Each type of behaviour is considered as an autonomous module, therefore,
the simultaneous processing of the behaviours is more accessible. We include an additional module,
the Behaviour Manager to control the possible interactions among the behaviours:

schedules and process the behaviours obtained in the recognition process,

control the performed actions, classifying them as member or not of the behaviour model,
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Figure 6: System architecture with behaviour models in parallel

generate the feedback to adapt the system for environmental or behaviour changes,

inform the user about the process, and send warnings or alarms when required.

Regarding the testing proces, in [55], the individual adaptation process is analysed. We test how
the system is able to incorporate new actions and change the order relationship between the tasks.
Additionally, we present a comparison between our approach and a HMM based one [59]. A global
study is presented in [48], where we examine the recognition and adaptation process with different
behaviours and different databases.

2.3.4. Experimental process in a Real Ambient Intelligence Environment. iSpace

Even though, we run experiments both simulated data and inside a small laboratory, we had the
opportunity to test our system in a real Ambient Intelligence Environment, known as the iSpace,
at the University of Essex as a result of a three-month research stay. We performed several unique
experiments within the iSpace (see Figure 7). The iSpace is a two-bedroomed apartment composed
of a bedroom, a study, an entrance hall, a fully equipped kitchen, a living room and a bathroom.
The apartment is organized in four labelled areas: kitchen, sofa, bedroom and hall.

Each room contains a set of devices to interact and manage the environment, which are con-
nected using the Universal Plug&Play (UPnP) architecture. The communication with the devices
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is carried out using an API programmed in JAVA, which provides of the services belonging to a
range of devices and also interaction via sending messages over the network.

For the experiment, we monitored sensors and actuators that provide a real image of the current
iSpace state. Namely, we monitored two inputs sensors: door sensor and Ubisense Tracking Sensor.
The door sensor indicates if the door is opened or closed. Regarding the Ubisense Tracking Sensor,
it detects when the user either enters into or exits a zone. Additionally, we control the state of
20 actuators consisting of light-switches, curtain-controllers, TV remote control, door remote lock
and switch controllers. The switch controllers manage whether some specific electrical appliance
is connected to the electrical network or not. In concrete, those devices are: a coffee machine, a
little bedroom lamp, an alarm clock, a toaster and a radio. To manage all the actuators, we have
developed an interface to send the specific commands to the actuators, such as, turn them on and
off (see figure 7f).

The goal of our experiment is to check that our system is capable of learning different behaviour
models for different types of behaviours, recognizing the user current activities and online adapting
the behaviour model in order to evolve the behaviour model with the user. For this purpose, we
studied three participants and three different behaviours: Wake up, Have breakfast and Leave home.
Each participant was requested to perform independently these behaviours in the iSpace in a natural
way, i.e., performing exactly the habitual sequence of actions that s/he usually carries out at his/her
own home. Additionally, we requested the participants to provide some expert knowledge about
his/her way of performing the behaviours: the temporal interval, the sequence of actions to carry
out and the order constraints among them.

At the beginning of each experiment session, the system applied a specific mode in iSpace,
named as Sleepy mode, consisting of the following specific actions: closing all curtains, turning all
the devices off and turning all the lights off. Each participant wore a tag of Ubisense Tracking
Sensor to identify exactly their position at the environment. Each experiment session started when
the alarm clock went off at a specific time provided by the participants. From that moment on, the
system recorded all the user interaction (events) with the environment, received either form the
sensors or through the interface. For each event, the time and the activated sensor/actuator were
stored. Each experiment session finished when the participant left the iSpace.

The experiment results are partially presented in [53] . Herein, we briefly summarize the most
important ones. We have concluded that our system is able to extract behaviour models very
similar to the correct ones, comparing the learned behaviour models to the one generated from
the user knowledge. We have also demonstrated that the online adaptation algorithm evolves the
behaviour model in real time, being capable of changing the structure of the behaviour model, as
the user executes tasks. Moreover, our system is capable of learning not only those actions which
are considered as basics by the user, but also the ones that are unconsciously performed yet they
belong to the action set of the behaviour. In general, the detection of these actions could be very
useful to notice small changes in the behaviour performances that are imperceptible in other cases,
such as, in degenerative disease supervision applications.

The associated article to this part are:

Ros, M.; Pegalajar, M.; Delgado, M.; Vila, A. and Hagras, H. Detection of abnormal human
activities by means of Learning Automata Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics –
Part A: Systems and Humans, 2011, Submitted to.

Ros, M.; Cuéllar, M.; Delgado, M. and Vila, A. Online recognition of human activities and
adaptation to habit changes by means of learning automata and fuzzy temporal windows
Information Sciences, 2012, In press.
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(a) Living Room (b) Hall

(c) Kitchen (d) Bedroom

(e) Bathroom (f) Control Interface

Figure 7: iSpace rooms

Ros, M.; Delgado, M.; Vila, A.; Hagras, H. and Bilgin, A. A Fuzzy Logic Approach for
Learning Daily Human Activities in an Ambient Intelligent Environment IEEE International
Conference on Fuzzy Systems, 2012, In press
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2.4. Understanding change in human behaviour. A summarization tool

The adaptation process provides us with information to monitor the user about how s/he be-
haves. However, we realize that a method to evaluate that evolution could be a great support in
the resident monitoring for caregiver, nurses, etc.. So, during the research stay at the Computa-
tional Intelligence Research Laboratory in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at
the University of Missouri-Columbia (MU), we took advantages of the huge experience of he host
centre in Ambient Assisted Living and Linguistic Summarization process, to develop a method to
measure how similar are two types of behaviour or two performances of the same behaviour.

In our previous works [55][48], we have presented a representation for human behaviour, the
Behaviour Model, and a set of algorithm to learn, recognize and online adapt the model. Focusing on
the adaptation process over the time, we propose a tool to identify changes in patterns of behaviour
over longer periods of time (days, weeks, months or years). Until up, our work has been focused
on detecting the incorrect behaviour performances on real time. With this new branch, we will be
able to help predict cognitive and/or functional decline that affects overall quality of life [60].

First of all, in order to study those changes in the behaviour, a Similarity Measure is introduced
for anomaly detection and for comparing pairs of behaviour models [6][54]. This Similarity Measure
was designed based on the different relevant aspects of the Behaviour Model [48]. Basically, the
measure includes three components that study all the important aspects of the behaviour model:

Comparing soft partitions: determines the similarity between pairs of behaviours according
to the strength of actions grouping into similar levels.

scp(U, V ) =
s(U, V )

norm1(U, V )
. (I.6)

where norm1(U, V ) = maximum(s(U,U), s(V, V )) and s(U, V ) is the strength of actions
grouping into similar levels. It is calculated using the comparing soft partitions technique
proposed in [7], viewing tasks as data points and levels as clusters. The normalization value,
norm1(U, V ) = maximum(s(U,U), s(V, V )), is introduced to produce a more human inter-
pretable value when two pair of behaviours are compared. We extends this normalization
technique for comparing the same kind of behaviour adapted by a system over time, obtain-
ing a comparing soft partitions part as:

scp2(U, V ) =
s(U, V )

maximum(norm1(U, V1), ..., normn(U, Vn)))
. (I.7)

Subsethood of Non-Discarded Actions: two behaviour models may share many actions in the
discarded level. This component minimizes the influence of those actions in the measure.

ssub(U, V ) =
|RU

∧
RV |

|RU
∨

RV |
(I.8)

where RU and RV are the relevant set of actions for behaviour U and V respectively,
∧

is
intersection,

∨
is union and || is cardinality.

Similarity of Partial Order Relations: determines if the order of levels is consistent. Two
behaviour models may share a set of non-discarded actions and have a strong similarity of
actions grouping into levels (clusters), but the order of levels is not consistent, the measure
has to factor its effect.

spor(U, V ) = 1−
∑

(i,j)∈I′ ∅(EU (i, j), EV (i, j))

|I ′|
(I.9)
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where
∅(EU (i, j), EV (i, j)) ={
0 ifEU (i, j) = EV (i, j)

minimum(P(U,i), P(V,i)) otherwise
(I.10)

where EU is a |H|x|H| matrix that represents the order relationships (before, same, after)
between two actions and P(U ′,i) measures the ability to decide that action i belongs to some
particular level.

Therefore, the final measure for comparing human behaviours is

sfinal(U, V ) = scp2(U, V )× ssub(U, V )× spor(U, V ) (I.11)

With this similarity measure, we are able to detect longer time periods changes in the same type
of behaviour (days, weeks, months, etc..), comparing each day the evolved behaviour model to an
initial base refined behaviour (the base-line behaviour). Figure 8 shows an example of the evolution
of Wake up behaviour for a specific resident for a year. If we observe just the graphic representation,
this is not the most understandable by nurses, social workers, families or, even, residents. However,
it is possible to summarize the information presented in the graphic in a more usual vocabulary
(see annotations in Figure 8). Our objective consist of defining a linguistic summarization method
to analyse the time series obtained after using the similarity measure.

Figure 8: Example. Output of Wake up behaviour evolving for a year. Annotations show what

happened in this year.

We are interested in detecting gradual changes in the elders’ behaviours as soon as possible. We
focus on partial trends concerning a smaller time span (e.g. a window). This defined time window
has a considerable influence on the linguistic summarizations produced. For each time span, we
applied the well-known method of linear regression in order to numerically summarize a partial
trend time window. We calculate the slope of the estimated linear equation, which resides in [-90o,
90o]. This value provides us with the angle of the line segment that characterizes the rate of change
of the time series. Additionally, we compute the mean squared error (mse), which varies in [0, 1].
From this value, we get the variability of the samples to the estimated linear equation.

Herein, linguistic summarization of change in human behaviour over long
time periods consists of the generation of understandable sentences of the form:

Behaviour [X] is [angle] with [mse] in a time period equal to [time window]
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We leverage the concept of dynamics of change (or speed of change) identified by Kacprzyc et
al []. The authors propose linguistic terms corresponding to various inclinations of a trend line:
quickly decreasing, decreasing, slowly decreasing, constant, slowly increasing, increasing and quickly
decreasing (figure 9 shows the sets graphically).

Quickly decreasing [-90 -90 -80 -60]

Decreasing [-75 -60 -40 -25]

Slowly decreasing [-40 -30 -20 -10]

Constant [-20 -10 10 20]

Slowly increasing [10 20 30 40]

Increasing [25 40 60 75]

Quickly increasing [60 80 90 90].

Figure 9: Fuzzy sets for the angle of the estimated linear equation.

Regarding the concept instability of a time series, we define a linguistic variable with following
terms, defined in possible levels of instability:no instability, low instability, medium instability, high
instability and extreme instability (figure 10 shows the sets graphically).

no instability [0 0 0.0001 0.0012]

low instability [0.0001 0.0005 0.001 0.0014]

medium instability [0.0001 2 0.002 0.004 0.0048]

high instability [0.004 0.009 0.04 0.07]

extreme instability [0.05 0.071 1 1].

In paper [54], we present a set of experiments performed to prove the running of the summa-
rization process in depth. Briefly, we emphasize that our method is able to detect both small and
catastrophic changes. In the experiment, we show how the methods detects, in one hand, a degen-
erative disease; and on the other hand, a huge event that make the user changes completely their
behaviour and the later rehabilitation process.

The associated papers to this part are:
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Figure 10: Fuzzy sets for the mse in the user specified time window.

Derek T. Anderson and Maŕıa Ros and James M. Keller and Manuel P.Cuéllar and Mihial
Popescu and Miguel Delgado and Amparo Vila. Similarity measure for anomaly detection
and comparing human behaviours. Submitted to International Journal of Intelligent Systems.

Ros, M.; Pegalajar, M.; Delgado, M.; Vila, A.; Anderson, D.T.; Keller, J.M.; Popescu, M.;
, ”Linguistic summarization of long-term trends for understanding change in human be-
haviour,”Fuzzy Systems (FUZZ), 2011 IEEE International Conference on , vol., no., pp.2080-
2087, 27-30 June 2011

2.5. Generalizing the behaviours. Routine detection

After summarizing behaviour evolution knowledge, we realize that this mechanism could help
to reduce the over-monitored process associated with this type of systems. Therefore, we required
a process to summarize recognized behaviour: as a sequence of actions can be grouped as a specific
behaviour, similarly, a set of behaviour may be also combined as an only one object with a common
meaning: a routine. For example, let us think about the actions performed every morning. Every
person usually Wakes up, Haves breakfast and Leaves Home. We could characterize this behaviour
as an only one set: Morning Routine. Therefore, those three behaviours should be performed to be
ready every morning.

This issue emerged during a research stay at the Computational Intelligence Centre at the
School of Computer Science at the University of Essex, Colchester, UK. This centre has extensive
experience in Type-2 Fuzzy Logic [38]. During this period, we took advantages of their experience
and propose a Type-2 Fuzzy System to detect different behaviour performances and generalize it as
a routine. The proposal follows the fuzzy control system principles, but including a small difference
in the rule format.

Type-2 Fuzzy Logic was introduce by Zadeh in [66]. In brief, a type-2 fuzzy set is characterized
by a fuzzy membership function, i.e., the membership value for each element of this set is a fuzzy set
in [0, 1]. Membership functions of type-2 fuzzy sets are three dimensional, including a Footprint Of
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Algorithm 3 Pseudocode of the recognition process

1: Wait until an action a is received

2: Execute the behaviour detection sub-system with a as an input

3: if The behaviour b is detected then

4: Generate the temporal fuzzy set related to b, which gathers all the action belong to b

5: Store behaviour b in the detected behaviour vector

6: Execute the Type-2 FLS with the information collected in detected behaviour vector

7: if Any rule is fired then

8: return Consequent of the fired rule

9: Clear the detected behaviour vector

10: end if

11: end if

12: Go to 1

Uncertainty (FOU). The third dimension, together with the FOU, supply the additional degrees of
freedom required to handle the uncertainties [38]. Type-2 Fuzzy Sets are very useful in applications
where determining complete membership functions is complicated due to instability of the problem.
Ambient Intelligent Environments (AIEs) is a perfect example of that uncertainty. AIEs are aware
of userś context and respond to usersńeeds in an unobtrusive manner [22], what means that the
users are who determine how the environment behaves and evolves. It is clear to understand that
those applications are very uncertain since they are dealing with different users, with different
needs, preferences, etc.

In this part of the work, our objective was to organize into a hierarchy the different learnt
behaviours to recognize more general behaviour, named as routines. Our proposal is divided into two
steps: firstly, we used our aforementioned method to recognized simple human types of behaviour.
Those detected types will be the input to the second part of the system: Routine detection sub-
system. This analyses the recognized behaviour and checks if any routine has been performed. The
behaviour is stored in the system once it is detected. Both systems are independent of each other
and exchange the information asynchronously. Therefore, the can be executed in parallel, allowing
each system to be replaced by another, with the same objective, without detriment to the smooth
running of the system. This process is summarized in the following pseudocode (see algorithm 3):

Routine detection sub-system has the structure of a Type-2 Fuzzy system, so that, it will com-
posed by a fuzzification process, a rule base, an inference engine, a type reduction and fuzzification
process (see figure 11). The method followed to develop this system is presented in [38]. Herein, we
present the most relevant changes introduced to that proposal:

Fuzzification

Fuzzification comprises the process of transforming crisp values into grades of membership for
linguistic terms of fuzzy sets. As indicated before, the major difference between a singleton FLS
and a non-singleton FLS is in the fuzzification part [58].

In our proposal, we use non-singleton Type-2 Fuzzy System. When a type of behaviour is detect-
ed, we could know the temporal instant when it was recognized. This instant corresponds with the
last detected action belonging to the behaviour. However, that moment cannot be assumed as the
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Figure 11: Type-2 Fuzzy system structure

identification point for the behaviour, since it is determined by a set of actions and not by only one
action. Therefore, the incoming input of our Routine detection subsystem is a temporal fuzzy set
that represents the times of all detected actions. This fuzzy set collects the uncertainty associated
with the performance of a specific behaviour. With these conditions, we use a non-singleton type-2
FLS to be able to handle the uncertainty of the own problem.

Rule Base

Traditionally, rules have the same structure in type-1 FLS than in type-2 FLS. The difference
is in the membership function of its elements. For a type-2 FLS, they are represented by interval
type-2 fuzzy sets [38]. Considering a FLS having p inputs x1 ∈ X1, x2 ∈ X2, . . . , xp ∈ Xp and c
outputs y1 ∈ Y1, . . . , yc ∈ Yc. Then, the th-rule in a FLS can be written as follows [25]:

IF x1 is F̃ i
1 and . . . and xp is F̃ i

p THEN y1 is G̃i
1 . . . yc is G̃

i
c

i = 1 . . .M (I.12)

where M is the number of rules in the rule base.

In our proposal, we change this pre-defined rule structure, adding information about behaviour
performance temporal information, as well as, information about the order relationships between
behaviours.

In this way, each antecedent contains information about performed behaviours and their tem-
poral order relationship. In concrete, the order relationship is specified by a temporal operator. On
the other hand, each behaviour is characterized by a Type-2 membership function, which indicates
when the user should perform the behaviour.

Then, considering having p inputs (types of behaviours) b1 ∈ B1, b2 ∈ B2, . . . , bp ∈ Bp and
output r1 ∈ R, a th-rule in a Type-2 Routine FLS is written as follows:

IF B1 is ˜FTW
i
1 OP B2 is ˜FTW

i
2 and . . . and Bp−1 is ˜FTW

i
p−1 OP Bp is ˜FTW

i
p THEN R is G̃i

i = 1 . . .M (I.13)

where M is the number of rules in the rule base and OP is a Temporal Operator.
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The temporal operators represent operations defined over the temporal line, and indicate how
tow temporal interval are related each other. Specifically, we use the Temporal Operator proposed
in [23]. These operators work over fuzzy sets that, in our case, will be the aforementioned FTW.

Let FTW1 and FTW2 be two Fuzzy Temporal Windows, defined as a trapezoidal function
FTWi = (γFTWi , αFTWi , βFTWi , δFTWi), therefore we can applied the time operators defined in
[23]. For the purpose of clarify, we will rename FTW1 and FTW2 as F1 and F2 respectively.

Before BEF (F1, F2) [23]: This operator computes the matching degree of F1 with the com-
plement of F2 on the left side (the moment before F2):

BEF (F1, F2) =


1 ifβF1 ≤ αF2

αF1
−βF2

(αF2
−βF2

)−(βF1
−αF1

) ifβF1 > αF2andαF1 < βF2

0 otherwise

(I.14)

After AFTER(F1, F2) [23]: This operator computes the matching degree of F1 with the complement

of F2 on the right side (the moment after F2):

AFT (F1, F2) =


1 ifγF1 ≥ δF2

δF1−γF2

(δF2−γF2 )−(γF1−δF1 )
ifγF1 > δF2andδF1 < γF2

0 otherwise

(I.15)

Overlaps OV L(F1, F2) [23]: This operator calculates if at least an instant of time belongs to both F.

OV L(F1, F2) = Supx{Min{µF1(x)µF2(x)}} (I.16)

Those operators are defined for Type-1 fuzzy membership functions. We have extended them to
be able to handle Interval Type-2 Fuzzy sets. We used the operators defined above, on upper and
lower function (op and op) independently.

Inference Engine

Inference Engine follows the method presented in [38]. However, as our rule are different from
the traditional rule, we had to introduce a new parameter in the calculation of the firing strength
interval. After fuzzification process, we have as input a Type-2 fuzzy set. To evaluate it over our
rules, we need to take into consideration not only if the input matches with the membership
function, but also the temporal operator evaluation. The temporal operator evaluates if the order
relationship between the behaviour performances are correct or not. Therefore, if the temporal
operation does not fulfil, the rule will not be fired.

We applied the singleton Type-2 FLS approach to the non-singleton type-2 FLS to obtain
the upper and lower membership values of the fuzzification outputs for each input. Additionally,
we have to include the condition presented above. Therefore, the firing strength of each rule is
F l = op ∗ [f l, f l, where

f l = Tk=1...2m,s=1...mµl
s,k(xk) ∗ µl

s,k+1(xk+1) ∗ ops

f l = Tk=1...2m,s=1...m overlineµl
s,k(xk) ∗ overlineµl

s,k+1(xk+1) ∗ ops

where m is the number of antecedents and opi is the result of evaluating the temporal operation
included in the rule.
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Type-Reduction

Once we have already obtained the lower and upper firing strengths for each rule, we use the
center of sets type-reducer method to get the type-reduced sets.

Defuzzification

The final defuzzified crisp output is obtained by taking the average of the type-reduced set [38].

Experiments and results

Our proposal has been tested in the iSpace at the University of Essex. We have performed
unique experiments with 5 different participants during 10 days. Each one was requested to perform
Morning Routine, as they usually do at their own homes. We analyse their routines with our Type-2
method, and compare the results with a Type-1 Fuzzy System.

During the experiment, the most important detail was how to build the membership function
of the rules. For the type-1 model, we choose 5 different membership function, obtained from user
performances. Those membership functions are used to evaluate the rest of user performances.
In comparison, we aggregate those 5 membership function in only one, accumulating all their
knowledge for obtaining the type-2 fuzzy membership function.

As conclusions, we affirm that using Type-2 FLS in our problem, we are able to deal with
different users and ways to perform the behaviour without requiring learning their temporal infor-
mation from scratch. For this reason, our system is more generic reducing the effort of adapting
the knowledge or re-learning when a new user starts using the system.
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3. Concluding Remarks

The following section briefly summarize the obtained results and present several conclusions.

We have developed a method for extracting which are the relevant actions for a specific
type of behaviour from sensor information. We proposed an algorithm based on Data Min-
ing techniques, specifically, Frequent Itemsets to extract those actions. Together, we designed
a method to control the correct order relationship among the actions. Those patterns are
collected in a Behaviour Base, which is the input to the Recognising System. This analyses
current user activities and matches them with the learnt behaviour patterns. For this pur-
pose, we proposed an original structure, named as Behaviour Tree and a Walk Algorithm to
recognize the behaviours patterns.

We have proposed a method to handle the temporal uncertainty of the problem. We assume
that a specific behaviour is usually performed around known time. Using this information,
we establish a temporal window over the temporal line, indicating when is more likely that
a specific type of behaviour will be performed. Besides, we fuzzified the concept to provide
more importance to those actions close to the interval centre. Finally, we have modified the
extracted pattern method to handle with the new fuzzy information.

We have generalized the behaviour pattern concept to an adaptive and probabilistic represen-
tation. Our new representation controls two aspects: the behaviour sequence-actions and the
behaviour time. The first one contains a probability matrix to represent the actions and the
order relationship among them. The second one stores the Fuzzy Temporal Window associated
with the specific behaviour.

We have designed a set of algorithms to learn and recognize the new behaviour representation
based on Learning Automata technique. The learning behaviour uses either the ODB or the
extracted patterns to create the environment where the Learning Automata evaluate their
solutions. On the other hand, the recognising algorithm is able to adapt the behaviour model
in two moments of the recognition process:

• During the recognition process: The Behaviour Model is adapted dynamically to allow
an action to be recognized in different levels depending on its probability matrix.

• Once a behaviour performances has been recognized: The algorithm adapts the proba-
bilities of the matrix depending on the detected actions, levels and behaviours.

We have tested our algorithms in both simulation and a real ambient intelligence laboratory.
Firstly, we studied the robustness and the reliability of the proposed algorithms. Additionally,
we compared our results with a HMM method [59] obtaining better results in several cases.
Secondly, we tested our method at the iSpace, an Ambient Intelligence Environment placed
at the University of Essex, Colchester.

We have proposed a tool to identify changes in patterns of behaviour over longer periods
of time (days, weeks, months or years). To support this process, we designed a Similarity
Measure that compares two different Behaviour Models. Basically, the measure includes three
components: Comparing Soft Partitions, Subsethood of Non-Discarded Actions and Similar-
ity of Partial Order Relations. With this Similarity Measure, we compare each day evolved
behaviour model to an initial base refined behaviour (the base-line behaviour) and generate
representation of the behaviour evolution. Next, we required to provide a more understand-
able mechanism to analyse that evolution. We proposed a summarization process that studies
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the evolution in different periods of time, analysing the slope of the evaluation and the mean
square error of the data.

We have generalized the problem of recognizing human behaviour to analyse sets of behaviour
performances with a common meaning: routine. We have developed a non-singleton Type-2
Fuzzy Logic System system that receives as inputs the FTW of aforementioned method. Both
systems can work in parallel, through an asynchronous communication. As conclusions, we
achieve the fact that using Type-2 Fuzzy System we are able to deal with different users and
ways of performing specific behaviours, without requiring to start the learning process from
scratch.
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4. Future Work

This PhD work presents an original system to learn, recognize and adapt human behaviours
in Ambient Intelligence Environments. We have proposed different methods to learn and recognize
human current activities, developed an adaptive structure to encompass all the user activities
changes, compared with other methods proposed in the literature, tested in real environment and
summarized long-trend activities. However, activity recognition is an emerging research line in AmI
[14], and therefore, it is in continuous evolution and change. In this section, we present some future
open research lines raised from the proposals made in this memory.

Multi-User Social Behaviours

Human beings tend to live in social environments where they can interact with other individuals.
This interaction is part of our daily routine and influences (or, even, conditions) our own behaviours.
For example, in a house different members of a family live together sharing activities, such as, having
dinner, where everyone collaborates and influences in each other. For elderly people or people with
special needs, this interaction are even more common and deciding.

We will enhance our method to control the social interactions, defining profiles both individual
and social ones. Those will contain the preferences of each user aggregated as a unique set in order
to accomplish a specific user goal. Additionally, the profiles will provide users with fitted services
regarding their current activities.

Furthermore, externally gathered information will be considered in order to enrich the collected
data. Those externally gathered information may be extremely useful for understanding social
behaviour, the like medical background of patients, preferences of the user specified in advance by
the user or calendar information.

Ambient Intelligence and Human Behaviour Ontology

Among AmI aims, the context-awareness sets it apart from the rest. Having the defined context-
awareness allows to know how the services should be provided in the environment, when, where and
why it could happen, etc.. Projects as COBRA-ONT propose an ontology to represent Context-
Aware Pervasive Environments [13]. An ontology [24] formally is a description of the concepts and
relationships between them. Using ontologies, we will be able to specify the components in AmI
environments, including a descriptive representation of the common system vocabulary.

Additionally, as stated before, the activity recognition is emerging as a key research challenge in
Ambient Intelligence. The combination between the context-awareness and the activity recognition
process will improve the characteristics of the Ambient Intelligent providing more fitted services to
the end-users.

Long-Trend Summarization Expert Evaluation. Refining the method

The Long-Trend Summarization Method obtains a summary of how a behaviour performance
evolves with the time (different days, months or years). However, the extracted sentences has been
defined without supervision of the real users. The main objective of this process is to provide
the nurses or caregiver with more understandable information about the real resident behaviour
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evolution. For this purpose, we want to obtain the expert opinion to evaluate the method and
improve it by adding more attributes to provide a more adapted knowledge.

Furthermore, focusing on the proposed method techniques, we would like to generalize the
method to avoid having to define the time window to summarize. We would like to define a method
that finds the changes studying the own data and its evolution.

Finally, we would like to propose a method to learn both the membership functions and the
methods of producing the linguistic summarization.

Sensor Failure. Possibilities and consequences in the model and recognition pro-

cess

The sensor are devices embedded into the Real Environment that collects the user activities
on them. However, as they are hardware devices, they are subject to common fails: energy cuts,
communication loss, etc.. We will investigate the effects of sensor failures on the activity inference
processing. Besides, we would like to develop a probabilistic model for fault detection and iden-
tification for sensors. Our model capabilities will include the detection and identification of bias,
drift, and noise in sensor readings. We will also extrapolate the method to multi-sensor networks
to control the failures in big environments.

Knowledge transfer between different environments

Knowledge transfer is a quite known tool in organizational development and learning. Its goal
consist in transferring knowledge learnt in different organization to another one. This process is
equal to the human learning process, looking for patterns to repeat in different situations and
scenarios[10]. This concept may be extrapolated to different fields, such as, machine learning or
psychology. In concrete, we will use this concept in Activity Recognition, in order to transfer the
learnt users’ activities to different places.

Repetitive temporal patterns. Other application fields.

Studying repetitive and temporal patterns is a challenge that can be found in different ap-
plication field, including psychology, psychiatry, ethology, traffic flow, industry, computer science,
etc..

Inside our research group, there are some project to develop tools to improve building energy
consumption. Our objective is to study how the users’ behaviour could influence on the energy
consumption of the building. A prediction model will be developed in order to detect events and
conditions in specific environments, in order to optimize the user comfort minimizing the energy
consumption. Among the studied sources, the users’ daily activities inside the building would
influence completely the obtained results. Additionally, we will study weather forecast, simulated
building structures, etc..
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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a system that is able to process the information provided by a Tagged World to iden-
tify user’s behavior and to produce alarms in dangerous situations. The system inputs are signals from
sensors, which are used to recognize correct behavior (action sequences) by Inductive Learning, using
Data Mining techniques. The inference engine is a reasoning device that is implemented by means of Reg-
ular Grammars. It permits us to control user’s behavior. As output, the system produces and sends alarms
when a user action sequence is wrong, indicating the erroneous actions, forgotten future, and so on. To
test our system, the Tagged World is supposed to be at a house, where we have used RFID technology to
control the objects inside it.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the recent years, the computer technology has suffered a
wonderful evolution to the small computer. This evolution was
predicted by Weiser (1993) where he defined the ubiquitous com-
puting as the method of enhancing computer use by making many
computers available throughout the physical environment, but making
them effectively invisible to the user. Following this principle, the de-
vices are made tinier each time. Inside these devices, the hand-held
ones and the sensors are emphasized upon.

Many traditional environmental applications base their opera-
tions in sensors, for this reason sensors are becoming more and
more common in daily life.

There exists different types of sensors to collect information
about very different magnitudes: temperature, electromagnetic
waves, mechanical effects, some chemical products, radio-fre-
quency signals, etc. Today, systems based on radio-frequency iden-
tification (RFID) technology are a key tool in helping to move
Weiser’s vision closer to reality (Want, 2004a, 2004b). A RFID Sys-
tem is always made up of two components (Finckenzeller, 2003):

� A tag (small silicon chip that contain identifying data and some-
times other information), which is located on the object to be
identified.

� A reader which, depending upon the design and the technology
used, may be a read or write/read device.

This type of sensors makes the creation of a Tagged World easy .

Definition 1 Koyama, Nakagawa, and Shimakawa (2006). A
Tagged World is defined as a smart area that serves to recognize
user’s behavior by using information about their daily activity. This
information is collected by sensors placed (embedded) in the
environment.

In particular, RFID sensors allow us to collect information spe-
cifically about the different objects that user touches. This permits
to develop a system that is able to detect the user actions from sen-
sors information with the goal of finding mechanisms to identify
the different actions with the specific activity carried out by the
user.

It is obvious that there are a wide range of possibilities in
designing this type of system, which result into many projects that
propose different alternatives. For example, in Yamahara, Takada,
and Shimakawa (2006) a Tagged World project is presented which
uses RFID tags that are attached with all objects around the envi-
ronment. A user brings a wearable computer equipped with a RFID
reader to record the access logs to these tags. They use Bayesian
networks methodology for the probability statistics in the recogni-
tion and the reasoning to provide personalized services to make a
more safe and easy life by recognizing and reasoning about the hu-
man behavior.

In contrast, in Nakauchi, Noguchi, Sonwong, Matsubar, and
Namatame (2003), a method that uses clustering techniques for
the classification of the behavior is proposed, through the algo-
rithm ID4.

The clustering techniques are also used in conjunction with a
rule based system based (Isoda et al., 2004). A representation mod-
el that expresses both the spatial and the temporal relationships is
proposed. Moreover, the system provides the user support by cou-
pling the result with the aim of the model consisting of a set of
states.

0957-4174/$ - see front matter � 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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In Philipose et al. (2004), a system to infer Activities of Daily
Living (ADL) is proposed. A new paradigm for ADL inferencing
leverages radio-frequency identification technology, data mining
and probabilistic inference engine is presented to recognize ADLs
based on the objects that people use. They use two kinds of sen-
sors. The basic information is obtained by RFID technology, but
other sensors are also introduced to fill in the gaps of information
that RFID tags could generate. The system represents activities as
linear sequences of activity stages, and annotates each stage with
both the involved objects and the probability of their involvement.

In this paper, we propose a system to overcome some short-
comings (basically, the inability of generalization and adaptation
to change) found in the earlier proposals. We use Data Mining
techniques to identify correct behavior, and Regular Grammars to
control the implementation of a sequence of actions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is
devoted to develop the theoretical basis of our proposal, introduc-
ing also the different tools that have been used. In Section 3, we
specify the inductive learning process, and in Section 4 the Reason-
ing System is presented. We conclude by explaining the current
architecture of our system and showing some examples about its
operation. Finally, some consider the developed implementation
and future proposals.

2. Our approach. Theoretical background

In this section, we present some concepts about Tagged World
and related constructs which are necessary to know and to under-
stand our approach. In addition, we present a system overview
where we present the system structure.

As said before our system tries to solve various problems arising
in the task of to recognize user’s behavior in Tagged Worlds. We
have mentioned the word ‘‘behavior” several times before, but
without stating precisely its meaning, which is needed as this word
has a very general and context dependent semantics. To do this we
chose the formal representation introduced in Koyama et al.
(2006): a behavior is composed by actions. Therefore, we will under-
stand a behavior as an action sequence ordered on time

Definition 2. Let A ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; ang be the set of possible user’s
actions in some situation or domain. A user behavior is a finite set
of actions:

b ¼ fa1;a2; . . . ;apðbÞg

with aj 2 A8j, where aj is performed before ak if, and only if j 6 k.

Let us observe that this definition of action does not consider
the concrete instant time in which an action is performed. How-
ever there are problems in which the information about concrete
time is to be relevant. For them a definition of action is needed
to consider that time. As we indicated previously we will assume
that RFID tags are the only sensors to collect the user information.
This allows us to associate each action from the above definition
with some specific object. So, we will denote each action with
the corresponding object name.

Example 3. If we want to control the behavior to go out home,
the user has the following possible actions: to take the mobile

phone, to take the keys and to close the door. Then, these
actions will be represented in our system as: mobile phone keys
door.

The set of possible actions is always finite but its length de-
pends on the context or domain. Similarly different behaviors
may involve a different number of actions.

According to our objectives the system we propose is to be de-
signed to carry out the following tasks:

� To detect the ‘‘key” actions that correspond to a normal behavior.
For this only the actions that are common in any performance
of a specific behavior are to be considered. For example, when
we study the behavior to go out home, we know the user, nor-
mally, to take the keys and to close the door. However, if
he takes a bag or a scarf, it will not be a common action in this
behavior. These common actions are to be considered ‘‘key”
actions and they specifies a behavior, that is, the definition of
a behavior is a skeleton one, which is only composed of key
actions.

� To determine whether a sequence of actions as performed by the
user is correct or not. When a sequence of actions arrives to the
system, it should indicate whether the sequence is right or
wrong with regard to the previously studied and controlled
behaviors. Thus, if the user is to go out home, and in general,
to take the phone, to take the keys, to close the door

and to call the elevator, the system has to detect any for-
gotten or wrong action: forgetfulness of the keys or the mobile
phone, not closing the door . . .

� To generate and send alarms when the sequence of actions is incor-
rect. While from a theoretical point of view the main aim of the
system is to identify user behavior, from a practical point of
view it is very useful to provide a service able to generate and
send alarms for the user when the sequence of actions is
incorrect.

Besides these tasks, there exists another interesting goal: the
Knowledge Mobilization. The aim of this idea is to allow the use
of hand-held devices to communicate the alarms to the user
(after processing signals on a server to identify the correct
behavior).

When we talk about behavior, the user concept is not the same
as the concept of the research. This different perception of the
behavior could be a problem if we want the system would be used
by anybody. For this reason, we think that it is convenient to use a
simple and obvious behavior concept that would be controlled by
the system.

Our objective is to design and implement a system that is able
to generate and send alarms when a user omits some key action in
a behavior. Thus, ‘‘right/correct behaviors” are to be identified, but
to do this task we need to take into account different aspects of
user’s conducts:

� A user does not carry out the behavior actions in the same order
every time. When a user goes out home, we know that he has
to take the mobile phone, to take the keys, to close the door;
but it is possible that he has to take the keys, to take the mobile
phone, to close the door too.

� To identify a behavior it is needed for the user to make all the
behavior actions. When a user takes the mobile phone, he could
be carrying out various behaviors: to go out home, to speak, to
tidy up, etc.

� A user may carry out intermediate (non key) actions that have not
been considered in the skeletal definition of a behavior. As we have
commented before the definition of a behavior is a skeleton one,
which is only composed of key actions. However a user may per-
form some additional non key actions keeping the rightness of
the behavior. When a user goes out home, we know that he
has to take the mobile phone, to take the keys, to close the door.
However, when the user takes the mobile phone, it is possible
that he takes the bag before the keys.

� A user may start a behavior without finishing a previous one. When
a user takes the key and the mobile phone, we could believe that
he is going out home. Nevertheless, he could realize that he for-
got to make the bed.
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To summarize the main objective of our approach is to design
and implement a system that is able to

� Read the signals from RFID tags.
� Learn the user behavior.
� Identify some concrete user activity sequence as a user known

behavior.
� Send an alarm to warn the user in case of detecting a wrong or

incomplete activity sequence.

To get this, we need to implement some learning method as
well as a reasoning device. At the same time the system would
be simple and understandable to the user. So, we need an adapt-
able system. Therefore, we have designed a system with two main
parts: an inductive learning mechanism, whose final output will be
a Behavior Database and a system to the recognition of sequences
performed by the users, which will be built on the Behavior Data-
base obtained in the previous process. In Fig. 1, we show a system
structure diagram.

To process the RFID information, and consequently to construct
the Behavior Database, we have used Data Mining techniques,
since this information can be represented as strings and continu-
ous data. On the other hand, the Reasoning System is based on Reg-
ular Grammar. We use an automaton to represent the user
behavior, and its route allows to know if the user activity corre-
sponds with a known user behavior.

In the next two sections, we present the details of these two
parts of the system.

3. Inductive learning method

As we have mentioned before, we want to create a Behavior
Database from which we could identify a user current sequence
of actions to be a specific behavior. Here, we propose an automatic
mechanism based on inductive learning techniques from the

knowledge we have from user, which has been collected by the
sensors in the environment. However let us mention that the
Behavior Database could be from other non-automatic or semi-
automatic ways: from an expert, studying the environment, from
the user experience, etc.

The user activity is collected by using RFID tags and thus it is the
identification number that we have assigned to a specific object in
our Tagged World. So, we can collect the user activity as a se-
quence of identification numbers or a sequence of identified ob-
jects. This information is stored into an Observation Data Base
that can be modelled as a Transactional Database. Then the key ac-
tions for each behavior can be identified with the concept of fre-
quent itemset which can be extracted from the Transactional
Database. That is, the key actions will be defined as the sequence
of events that occur more often in the observed knowledge. There-
fore each frequent itemset corresponds to a particular common
behavior.

At first glance, to disclose frequent itemsets from the Observa-
tion Data Base we can use some of the versions of the Apriori Algo-
rithm. This algorithm was introduced by Agrawal and Srikant
(1994) and this allows to obtain the frequent itemsets in a Trans-
actional Database. However the use of Apriori algorithm on our
Observation Data Base has two problems that are necessary to
solve (the first one, in fact, is less specific than the second one):

� Assessing the support threshold. This value will determine those
actions that will be in a frequent itemset and those that will
not, i.e. which are to be considered ‘‘key” (common) and which
are not. Thus the support value determines the quality of the
final Behavior Database.

� Loss of sequentiality. The algorithm Apriori returns itemsets that
do not keep any order among its components. However, this is a
problem for the system, since all actions of conduct preserve a
certain temporal order among them. For example, the behavior
to leave home is often the sequence of actions door key

Fig. 1. Designed system diagram.
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mobile_phone, but mobile_phone keys door or keys

mobile_phone door are also possible and right. However clos-
ing the door before without taking hold of the mobile phone or
the keys is not correct, and therefore should not be considered.

To solve this problem the next step in the learning process is to
find the valid orders of itemset’s actions. The idea is to generate all
the possible permutations of each frequent itemset and to compare
each permutation with the sequences we have in the Observation
Data Base. Then, we construct a Behavior set where we add the se-
quences whose ordering coincides with one of some real observa-
tion in the Observation Data Base. The set of valid sequences of
each behavior constitutes the final Behavior Data Base. The algo-
rithm is presented in Table 1.

Several researches have proposed Apriori algorithm modifica-
tion to obtain directly a sequence from the data and not only item-
sets, as in Agrawal and Srikant (1995). In our case, this is not a good
possibility, so this kind of algorithm is prone to remove much
interesting sequences due to the fact that they do not have a high
frequency. We mean, in a sequence it is possible that the items that
compose it are frequent. However, not all possible orders are fre-
quents, but we want to collect them as an alternative.

4. Reasoning System. Alarm generation

The second part of the system is the reasoning model which
does the behavior identification. It has the Behavior Database as
base to do the identification of the actions. So, the reasoning con-
sists in a matching mechanism between the user current actions
and the Behavior Database. Using the representation of a behavior
as a sequence of actions, we can represent the DB as a Regular
Grammar, and can use it to recognize that the action has been real-
ized by the user.

The Behavior Databases are considered as the set of words built
with the formal grammar, where:

� The Alphabet is the identifiers of embedded sensors in the
environment.

� Word of the alphabet (or actions behavioral X) is a management
symbol of the alphabet.

Therefore, the identification of the sequence of actions consists
primarily in the recognition of a word from the defined formal
grammar.

The Regular Grammar allows to define an automaton (Hopcroft,
Motwani, & Ullman, 2002) to make the studying word process. We
define a finite automaton for each behavior the DB stores. The
usual implementation to automaton is using a Graph. However,
this representation induces several problems:

(1) Lost the actions temporality. Graph’s nodes have not got any
order between them, in other words, when we are in a node
we do not know from which node we come,1 we are not una-
ware of the word before. A transaction between nodes implies
a read symbol, but not a temporality between them.

(2) There could exist some valid transactions to some behavior, but
not to other. The transaction representation in a Graph
means that between node a and node b, there exists a trans-
action, independently the behavior implies the transaction.
However, it could be possible that there exists a behavior
with the action a but not with action b. This means that
the transactions between a and b have not to appear. This
is a contradiction caused by Graph structure.

(3) Final state. The final state indicates whether a word is
accepted or not. This has some complications, like point 2.
It could occur that a node will be a final state to a behavior
but not to other. How do we determine when the sequence
is valid and when it is not?

(4) Several Graphs. When we observe a person we may control
many behavior, and not all of them are connected between
them. This implies that we could have several graphs with-
out connection.

Although the use of graph provides more disadvantages than
advantages in the behaviors identification, it is possible to use its
philosophy to design a support structure that allows the identifica-
tion of behaviors. The alternative proposal will be a Behavior Tree,
where each of the branches will represent a user behavior. The tree
leaf nodes are identified with the behavior that has to be carried
out, while the intermediate nodes symbolize the actions that con-
sists a behavior.

The choice of the tree structure is justified, since this offers the
following advantages over the graph:

(1) Nodes Hierarchy. It maintains the temporality of the behavior
actions by means of the hierarchy of tree nodes. Thus, an
action that is in a higher level of the tree will be an action
prior to another action that will be in the lower level.

Table 1
Algorithm to obtain the valid sequences.

For each i 2 behavior sequence
For each t 2 Observation Data Base transactions

Check if all elements in the sequence i respect the t elements order
Get the position of two t elements
Check the positions

If these positions are incorrect in the sequence i
Get other two t elements

If the sequence is not found in neither of Observation DB transactions, delete
the sequence.

Table 2
Algorithm to Reasoning System.

Initialization
Event ei
Current node nc
Second node ns

Process
If the current node nc has a son node nh to where can access reading ei

If nh is a leaf node
Output: nh determines the current behavior
Initialize the current node nc at root

Else
If nh has not got sons

Output: nh determines the next actions and the behavior
Initialize the current node nc at root

Else
If the second node nc has a son nh

If nh is a leaf node
Output: nh determines the current behavior
Initialize the current node nc at root

Else
If nh has not got sons

Output: nh determines the next actions and the behavior
Initialize the current node nc at root

Else
If ei is an omitted action

Output: current branch, indicating omitting actions and the behavior
Else

If ei is the first node in other branch
Assign ns to nc

End
1 We are speaking about traditional automaton.
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(2) Ramification. It makes a ramification of concrete actions. To
reach a leaf node it is necessary to move in advance by all
higher levels of this group, and therefore, for all actions that
define the behavior.

(3) Common root. The tree will have a common root to all behav-
iors, which allows the Reasoning System only to work with
one structure.

(4) Restricted search. The tree scan allows us to limit the
possibilities and to restrict the search in the Behavior
Database.

This structure will not be enough to recognize a sequence of ac-
tions, but we should implement an algorithm to browse the tree
and to get the correct behavior.

The system of reasoning is based on two key aspects: the
browse of the support structure and a matching mechanism
between the user current sequence and the Behavior Tree. We
have designed an algorithm that try to have in account all
possible situations. We do a preorder browse with some mod-
ifications as backward steps or changes of branches. This algo-
rithm is presented in Table 2. The algorithm output will be of
four types:

(1) Nothing.
(2) Only the identified behavior.
(3) The identified behavior and the recommended future actions

using the identified behavior as reference.
(4) The identified behavior and the actions have been omitted

by the user.

These outputs are transmitted to the Production Alarm Module,
which will create an alarm when the situation demands it.

Alarms monitor provides information to the user about what
happened in the system. Thus we will generate an alarm in the fol-
lowing situations:

� When the algorithm output recommended future actions, we
would generate an alarm that informs the user: ‘‘According to
the behavior X, you should not forget to do the actions Y”, where
the actions Y are the future actions which are being identified by
the algorithm.

� When the algorithm output omitted actions, we would generate
an alarm that informs the user: ‘‘According to the behavior X,
you have forgotten to do the actions Y”, where the actions Y
are the omitted actions that have been identified by the
algorithm.

Fig. 2. Correct behavior identification system in a Tagged World.

Table 4
Possible permutations.

s1 {Keys, OutDoor, MobilePhone} Deleted
s2 {Keys, MobilePhone, OutDoor}
s3 {OutDoor, Keys, MobilePhone} Deleted
s4 {OutDoor, MobilePhone, Keys} Deleted
s5 {MobilePhone, OutDoor, Keys} Deleted
s6 {MobilePhone, Keys, OutDoor}

Table 3
Transactions to the Go out home behavior.

Transaction Objects

t1 Shoes MobilePhone Bag Keys OutDoor Elevator
t2 Shoes Keys MobilePhone OutDoor Elevator
t3 Bag Keys OutDoor Elevator
t4 MobilePhone Keys Bag Elevator OutDoor
t5 Keys Bag MobilePhone
t6 MobilePhone Keys OutDoor
t7 Shoes Bag Keys OutDoor
t8 Bag Keys Elevator OutDoor
t9 Keys MobilePhone OutDoor
t10 MobilePhone Keys OutDoor
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5. Architecture

The implementation of these systems must follow a basic prin-
ciple: its implementation must not affect the user’s daily life. In
other words, the user may not be aware of the system, since the
system should be invisible to him and his habits.

As we have indicated in the introduction, the Tagged World are
environments that have been equipped with a sensor package
whose signals are collected and processed to produce a service to
the user. This indicates two needs for interaction with such sys-
tems: sensors, which are the input of the system and a computer,
which will collect signals from input modules and process it to pro-
duce a service to the user.

Also, we mentioned above that we need to know when a user
touches an object. We resolve this task using a RFID HF System.
We have selected this frequency because we need to know that
the reader range is not large, and the system will interact with
the user continuously. A RFID System consists of RFID tags, RFID
readers and a base computer. We have not designed a specific mid-
dleware, but we have used the fabric middleware from the RFID
readers. In that implementation, we have used a PDA with a SD
RFID Reader to do the tags readers. A system diagram is presented
in Fig. 2.2 The system architecture is an architecture Client/Server,
where the client is implemented in the mobile device and the server
is a web server and it is set up in the computer. This will achieve one
of the basic aims of the Tagged World: knowledge mobilization.

The client has been generated as a Client mobile, where it serves
only as an intermediary between the Reasoning System (setting up
on the server) and the user. It is responsible for reading the passive
tags, for sending the read tags to the server, for receiving the re-
sults and for sending, where appropriate, the alarms.

On the other hand, the server implements the Reasoning
System. It receives two inputs: the user activity and the Behavior
Database. The user activity is collected by the client and

transmitted to it. Whether the system is learning or not, these in-
puts will be used.

� If the system is learning, the system has to execute the inductive
learning process.

� If the system is reasoning, the system has to check if the read tag
is in the system and if it is valid, then it has to reason with the
identification number.

The server has to keep an object database, where the system
controls all tags that are situated in the environment. It stores as
well as the identification number, the identified object and another
object information.

The system has been implemented using JAVA technology (Eck-
el, 2006), JAVA2 and JAVA Web Service for the server and JAVAME
for the Client mobile.

6. A real example

For our experiments, we have situated the system in a specific
environment: a house. This was a small experiment, so we have
only provided with RFID tags a set of objects: the bath, the tap,
the door, the mobile phone, the bag, the key, the bar of soap, the
computer, the bed or the chair. Each object has a RFID tag, so the
object database has to know that object.

We start with the inductive learning operation, thus we present
the sequence pattern extraction to ‘‘Go out home” Behavior. We
begin from the set of transactions in Table 3. If we apply the Apriori
algorithm with a supp of 0.8 over that data set, we will get the fol-
lowing itemsets:

Keys OutDoor MobilePhone

From this itemset, we have to obtain the sequence patterns.
For the first time, we obtain all possible permutations and
we take out only the valid sequences. The solutions are shown
in Table 4.

Fig. 3. Behavior tree. Example.

2 Some figures has been taken from Want (2004a).
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This method should be repeated with each behavior to control
obtaining the Behavior Database.

When we have learned the correct actions to every behav-
ior, we could reason about the user activity. The information
received from sensors is sent to the Reasoning System, which
generates the ‘‘Behavior Tree” to help the reasoning the first
time that it is used.

We have extracted the following sequence patterns from the
Behavior Database to show the defined ‘‘Behavior Tree” (see
Fig. 3).

(1) Cooker Saucepan ? To cook.
(2) Cooker Fridge ? To cook.
(3) Keys Books MobilePhone ? To tidy up.
(4) Keys MobilePhone OutDoor ? To go out home.
(5) MobilePhone Keys OutDoor ? To go out home.

Finally, we present the final implemented application. For this,
we propose some different examples above ‘‘House environment”
to demonstrate the operation system. We are going to pose some
different situations and the system response. For each situation,
we have shown the output with the Sun Java Wireless Toolkit 2.5
for CLDC (Yuan, 2004).

� Situation 1. We suppose the user actives the sensor the bath tag.
With this object, the system could recognize two possible
behaviors:
– bath tap ? to take a bath.
– bath soap ? to wash his hands. So we need to wait

for another object to identify the behavior. If we received
the tap, we would say that the user will take a bath (see
Fig. 4a).

� Situation 2. We suppose that the user takes keys. With this
object, the system only could recognize one behavior: to go
out home. So, we could recommend to the user some actions
that he should not forget: to take the mobile phone and to close
the door (see Fig. 4b).

� Situation 3. We suppose that the user tries to close the door. This
implies that he is going out home. However, he has got neither
keys nor mobile phone. The system reminds him that he has for-
gotten these objects. This is the principal aim of this system (see
Fig. 4c).

7. Conclusions

This article presents a solution to a new problem, and booming
now, the Tagged Worlds. The solution uses techniques of Data Min-
ing and Knowledge Mobilization allowing a simple generalization
to any field of study.

The use of data mining techniques, in particular mining se-
quence for inductive learning, and of Regular Grammars for recog-
nizing the actions proposes a new theoretical solution to this
problem. And, moreover, the use of technologies Mobile provides
a solution from a practical point of view, by facilitating the imple-
mentation of these systems in the real world and for real users.

In future works, we will include the uncertainty concept over
the RFID reader. The RFID system generates uncertainty in its read-
ers, so the reader could fail or the RFID tags could break down. So
we have two types of uncertainties we have to process: probabilis-
tic uncertainty and possibility uncertainty. This will affect the
inductive learning, because it may assume the uncertainty of the
user behavior and manage it.
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a b s t r a c t

The main objective of the Ubiquitous computing is to include technology on the user life without mod-
ifying their daily routine. A lot of kinds of applications base their operations on using sensors situated on
a Tagged World, which is a smart area that serves to recognize user’s behaviour using information about
their daily activity. It manages information collected by sensors to identify the user behaviour and to pro-
vide some services according to inferred behaviours. In this paper, we present a specific method to extract
behaviour patterns on time from the collected sensor signals. The method is based on frequent itemsets
that represent the common actions of the user. After, we obtain sequence patterns from these extracted
itemsets. Our method should pay attention to the user activities because these have non-random impre-
cision by definition. Thus, we have designed a method to handle this imprecision, through establishing a
temporal constraint that is called Fuzzy Temporal Window.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years, Ubiquitous systems are a reefs in the current
technologies and researchers. Since Mark Weiser introduced the
Ubiquitous Computing term (Weiser, 2008), many applications have
arisen within this field. The main idea consists of including com-
puters on daily life without disturbing normal user activities. Now-
adays, the current trend in Ubiquitous Computing is to provide user
environment with different mechanisms to collect information.
This information is used to help users.

Our proposal develops a system to provide services in specific
situations. To understand the problem, we will focus on these peo-
ple that need some help, since their mobility or some physical abil-
ities are reduced. Somebody should take care them. We propose a
mechanism to reduce the dependence of these people on their
carer.

Our objective is to study user daily activities and to provide
some service when they have done something wrong or have for-
gotten important things, without altering their daily activities, in
the sense of the Example 1.1 shows.

Example 1.1 (An elderly woman is going to bed). We suppose an
elderly woman is going to bed. When she is in the bedroom, she
sits down on her bed, she takes her slipper off and she turns the
light off. However, she has forgotten to put the burner out and take
her pills. The System is sending alarms to inform her about her
forgotten actions (see Fig. 1).

As we have indicated before, we need a mechanism to gather
the user information: sensors. Sensors are devices that measures
what is happening in the environment. In this work, we are consid-
ering RFID sensors that let us identify objects in the environment
with an unequivocal number. RFID systems’s (Sheng, Li, & Zeadally,
2008) main function is automatic identification of objects or per-
sons using radio waves. A typical RFID system consists of three ele-
ments (Want, 2004): a tag attached to the objects or persons, a
reader that creates an RFID field for detecting radio waves and a
computer network to connect the readers. RFID technology has
been aimed at a limited number of applications (Domdouzis,
Kumar, & Anumba, 2007), i.e., access control and electronic toll
collection (Blythe, 1999; Fennani & Hamam, 2008), to many new
application areas, i.e., industrial and commercial (Jalelkis et al.,
1995), entertainment (Rashid, Bamford, Coulton, Edwards, &
Scheible, 2006) or healthcare and pharmaceutical (Wu, Kuo, &
Liu, 2005). Nowadays other uses are arising such as intelligent
spaces, where gather the human activity and develop a system to
detect the user actions from this information. Therefore, the goal
of such systems is to find a mechanism that would identify the dif-
ferent actions with the specific activity performed by the user.

By placing sensors in an environment, we build an intelligent
space that is able to capture information about the user position,
the behaviours, the surrounding and so on (Yamahara, Takada, &
Shimakawa, 2007). Some examples can be found in Kidd et al.
(1999) and Mori et al. (2005). However, these two examples are
developed without reasoning and inferencing.

The development of Kidd et al. (1999) and Mori et al. (2005) is
the Tagged World (Koyama, Nakagawa, & Shimakawa, 2005) con-
cept. A Tagged World is defined as a smart area that serves to rec-
ognize user’s behaviour using information about their daily
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activity. This information is collected by sensors placed in the envi-
ronment. The Tagged World project (Koyama et al., 2005;
Yamahara et al., 2007) was developed in the University of
Ritsumeikan, Japan and consists of providing appropriate personal-
ized services for each user, to make their life easier and safer by
recognizing and reasoning the human behaviour. They use a wear-
able computer as a Pocket Assistant. This computer compares an
access log with patterns to recognize human activities. The system
is based on a Bayesian network and obtains the results with a
probability value for every extracted behaviour.

Other alternative is the project proposed by Philipose et al.
(2004). They propose a system to infer Activities of Daily Living
in a known room from interactions with objects. They present a
new paradigm for ADL inferencing leverage radio-frequency-
identification technology, data mining and a probabilistic inference
engine to recognize ADLs based on the objects people use. They
basically use RFID technology with other sensor streams. The sys-
tem represents activities as linear sequences of activity stages, and
annotate each stage with the involved objects and the probability
of their involvement.

In Ros, Delgado, and Vila (2009) Delgado, Ros, and Vila (2009)
we propose a system to identify correct behaviour from the user
activities using Data Mining Techniques on a Tagged World. The
system is divided into two main parts: inductive learning mecha-
nism, which produces a behaviour database and a reasoning sys-
tem for the recognition of sequences that uses this database. The
first stage uses Frequent Itemsets, while the second one does
Regular Grammar.

The System uses the Frequent Itemset concept to process the
sensor information, without keeping in mind the time if the action.
However, the time is an important characteristic in this kind of sys-
tems and it should be studied in general. There are a lot of propos-
als about time constraints for sequence mining. Fiot, Laurent, and
Teisseire (2007) present a soften temporal constraints used for
generalized sequential pattern mining. They are established be-
tween the itemsets that are in the sequence patterns, pointing
out the minimum and maximum distance among them. This pro-
posal gets to establish this constraints using three values: two lim-
its of time between two itemsets and a sliding window during
which the records may be grouped into one itemsets. In our case,
we set only one constraint, a temporal window, during which the
actions may happen. In this version of our project, we have pre-
ferred to study the temporal relationship in a period of time, inde-
pendently on the space among the actions if they were in the
Window.

This paper is organized in six sections. In Section 2 we present
the formal problem to solve. In the next section, the crisp model is
presented explaining the method to obtain the knowledge for a
specific behaviour. In Section 4 we present the Fuzzy Temporal
Window concept and its generalization to adjust the window to
the user activities. Section 5 presents the method to work with
the uncertainty of the problem. As well, we present an illustrative
example of operation model. To evaluate the method, in Section 6
we present some results we have obtained in our research, as well
as, a statistical test which proves the method is better than the one
presented in Ros et al. (2009) and Delgado et al. (2009). Finally, the
conclusions and future works are reported in Section 7.

2. Formalization of the problem

This section defines the formalization of the problem: ‘‘to obtain
sequence patterns that identify the user behaviours in a specific
domain and context from the information provided by a sensor net-
work.” In the following, we introduce the objectives of the system.

Definition 2.1 (Action). An action, c in C = {c1, . . . ,cN}, is an
activity (fact) that happens using a specific object.

The actions are usually relevant depending on the time and it is
suitable to know when an action happens on time.

Definition 2.2 (Action on time). An action on time, ct
i , is an activity

that happens over a specific object in a known time and it is
denoted as a pattern ct

i ¼ ðci; ljÞ i; j 2 N, where ci 2 C = {c1, . . . ,cN} is
an action and lj is an established time when the action happens.

The associated time of an action, lj, could be represented as spe-
cific moments or as a temporal label with the condition that we
know an order relationship between their elements. These defini-
tions give us the basic elements to introduce the main concept,
which is the behaviour.

Definition 2.3 (Behaviour). Let C = {c1, . . . ,cN} be set of possible
user actions in some situations or domains. An ‘‘user behaviour” b
is a finite set of actions:

b ¼ fc1; c2; . . . ; cpðbÞg

with cj 2 C "j, and where cj is performed before ck iif j 6 k.
In this definition, we do not pay attention on the time, although

a behaviour happens in a specific moment on time.

Fig. 1. Example 1. An elderly woman is going to bed.
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Definition 2.4 (Behaviour on time). Let C = {c1, . . . ,cn} be set of
possible user actions in some situations or domains. Let s be the
temporal line, then an ‘‘user behaviour on time” bTI

is a finite set of
pair such as:

bTI
¼ ðcT1

Þ; . . . ; aTnðbÞ

� �n o
¼ ðc1; t1Þ; . . . ; cnðbÞ; tnðbÞ

� �n o
;

where cj 2 C "j, where gammaj is performed before ck iif j 6 k,
tj 2 [0,s] "ti < tj if i P j.

Our system’s input is a database composed of user observation,
i.e., actions performed by the user. In the rest of this paper, we call
this database as Observation Data Base (ODB). In our case, we col-
lect an action when an user touches an object; therefore, every
time the user touches an object, we will add an action on the data-
base. Every row of this database represents the user activities in
the entire day, i.e., the sequence of actions performed by an user
all day long. The ODB is represented by a transactional database
T, where every column represents the touched objects, i.e., a possi-
ble action from C set, C = {c1, . . . ,cN}.

As we have indicated before, in general, a behaviour has associ-
ated a moment in the day when it happens. However, this moment
is not a fact: the user hardly ever makes the actions at the same
moment every time. Therefore, when we introduce the time in
the problem a new difficulty arises in it: the time is not something
exact. The time has vagueness that should be studied to minimize
its effects.

3. Model without time considerations (Crisp Model)

In this section, we present a first approach to the problem ex-
plained in Section 2. It extracts our goals, (the user behaviours),
without obtaining a stationary model. Under this constraint, no
vagueness is present and then we use the term ‘‘crisp” to qualify
our model. This approach is explained in Ros et al. (2009) and
Delgado et al. (2009) so here, we only present a brief summary.

First of all, we should study what the input information is
and what kind of knowledge needs our system. As we have indi-
cate before, the system is designed to gather the inputs from a
collection of sensors. However, these sensors work for the entire
day, so we need to limit these sequences. Not only does it let us
reduce the input data but adapt the behaviour to the user.
To make this distinction, we should ask the users or an expert
instead about the habits. An expert could indicate how a ‘‘nor-
mal” behaviour should be developed, that is, between what ob-
jects we could find the correct sequences. In this version, we
consult an expert about where we have to study the database
to find a specific behaviour.

In short, firstly, our System has to obtain the actions that could
be part of the behaviour, and next decides which sequences of
these actions are correct. We develop these goals in two stages:
obtaining common actions and obtaining the correct sequences.

3.1. Obtaining common actions

In this first step, we have to identify the input data with the
knowledge our system needs. The model (Delgado et al., 2009)
matches a behaviour with the user common actions: the actions
that the people normally perform to make a specific behaviour.
In the Example 3.1 we present an possible situation to understand
what the user common actions are.

Example 3.1 (Common actions). Let us considerer the to leave

home behaviour which contains always two actions, to take the

keys and to close the door. However, if the user only to take a
bag or to take a scarf, it will not be a common action in the
studied behaviour of to leave home.

As we have mentioned above in this paper, we represent the
information in the ODB, which is provided by the sensors in the
Tagged World, as a Transactional Database T. This structure let
us apply a great variety of techniques of Artificial Intelligence
to extract information. In this case, we have to get the objects
that are more representative in the database, that is, the items
of the database that are frequent. Therefore, we have chosen
the Frequent Itemsets, a Data Mining technique, to try to solve
the problem. We identify the frequent itemsets with the com-
mon actions of a behaviour: every frequent itemset corresponds
to a particular common behaviour (Delgado et al., 2009). The
extraction of common actions is made by an algorithm derived
from the Apriori Algorithm (Agrawal & Srikan, 1994). An itemset
is a set and, like one, there is no order relationship among its
elements. This is a trouble, because a behaviour should have a
known order relationship among its items to be quite right.
Thus, we have to supervise which sequences of these itemsets
are valid.

3.2. Obtaining correct sequences

After obtaining the common actions, we have to extract the cor-
rect sequences for the behaviour, although, before we should know
when we could affirm that an itemset maintains a valid order rela-
tionship. The Example 3.2 shows an situation where the order rela-
tionship between the actions is a key factor.

Example 3.2 (Valid order). Let us considerer a to leave home

behaviour. The itemset defines this behaviour as door key

mobile_phone. To these actions, it could think in two possible
order relationships: mobile_phone keys door or keys mobile_-
phone door. Nevertheless, we do not accept any order relationship
where the door were before the mobile_phone or the keys.

To find these correct order relationships between the elements
from an itemset, we construct all permutations of each frequent
itemset, thus obtain all possible sequences of actions performed
by the user as identify the Tagged World. With this step, we extract
all possible order relationships between the elements, even though
not all of them are correct. We only accept those permutations
whose actions are ordered as in the ODB.

Definition 3.1 (Correct sequences). Let T be a Transactional Data-
base that represents an ODB and let I be an itemset obtained from
ODB for a specific behaviour, denoted by b. Then a correct sequence
p is a permutation of I where the order between its elements are
defined in the ODB.

We have designed an algorithm (Delgado et al., 2009)
‘‘ad hoc” to detect whether a correct sequence is found. Those
sequences that the algorithm considers they are correct will be
included in a final database called as Behaviour Database. This
database stores all valid sequences for the different behaviours
that have been studied.

The algorithm compares a possible sequence (a permutation of
the itemset) with the items of the ODB. If it finds the same order
relationship in both worlds, the possible sequence is accepted as
a part of the Behaviour Database. In any other case, the possible se-
quence will be ruled out. We present an example about this pro-
cess in Example 3.3.

Example 3.3 (Correct sequences). Let us consider an example of to
leave home behaviour. The ODB is showed in the Table 1,
represented as a transactional database T. If we apply the Apriori
Algorithm over T, with support = 0.9, we obtain the itemset
{Keys,ODoor,MobilePhone}. From this itemset, we obtain the
permutations showed in Table 2. However, all sequences are not
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valid, according to the order relationship of actions, in the ODB. For
example, the sequences s2 and s6 are involved in the ODB, whereas
the rest could never happen.

We would like to clarify that our objective is to find possible va-
lid sequences and not frequent sequences. From this point of view,
we use the Frequent Itemset technique to limit the elements that
compose the behaviour, because we only need the common actions
(or, in our case, the frequent actions). Following our method, we
can face up to any user sequence of actions and not only the fre-
quent situations.

This approach is completed with a Reasoning System (Delgado
et al., 2009), which extracts the current user behaviour and
provides a service when it will be necessary. This part uses the
Behaviour Database as an input together with the current activity
of the user: the objects that the user is touching in that moment.
The System infers the current user behaviour and check if it is
correct according to the Behaviour Database. The final point of
our approach is to send alarms when the inferred behaviour is
not realized correctly. In the Example 3.4, we show the alarms that
should be sent for an specific situation.

Example 3.4 (Reasoning process). For the case described in the
Example 3.3, we know our Behaviour Database only has s2 and s6 as
the correct sequences for the to leave home behaviour.

Let us suppose that the user wants to leave home. Then, he/she
tries to close the door, so the system will infer he/she is leaving
home. However, he has got neither keys nor mobile phone. The
system reminds him/her that he/she has forgotten both objects.

Up to now, we have not paid attention to the moment when the
action happens. However, this information could be quite useful to
establish relationships between the elements. This idea is develop-
ing in the next section.

4. Managing actions on time

In the previous section, we have presented a system to extract
user behaviours from information collected by sensors. However,
we have needed an expert to limit the part of ODB where we
should look up in, because of we do not know when a behaviour
starts or ends in the sequence of touched objects. To avoid this
dependency, we need to design a system that use other character-
istic of the problem to limit the ODB. In this point, we are aware of
the fact that generally all behaviours are realized in a specific and
repetitive time.

Example 4.1. Every day, Rose leaves home at 8:30 to go to work.
Behaviours are not something precise, that means, he/she usu-

ally makes it at the same time roughly. Therefore, we can establish
an adjusted interval in which we are certain of the behaviour hap-
pens. This raises a new problem: how we establish the limits of the
interval to detect a specific activity. They could be set through
using the knowledge about the user or using a specific width or
etc. But, actually, ranges should consider non-random imprecision
of the situations.

Example 4.2. Let us suppose that Rose leaves home at 8:30,
then we could supervise actions that happen ‘‘about 8:30”, for
instance, from 8:20 to 8:40.

The first option is to consider a ‘‘crisp” interval where every item
would have the same probability to belong to the behaviour, that is,
the actions realized in this period of time could always appear when
we study the behaviour. This interval is called as Temporal Window
and determines a subset for each ODB tuple (see Fig. 2).

Nevertheless, if every item had the same importance in the
interval, some actions which in fact do not belong to the behav-
iour could be included in the correct sequences. In the Example
4.3 we show a situation where some actions are more important
than others.

Example 4.3. Let us suppose we want to extract the correct
sequences to to leave home behaviour. Following with the
Example 4.2, we are supervising an interval focused on 8:30, and
situated from 8:20 to 8:40. Let us suppose we know the following
actions belonged to the interval.

� 8:21 Making the bed.
� 8:29 Catching the mobile phone.
� 8:30 Catching the bag.
� 8:31 Closing the door.
� 8:32 Taking the elevator.
� 8:40 Driving the car.

Then, as every action in the interval has the same importance, we
could affirm that ‘‘making the bed” or ‘‘Driving the car” is as impor-
tant as ‘‘Catching the mobile phone” or ‘‘Catching the bag” in the
behaviour ‘‘Leave home”. But, actually, this is not true. We have
to design a method to provide some actions with more importance
than other kind of actions, that is, a method to soft the interval to
adjust these differences.

Table 1
Leave home ODB.

Trans Elements

t1 Clothes, Shoes, MobilePhone, Bag, Keys, ODoor, Elevator
t2 Shoes, Bag, Keys, MobilePhone, ODoor, Keys2, ODoor2, Elevator
t3 Tap, Towel, BathroomDoor, BedroomDoor, Clothes, Shoes, Bag, Keys,

MobilePhone, ODoor, Keys2, ODoor2, Elevator
t4 Shoes, Keys, MobilePhone, Bag, ODoor, Elevator, Keys2, ODoor2
t5 Shoes, Bag, MobilePhone, Keys, ODoor, Keys2, ODoor2, Elevator

Table 2
Possible permutations.

s1 {Keys,ODoor,MobilePhone}
s2 {Keys,MobilePhone,ODoor}
s3 {ODoor,Keys,MobilePhone}
s4 {ODoor,MobilePhone,Keys}
s5 {MobilePhone,ODoor,Keys}
s6 {MobilePhone,Keys,ODoor}

Fig. 2. Temporal Window over an ODB.
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The Example 4.3 clearly shows that every actions have not the
same importance inside the interval. Furthermore, we can con-
clude that actions are near the interval centre are more important
than actions far away from the interval centre. So, we can attach
importance to each action depending on its situation in the inter-
val. To do it, we use the Fuzzy Logic Techniques, assigning a Fuzzy
Set to every interval on the temporal line. This interval is called as
Fuzzy Temporal Window (see Fig. 3). In this case, every action in the
studied interval has related an importance degree established by
the membership degree to the Fuzzy Set.

4.1. Model formulation

Throughout this subsection, we present the formal representa-
tion to Temporal Window and Fuzzy Temporal Window (Ros,
Delgado, & Vila, 2008), as well as an explanatory example to check
the process realized by the Windows over the ODB.

Definition 4.1 (Temporal Window, W). Let i be an instant of time
related to a specific behaviour b and let I be the interval of time
defined around t according to the semantic knowledge about b. Let
ODB be the Observation Data Base and t 2 ODB a tuple from ODB.
Let cTj

2 t8j be an action on time cTj
¼ ðcj; ljÞ. We define

Xj ¼ ðcTj
; djÞ, associated with t, where dj is the membership degree

of lj to the interval I.

Then, we define a Temporal Window, TW, as the interval I
where mj = 1 "Xj 2 TW.

Example 4.4. Let us suppose the System have collected the data-
base represented on Table 3. In this table, we have identified every
action with the object that the user has touched to make the
action. For instance, the action ‘‘Putting the shoes on” is repre-
sented on the Table 3 as ‘‘Shoes”, and so on.

Our objective consists of ‘‘extracting the correct sequence of
actions related to a specific behaviour”, in this case, we want to
study the following behaviour.

Rose leaves home at 8 : 30:

First of all, we should extract the set of actions we have to study.
According to the knowledge about the behaviour, we establish the
Temporal Window TW between 8:25 and 8:35, so we attempt
importance to every action on time. The result of applying TW over
this ODB is showed in Table 4.1 As we observe, the actions whose
time label is collected in the TW has a membership degree equal
to 1, while for those are not in the TW their membership degree is
equal to 0. Like this, we distinguish the actions we have to study
for a specific behaviour.

Definition 4.2 (Fuzzy Temporal Window, FW). Let i be an instant of
time related to a specific behaviour b. Let fs be a fuzzy set defined
around i according to the semantic knowledge about b. Let ODB be
the Observation Data Base and t 2 ODB a tuple from ODB. Let
cTj
2 t8j be an action on time cTj = (cj, lj). We define Xj ¼ ðcTj

; djÞ
where dj is the membership degree of lj to fs. Then, we define a
Fuzzy Temporal Window, TW, as an temporal interval I associated
with fs and where 8dj 2 Xj ) dj ¼ lfs ðljÞ.

Example 4.5. For the case described in the Example 4.4, now, we
apply a Fuzzy Temporal Window FW defined as the fuzzy set fs.
In this example, we define the fuzzy set fs as a trapezoidal function
represented as a T = (a,b,c,d), where a, b are the downer limits of
the function, whereas b, c are the upper limits. To be precise, our

trapezoidal function T is defined as T = (8:25,8:28,8:32,8:35). The
result of applying FW over this ODB is showed in Table 5.2 Using
this Window, we attach different importance degree to every action,
distinguishing between the importance of the actions in the specific
behaviour. For instance, the importance of the action ‘‘Putting the
shoes on” (a2) should not be the same of the action ‘‘Catching the
keys” (a5).

Once we have defined the Fuzzy Temporal Window, the next
step consists of obtaining the representation of ODB for every
behaviour to study. If we apply a Fuzzy Temporal Window over
the ODB, every item of this database will have a membership
degree associated to its importance in the FW. Therefore, we will
obtain a new representation of ODB that will be Fuzzy, a Fuzzy
ODB.

Definition 4.3 (Fuzzy ODB applying W). Let ODB be an Observation
DataBase and FW a Fuzzy Temporal Window. Then, we define ~ODB
as a Fuzzy Observation Data Base where every item has an
associated membership degree related to its importance in FW.

As we indicated in the Section 2, we represent the ODB as a
Transactional Database. Consequently, the Fuzzy ODB will be rep-
resented as a Transactional Database too, where for every row and
column we will have the membership degree according to the
importance of the item in the Fuzzy Temporal Window.

4.2. Generalizing the Fuzzy Temporal Windows

Let us point that in the development before it is implicitly as-
sured that the knowledge used to characterize the FW is com-
pletely true. However this assumption is no always correct, as
the following Example 4.6 shows.

Example 4.6. Let us suppose that we want to check the behaviour
Rose leaves home at 8:30. However, we know that Rose
sometimes arrives late at work. So, we can affirm that Rose

leaves home at time almost always.

To manage this kind of statement we will use a semantic ap-
proach based on evaluation of quantified sentences (Zadeh,
1983). A quantified sentence is an expression of the form ‘‘Q of F
are G”, where F and G are two fuzzy subsets of a finite set X, and
Q is a relative fuzzy quantifier. Some examples could be (The most
times, Rose leaves home, 8:30), (Almost never, Rose leaves home,
on time), (Almost all times, Rose leaves home, 8:30).

Fig. 3. Fuzzy Temporal Window over an ODB.

1 To manage easily the elements on the Table 3, we use the enumeration marked
associated to every item. 2 IDEM.
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This knowledge is used to modify the Fuzzy Temporal Window
FW to obtain another Window better adjusted to the problem,
which is the case of Example 4.6. Concretely, we use the method
presented in Gonzlez, Pons, and Vila Miranda (1999). This method
transforms the fuzzy set, which is associated to the FW for a spe-
cific behaviour, according to the knowledge expressed by a quanti-
fied sentence. This method uses the following definition of a
transformation function (González, Marín, Pons, & Vila, in press):

Definition 4.4. Let A 2 s such that

A ¼ ðm1;m2; a; bÞ; hðAÞf g;

where m1, m2, a, b are the values that defines a trapezoidal fuzzy
number and H(A) is the height of A.

Let a 2 (0,1] be. We will denote 4 ¼ a�hðAÞ
ahðAÞ and define

TaðAÞ ¼ m1;m2; aþ
M

k
; bþ M

k

� �
;a

n o
; ð1Þ

for those a in which the transformation makes sense (notice that
some values of a lower than H(A) could produces negative spreads).

To use the transformation operation contained into the Defini-
tion 4.4, we need to define two basic parameters:

� k-scale parameter that will be 1 in this case.
� a-value for doing the transformation.

From these values, we can define a process to obtain a new
Window FW0 in three steps:

1. Calculate a-value using the quantified sentence. We have to
evaluate the quantified sentence defined according to the
knowledge about the behaviour. This evaluation finds out the
a-value. There are a lot of ways to evaluate a quantified
sentence.

2. Truncate the fuzzy number according to a (Gonzlez et al.,
1999). After this operation, we obtain a non normalized fuzzy
set Aa.

3. Normalize the fuzzy set (Gonzlez et al., 1999). The authors
assume that uncertainty is being translated into imprecision
under the condition of the amount of information provided by
the fuzzy number remains equal before and after normalization
process. Fig. 4 represents the followed process over a trapezoi-
dal window to make the transformation.

The Example 4.7 shows the defined process. We use a trapezoi-
dal Fuzzy Temporal Window for the sake of clarity.

Example 4.7. Let us suppose that we want to check the behaviour
Rose hardly ever leaves home at 8:30. Thus, our Fuzzy
Temporal Windows, represented as a lr-number as F = (m1,m2,a,b)
where m1, m2 is the higher points of a trapezoidal fuzzy function,
and a, b are the time to establish the lower points.

T ¼ ð8 : 25;8 : 35;0 : 02;0 : 02Þ: ð2Þ

Here we have selected a basic way to evaluate the quantified
sentence, but not the best: Zadeh Method. The expression of the
Zadeh Cardinal is aA ¼ PðAÞ

jXj where P(A) = sumx2XA(x) and jXj is the X
set cardinal.

So, aA ¼ 15
20 ¼ 0:75. The evaluation of the quantified sentence is

ZQ(A) = Q(aA) = 0.53.
Next, we do the transformation of our windows using a

value.

F ¼ 8 : 25;8 : 35;0 : 05;0 : 05ð Þ;1f g ! ð3Þ

Fa ¼

8 : 25� 0 : 05ð1� aÞ;

8 : 35� 0 : 05ð1� aÞ;

0 : 05a;0 : 05a

0
BB@

1
CCA;a

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;! ð4Þ

Table 3
A piece of a real database.

Time t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

8:20 Clothes (a1) Shoes (e1)
8:21 Bag (e2)
8:23 Tap (c1) MobilePhone (e3)
8:24 Keys (e4)
8:25 Shoes (a2) Shoes (b1) Towel (c2) Shoes (d1)
8:26 MobilePhone (a3) BedroomDoor (c3) ODoor (e5)
8:27 Keys (d2)
8:28 Bag (a4) MobilePhone (d3)
8:29 Keys (a5) Clothes (c4) Bag (d4) Keys2 (e6)
8:30 ODoor (a6) Bag (b2) ODoor (d5) ODoor2 (e7)
8:31 Elevator (a7) Keys (b3) Shoes (c5) Elevator (d6) Elevator (e8)
8:31 MobilePhone (b4) Bag (c6) Keys2 (d7)
8:32 ODoor (b5) ODoor2 (d8)
8:33 Keys2 (b6) Keys (c7)
8:33 ODoor2 (b7) MobilePhone (c8)
8:34 Elevator (b8) ODoor (c9)
8:35 Keys2 (c10)
8:36 ODoor2 (c11)
8:40 Elevator (c12)

Table 5
Result of applying FW over Table 3.

t1 (a1,0) (a2,0) (a3,0.33) (a4,1) (a5,1) (a6,1) (a7,1)
t2 (b1,0) (b2,1) (b3,1) (b4,1) (b5,1) (b6,0.66) (b7,0.66) (b8,0.33)
t3 (c1,0) (c2,0) (c3,0.33) (c4,1) (c5,1) (c6,1) (c7,0.66) (c8,0.66) (c9,0.33) (c10,0)

(c11,0) (c12,0)
t4 (d1,0) (d2,0.66) (d3,1) (d4,1) (d5,1) (d6,1) (d7,1) (d8,1)
t5 (e1,0) (e2,0) (e3,0) (e14,0) (e5,0.33) (e6,1) (e7,1) (e8,1)

Table 4
Result of applying TW over Table 3.

t1 (a1,0) (a2,1) (a3,1) (a4,1) (a5,1) (a6,1) (a7,1)
t2 (b1,1) (b2,1) (b3,1) (b4,1) (b5,1) (b6,1) (b7,1) (b8,1)
t3 (c1,0) (c2,1) (c3,1) (c4,1) (c5,1) (c6,1) (c7,1) (c8,1) (c9,1) (c10,1) (c11,0)

(c12,0)
t4 (d1,1) (d2,1) (d3,1) (d4,1) (d5,1) (d6,1) (d7,1) (d8,1)
t5 (e1,0) (e2,0) (e3,0) (e14,0) (e5,1) (e6,1) (e7,1) (e8,1)
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FT ¼
8 : 25� 0 : 05ð1� aÞ;
8 : 35� 0 : 05ð1� aÞ;

0 : 05a� 1�a
ka ;0 : 05a� 1�a

ka

0
B@

1
CA;1

8><
>:

9>=
>;: ð5Þ

Replacing a value with ZQ(A), i.e., a = 0.53 we expand our Fuzzy
Temporal Windows to

F ¼ ð8 : 23;8 : 37;0 : 08;0 : 08Þ: ð6Þ

5. Obtaining sequence patterns by alpha-cuts. A method to
extract fuzzy behaviour patterns

Up to now, we only have worked with the temporal constraints
to limit the piece of the ODB where find the correct sequence of ac-
tions. However, actually, we only have applied the knowledge
about the user, although without solving our problem: extracting
fuzzy sequence patterns that represent the user’s behaviour.
Therefore, the next step consists of adapting the system to find a
correct solution for our problem.

More concretely, the problem is to ‘‘extract the sequence pat-
terns to specific behaviour when we have a Fuzzy ODB, repre-
sented as a fuzzy transactional database and a Fuzzy Temporal
Window W defined from the user knowledge”.

In this point, we have studied two alternatives to extract the se-
quence patterns:

1. to use a typical algorithm to extract fuzzy frequent itemsets;
2. to adapt the model presented in Section 3 to manage this new

sort of data.

There are several algorithm to extract fuzzy frequent itemsets,
such as, the one proposed by Delgado Calvo-Flores, Snchez
Fernndez, Marn Ruiz, & Vila Miranda (2003). In this article, the
authors propose a new algorithm to extract fuzzy association rules
using a new measures for the frequency of the items. We have
studied this option, although we have ruled out it because our sys-
tem tries to find the objects more frequent and this algorithm is
clearly addressed to extract fuzzy association rules. The use of
these new measures avoids obtaining the support value that is
really necessary for the next steps of the process.

Therefore, we prefer to redesign the method to the new
circumstances. We can not apply the method explained in Ros
et al. (2009) & Delgado et al. (2009) directly, because we have
to manage membership degree corresponded to the Fuzzy
Temporal Window, so we should find a way to transform the
fuzzy data in crisp data.

Our proposal consists of transforming the fuzzy problem to a
crisp problem with the aim of applying the method explained in

the Section 2. To do that, we use the a-cut concept "a 2 (0,1]
Nguyen & Walker (2006). Using the a-cuts over a fuzzy transac-
tional database, we can obtain a new transactional database where
those items whose membership degree was bigger or equal than
the a-cut value are studied (the membership degree will be 1),
whereas the ones whose membership degree was lower than it
are avoided (the membership degree will be 0).

Concretely in our proposal, we start with the ODB transactional
database, which we represent as eT . By the a-cut, we would have a
crisp new representation of eT ; Ta for every value of a we want to
study. Then, we apply the presented method to Ta, obtaining fre-
quent itemsets and sequence patterns to specific a value (Ia and
Pa, respectively). After extracting all sequence patterns, we create
a fuzzy set P constituted by the sequences patterns which have
obtained to each a-value applying the Representation
Theorem (Nguyen & Walker, 2006). In the next section we show
a complete example about this process.

We should take into account that the application of this
theorem has an important restriction, the consistent restriction:

If a1 > a2 then Aa1 # Aa2 :

As we use frequent itemsets, we need to represent extracted
frequent itemsets as an unique fuzzy set. Thus, we have to ensure
that consistent restriction is accomplished between every a fre-
quent itemset Iai .

Proposition 5.1. Let eT be a fuzzy transactional data base, Ta1 and
Ta2 ; a-cuts of eT ; a1 P a2. And let Ia1 ; Ia2 be the set of extracted
frequent itemsets from Ta1 ; Ta2 , respectively. Then, Ia1 # Ia2 , i.e.,
every item set which is frequent to level a1, it is also frequent to level
a2.

Proof 1. We suppose we have eT a fuzzy transactional data base,
where each t 2 eT represents a fuzzy set of T. If we apply the
a-cut on eT , we obtain Ta. Then, if we use the values a1, a2 2 (0,1]
with a1 P a2 we get Ta1 ; Ta2 , respectively. Using the consistent
restriction, Ta1 # Ta2 .

Let Ia1 ; Ia2 be the set of frequent itemsets from Ta1 ; Ta2 ,
respectively. Then 8i 2 Ia1 ; 9t 2 Ta1=i 2 t; with Ta1 # Ta2 ) t 2 Ta2 .

Let Ia1 be the set of frequent itemsets for Ta1 )
8i 2 Ia1 ; suppðiÞP minsup for Ta1 ) suppðiÞP minsup to Ta2 , i.e.,
i 2 Ia2 ) Ia1 # Ia2 . h

In our method, we use the obtained frequent itemsets to cre-
ate the sequence patterns. However, now we have the frequent
itemsets associated to an specific a value, and we get sequence
patterns to this specific a value. To represent the sequence pat-
terns as a fuzzy set, we use the Representation Theorem, so we
need to ensure the consistent restriction for sequence patterns
too.

Proposition 5.2. Let Pai ; Paj be sets of sequence patterns where
ai P aj then Pai # Paj .

Proof 2. Let Iak ; Iaj be the set of obtained frequent itemsets from
Tak and Taj , respectively, with ak P aj. Let PIak ; PIaj be the pattern
valid set of Iak and Iaj , respectively.

We define the set perm(i) such that:

permðiÞ ¼ p=p is a permutation of i and p 2 Tf g; ð7Þ

where T is a transactional data base and i is a frequent itemset from
T.

Then 8i 2 Iak permðIÞ 2 PIak . As Iak # Iaj ) i 2 Iaj . So permðiÞ 2
PIak ) PIak

# PIaj
. h

Fig. 4. Transformations over a Trapezoidal Fuzzy Temporal Windows.
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Once we have presented the method, the following step consists
of understanding completely how it works by means of a case
studying. So, we show an Example 5.1 where we would like to clar-
ify the most important aspects of the designed process. We are fol-
lowing the different examples showed throughout this Section 4.

Example 5.1 (An illustrative example). Let us suppose that we
want to know what actions characterize the behaviour of ‘‘Leave
home” for Rose. We have been observing her for a long period of
time. We have collected the database show in Table 63:

Let FW a Fuzzy Temporal Window defines by the following
fuzzy set over temporal line s:

W ¼

0
8:20 ;

0;2
8:21 ;

0;4
8:22 ;

0;6
8:23 ;

0;8
8:24 ;

1
8:25 ;

1
8:26

1
8:27 ;

1
8:28 ;

1
8:29 ;

1
8:30 ;

1
8:31 ;

1
8:32 ;

1
8:33 ;

1
8:34

1
8:35 ;

0;8
8:36 ;

0;6
8:37 ;

0;4
8:38 ;

0;2
8:39 ;

0
8:40 :

8><
>:

9>=
>; ð8Þ

Once we have the information from the user and the Fuzzy
Temporal Window, we apply the process explained in the Section 4,
to extract the representation of the database with the values in the
Fuzzy Temporal Window (see Table 7).

Over this representation, we apply four different values of
a-value: a1 = 0.4, a2 = 0.6, a3 = 0.8, a4 = 1.0. We obtain for each
a values the Ta as the result of apply the a-cut in eT . In Table 8, we
show the Ta for a2.

After obtaining all Ta, we have transformed the fuzzy problem
to a crisp problem. Now, we extract frequent itemsets and
sequence patterns with the model explained in Ros et al. (2009)
& Delgado et al. (2009).

We have executed the Apriori Algorithm with two support
values: minsup = 0.8 and minsup = 0.9. The results are showed in
Tables 9 and 10.

Since we have the common actions to specific behaviour, the
next stage consists of obtaining the valid sequences patterns and
the final expression as a fuzzy set applying the Identity Principle.
The valid patterns are showed in Tables 11 and 12. And the final
pattern expression in Eq. (9) to minsup = 0.8 and Eq. (10) to
minsup = 0.9.

eP ¼ p1

a4
;
p2

a4
;
p3

a4
;
p4

a2
;
p5

a2

� �
¼ p1

1
;

p2

0:4
;
p3

1
;
p4

1
;

p5

0:6

n o
; ð9Þ

eP ¼ p1

a2
;
p2

a2
;
p3

a3
;
p4

a4

� �
¼ p1

0:6
;

p2

0:6
;

p3

0:8
;
p4

1

n o
: ð10Þ

These results let us confirm that the method fulfil the Propo-
sitions 5.1 and 5.2, where we affirm that ‘‘every item set which
is frequent to level a1, it is also frequent to level a2”. Therefore,
we would be always able to extract a set of patterns with a value
of membership to the window, using a general value provided by
the a-value.

On the other hand, it is interesting to compare the results
obtained for each value of minimum support, because it is clear
that there is a strong dependence between the method and these
values. We should not forget that we are using frequent itemsets in
our process. So, we should be very carefully to choose these values.
We should find a balance between the minimum support value and
the value of a we would like to have as membership of the patter.

6. Performance evaluation

In this section, our objective is to compare the results obtained
with the temporal processing (fuzzy model) and the model without
considerations about the time (crisp model) presented in Ros et al.
(2009) & Delgado et al. (2009). On the other hand, we also studied
the advantages of modifying the windows using quantified
sentences.

Table 6
A piece of database to extract the behaviour ‘‘Leave home”.

t1 (MobilePhone, 08:15:00); (Bag, 08:20:50); (Keys, 08:21:00); (ODoor, 08:32:30); (Elevator, 08:38:20); (BedDoor, 08:44:10);
t2 (Keys, 08:15:00); (Bag, 08:20:50); (MobilePhone, 08:26:40); (ODoor, 08:32:30); (Elevator, 08:38:20); (BathDoor, 08:44:10);
t3 (Briefcase, 08:15:00); (BedDoor, 08:17:30); (BathDoor, 08:20:00); (Chair, 08:22:30); (Tap, 08:25:00); (Toothbrush, 08:27:30); (Trousers, 08:30:00); (Shoes,

08:32:30); (Bag, 08:35:00);
t4 (MobilePhone, 08:37:30); (Keys, 08:40:00); (ODoor, 08:42:30); (Elevator, 08:45:00); (BathDoor, 08:47:30);
t5 (Towel, 08:15:00); (Trousers, 08:17:11); (Chair, 08:19:22); (Trousers, 08:21:33); (Trousers, 08:23:45); (BedDoor, 08:25:56); (Bag, 08:28:07); (MobilePhone,

08:30:18); (Keys, 08:32:30);
t6 (ODoor, 08:34:41); (Elevator, 08:36:52); (Toothbrush, 08:39:03); (Shoes, 08:41:15); (Briefcase, 08:43:26); (Chair, 08:45:37); (Shirt, 08:47:48);

..

.

t148 (BathDoor, 08:15:00); (Tap, 08:19:22); (Briefcase, 08:23:45); (MobilePhone, 08:28:07); (Bag, 08:32:30); (Keys, 08:36:52); (ODoor, 08:41:15); (Elevator,
08:45:37);

t149 (Bag, 08:15:00); (MobilePhone, 08:18:53); (Keys, 08:22:46); (ODoor, 08:26:39); (Elevator, 08:30:33); (Toothbrush, 08:34:26); (Toothpaste, 08:38:19); (BathDoor,
08:42:13); (Table, 08:46:06);

t150 (Trousers, 08:15:00); (Bag, 08:17:20); (Keys, 08:19:40); (MobilePhone, 08:22:00); (ODoor, 08:24:20); (Elevator, 08:26:40); (Briefcase, 08:29:00); (Toothpaste,
08:31:20); (Chair, 08:33:40); (Towel, 08:36:00); (Table, 08:38:20); (Towel, 08:40:40); (Table, 08:43:00); (Towel, 08:45:20); (Shoes, 08:47:40);

Table 7
A piece of database after applying the Fuzzy Temporal Window W.

t1 (MobilePhone, 0.1); (Bag, 0.2); (Keys, 1); (ODoor, 1); (Elevator, 0.64); (BedDoor, 0);
t2 (Keys, 0); (Bag, 0.1); (MobilePhone, 1); (ODoor, 1); (Elevator, 0.64); (BathDoor, 0);
t3 (Briefcase, 0); (BedDoor, 0); (BathDoor, 0); (Chair, 0.46); (Tap, 1); (Toothbrush, 1); (Trousers, 1); (Shoes, 1); (Bag, 1);
t4 (MobilePhone, 0.46); (Keys, 0); (ODoor, 0); (Elevator, 0); (BathDoor, 0);
t5 (Towel, 0); (Trousers, 0); (Chair, 0); (Trousers, 0.266); (Trousers, 0.69); (BedDoor, 1); (Bag, 1); (MobilePhone, 1); (Keys, 1);
t6 (ODoor, 1); (Elevator, 0); (Toothbrush, 0); (Shoes, 0); (Briefcase, 0); (Chair, 0); (Shirt, 0);

..

.

t148 (BathDoor, 0); (Tap, 0); (Briefcase, 0.69); (MobilePhone, 1); (Bag, 1); (Keys, 0.304); (ODoor, 0); (Elevator, 0);
t149 (Bag, 0); (MobilePhone, 0); (Keys, 0.492); (ODoor, 1); (Elevator, 1); (Toothbrush, 1); (Toothpaste, 0.638); (BathDoor, 0); (Table, 0);
t150 (Trousers, 0); (Bag, 0); (Keys, 0); (MobilePhone, 0.4); (ODoor, 0.84); (Elevator, 1); (Briefcase, 1); (Toothpaste, 1); (Chair, 1); (Towel, 0.2); (Table, 0.64); (Towel, 0);

(Table, 0); (Towel, 0); (Shoes, 0);

3 In this paper, we do not show the whole Data Base due to the lack of space.
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To realize this comparison, we need a database from which ex-
tract the correct behaviour and a way to evaluate the obtained
results.

6.1. Database generation

First of all, we had to gather the user information in a database
(ODB). As we have indicated before in this paper, this database
represents the user actions, therefore, it is composed of the
different object that the user has touched.

For the evaluation of our system, we have preferred designing
a synthetic database where we could represent all possible situ-
ations we should studied. Therefore, although every transaction
of an ODB represents the actions realized by an user in the en-
tire day, in this experimentation we have generated the data to
study a specific behaviour, to avoid an unnecessary computa-
tional cost.

As we did not want to use only a database, but several dat-
abases, we should have designed a method to generate automati-
cally these databases. To generate the data, we know:

� What the correct sequence of action is.
� What objects can appear in the sequence.
� Which order relationship rules there are among objects. These

rules should have been indicated by an expert, since they were
used to generate the database in an automatic way.

Thus, the generation of the database is realized in two phases:
object and time generation.

1. Object generation.
In this stage, we generate the objects that user touches for a
specific behaviour. Let remember that a behaviour implies a
sequence of actions with some order relationship among
them. Thus, we generate a random sequence that fulfils the
indicated order relationship and that contains unusual objects
(rubbish).
In this point, we distinguish between two types of generated
sequence: those sequences that contain the whole correct
sequence or those that only contain a piece of it. In general,
the second type of generated sequence makes a better repre-
sentation of the user daily activities than the other, because
in general it is very common that an user usually forgets
something when he/she is doing a behaviour. Therefore, it is
easy to think that the obtained results with this second type
are more reliable than the results from the first type of gen-
eration.
With respect to the unusual objects or rubbish, they are intro-
duced to check if the model is capable of extracting the key
actions and omitting the incorrect actions (rubbish), because
hardly ever an user makes some extra actions during the pro-
cess of a behaviour and we have to be prepared for them.

2. Time generation.
In the second stage, we have to generate moments on time. Our
objective is that the moments were as independent as possible,
thus we can get a database that was a better representation of
real daily activities.
We have designed three ways to generate the time:
� Sequential generation.

We generate moments with the same distance among them,
i.e., the interval between two actions is always the same.

Table 8
A piece of Ta for a2 = 0.6.

t1 (MobilePhone, 0); (Bag, 0); (Keys, 1); (ODoor, 1); (Elevator, 1); (BedDoor, 0);
t2 (Keys, 0); (Bag, 0); (MobilePhone, 1); (ODoor, 1); (Elevator, 1); (BathDoor, 0);
t3 (Briefcase, 0); (BedDoor, 0); (BathDoor, 0); (Chair, 0); (Tap, 1); (Toothbrush, 1); (Trousers, 1); (Shoes, 1); (Bag, 1);
t4 (MobilePhone, 0); (Keys, 0); (ODoor, 0); (Elevator, 0); (BathDoor, 0);
t5 (Towel, 0); (Trousers, 0); (Chair, 0); (Trousers, 0); (Trousers, 1); (BedDoor, 1); (Bag, 1); (MobilePhone, 1); (Keys, 1);
t6 (ODoor, 1); (Elevator, 0); (Toothbrush, 0); (Shoes, 0); (Briefcase, 0); (Chair, 0); (Shirt, 0);

..

.

t148 (BathDoor, 0); (Tap, 0); (Briefcase, 1); (MobilePhone, 1); (Bag, 1); (Keys, 0); (ODoor, 0); (Elevator, 0);
t149 (Bag, 0); (MobilePhone, 0); (Keys, 0); (ODoor, 1); (Elevator, 1); (Toothbrush, 1); (Toothpaste, 1); (BathDoor, 0); (Table, 0);
t150 (Trousers, 0); (Bag, 0); (Keys, 0); (MobilePhone, 0); (ODoor, 1); (Elevator, 1); (Briefcase, 1); (Toothpaste, 1); (Chair, 1); (Towel, 0); (Table, 1); (Towel, 0); (Table, 0);

(Towel, 0); (Shoes, 0);

Table 11
Frequent itemset to minsup = 0.9.

Pa1 {Shoes,Bag,Keys,MobilePhone,ODoor} p1

{Shoes,Keys,MobilePhone,Bag,ODoor} p2

{Shoes,MobilePhone,Bag,Keys,ODoor} p3

{Keys,MobilePhone,ODoor,Keys2,ODoor2} p4

{MobilePhone,Keys,ODoor,Keys2,ODoor2} p5

Pa2 IDEM

Pa3 {Shoes,Bag,Keys,MobilePhone,ODoor} p1

{Shoes,Keys,MobilePhone,Bag,ODoor} p2

{Shoes,MobilePhone,Bag,Keys,ODoor} p3

Pa4 IDEM

Table 9
Frequent itemset to minsup = 0.8.

Ia1 {Shoes,Bag,Keys,ODoor,MobilePhone}
{Keys,Keys2,ODoor,ODoor2,MobilePhone}

Ia2 {Shoes,Bag,Keys,ODoor,MobilePhone}
{Keys,Keys2,ODoor,ODoor2,MobilePhone}

Ia3 {Shoes,Bag,Keys,ODoor,MobilePhone}
Ia4 {Shoes,Bag,Keys,ODoor,MobilePhone}

Table 12
Valid patterns to minsup = 0.9.

Pa1 {Keys,MobilePhone,ODoor} p1

{MobilePhone,Keys,ODoor} p2

Pa2 IDEM
Pa3 {Keys,ODoor} p3

Pa4 {ODoor} p4

Table 10
Frequent itemset to minsup = 0.9.

Ia1 {Keys,ODoor,MobilePhone}
Ia2 {Keys,ODoor,MobilePhone}
Ia3 {Keys,ODoor}
Ia4 {ODoor}
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� Sequential generation with a random initial point.
We use the same method to generate time but we establish a
random initial point. For example, we use this generation to
simulate when a user is late, or has forgotten something, etc.

� Non-sequential generation.
We generate random intervals between actions, using a
known initial point, which changes with the new generated
point, and a generated one.

6.2. Fitness measure

Moreover, to compare the fuzzy and crisp approaches, we need
a fitness measure to analyse the obtained outcomes. We designed a
measure to evaluate the method that works with a sequence of
words. So, we have to find a way to transform these sequences in
a numerical way. It is obvious that our fitness measure ought to as-
sess any sequence of words by numerical value such that synthe-
sizes all important aspects of the approach performance:
correction, rubbish, a-values, minimum support of every sequence,
time, etc.:

c ¼ w1correctionþw2alphaþw3
1

time
; ð11Þ

where

� Correction stand for similarity measure of every pattern to the
correct pattern. We define a function that associates a numeric
value with sequences that a higher value indicates greater
similarity.
� Alpha is the average of the alpha-values used for the a-cut for

every pattern.
� Time is the amount of millisecond that the method inverts in

obtaining results.

Fitness measure is inversely proportional to the time raises to
the power of minus one and directly proportional to the correction
and confidence measure.

We use specific values for wi. We have chosen these values be-
cause we believe they are rougher to the reality. We use: w1 and w2

equals 0.3 and w3 equals 0.4.

6.3. Experiments and results

We were evaluating our system with three different member-
ship functions for the Fuzzy Temporal Windows:

� Trapezoidal (8:20,8:25,8:35,8:40)

lTðxÞ ¼

0; siðx < 8 : 20Þ;
x�a
b�a ; sið8 : 20 6 x 6 8 : 25Þ;
1; sið8 : 25 6 x 6 8 : 35Þ;
d�x
d�c ; sið8 : 35 6 x 6 8 : 40Þ;
0; siðx > 8 : 40Þ:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

� Gauss bell shaped with mean equals to 8:30 and a standard
deviation equals as 40 min. N (8:30,40).
� Gauss bell shaped with mean equals to 8:30 and a standard

deviation equals as 60 min. N (8:30,60).

To sum up, we had six different types of ODB: two types for the
object generation and three for the time generation. This variety of
ODB let us evaluate different aspects:

� If the method can extract the key actions when there are rub-
bish between the actions.
� If the method can extract the key actions independently of the

window we use to extract them.

� The computational cost of the whole process.
� The values of the parameters, such as minimum support or a-

value, used to extract the sequences.
� If the method extracts the correct sequence of actions for a spe-

cific behaviour.

The outcomes of the evaluation are shown in a graphic, where
the X axes represents the possible values for minimum support
whereas the Y axes represents the values of the Fitness Measure.
As we have indicated before, the Fitness Measure is inversely pro-
portional to the time and directly proportional to the rest of
parameters. So, in the graphic we have to find the sort of window
that obtains the highest results without forgetting the minimum
support, since we use the frequent itemsets to extract our key
actions.

From Figs. 5–10, six graphics show fitness measure for the dif-
ferent shapes of window for each ODB, as well as, the results of the
crisp model to make a comparison.

If we observe the results, we extract some conclusions:

� In general, the Fuzzy model obtains better results than the Crisp
one. The Fuzzy method includes a way to attach importance to
some actions that are key but are irregular, whereas, the Crisp
method consider all actions at the same importance.
� As well as, the Crisp method process all the data, while the

Fuzzy method can reduce the size of transactions minimizing
the computational cost. This reduction could be very interesting
when we have a forgetful user, because we would have a data-
base with many mistakes that we should have to avoid. More-
over, this size reduction of the database makes to find
whether the order of the sequences are valid easier.

Fig. 5. Experiment results. Sequential distribution. Type A.

Fig. 6. Experiment results. Sequential distribution. Type B.
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� It is interesting to observe that the differences between the
crisp and fuzzy model are more significant when we uses the
second type of database (those databases where the correct
sequence of actions is not always complete). The fuzzy model
is more much better than the crisp one. If we observe the graph-
ics, we can affirm that the use of a Window always improve the
results over the crisp one, independently of the type of used
Windows. This point is extremely important and representative,
because we remember that these databases represent better the
daily activities of the user.
� Among the Fuzzy Temporal Windows, the best results are

obtained with the Gauss bell shaped ones. The explication of
this fact we could find it in the difference between the

membership degree of each function. With a Gauss bell shaped
one, we obtain a more relaxed degree of membership than using
a trapezoidal function or the crisp model. In this way, when we
apply the a-cut depending on the membership function we
would extract different alternatives. Thus, with a relaxing func-
tion we obtain more information in every cut, and therefore,
more opportunities to extract the correct sequence.

6.4. Statistical analysis

From the results in the previous section, it seems that the per-
formance of the fuzzy approach depends on two factors: the type
of generation of the database and the used method. In order to
realize a deep analysis, we are going to do our statistical study to
contrast them.

We studied our results with an ANOVA test. ANOVA is a general
technique that can be used to test the hypothesis that the means
among two or more groups are equal, under the assumption that
the sampled populations are normally distributed. We used a
2-way ANOVA with the two null hypotheses:

H0 : Results are dependent on the type of generation
of the database:

H1 : Results are dependent on the used method:

The results of the ANOVA test are shown in Table 13. These
demonstrate that H0 hypothesis is rejected (the results are inde-
pendent of the generation of the database) while H1 is accepted
(the results are dependent on the method used for analysis).

Then, we can compare the crisp and fuzzy method directly,
observing the graphics presented in Section 6.3 and we can affirm
that in general the fuzzy method performs better results than the
Crisp one, next we studied which of the fuzzy methods gets better
results. We set the following assumptions for the study of the
results:

H2 : Results are dependent on the type of generation
of the database:

H3 : Results are dependent on the fuzzy used window:

The results of the ANOVA test are shown in Table 14. From this
table, we confirm again that the method is independent of

Fig. 7. Experiment results. Random initial sequential distribution. Type A.

Fig. 8. Experiment results. Random initial sequential distribution. Type B.

Fig. 9. Experiment results. Non-sequential distribution. Type A.

Fig. 10. Experiment results. Non-sequential distribution. Type B.

Table 13
Results of the ANOVA test to hypotheses H0 and H1.

Source F Signification

Generation 1.222 0.436
Method 77.984 0.003
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generation of the database (H2 hypothesis rejected). However, it is
totally dependent on the used fuzzy window (accepted hypothesis
H3).

Therefore, we conclude that outcomes depend on the type of
used window. So, we have to select the most appropriate window
for every situation. However, after our experiments we affirm that,
in general, the N x;rð Þ is usually the best shape for the Sliding
Window.

6.5. Analysis of process of extending the Fuzzy Temporal Window

Once we have checked our fuzzy method, we analysed the pro-
cess of extending the Fuzzy Temporal Window from a knowledge
expressed as a quantified sentence. We applied the Trapezoidal
Temporal Window represented in Eq. (8) over the two databases
used in the previous section, and the new window obtained after
expanding the window. Fitness measure is plotted on Figs. 11
and 12.

From these graphics, we observe that we usually extract results
with the second window where the first window do not. This event
happens because with the second window we have expanded the
amount of data we studied to obtain the results; although, the
use of a Windows continue being convenient because we studied
less data than the Crisp Method. Therefore, we expanded the

window to get more adjusted results than original window, with-
out studying the whole interval.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a method to detect the user
behaviour from the information provided by a Tagged World. As
we have indicated, this problem is affected bye non-random
imprecision, because we do not precisely know the interval of
the time in which the action happens. The imprecision appears be-
cause a behaviour is not stationary on a context or domain and is
specific for every user. Thus, we have designed a method which
uses fuzzy logic to limit the events in a specific behaviour using
a Fuzzy Temporal Window. From it, we can assign a membership
degree for every event for the studied behaviour. In addition, we
extend the Fuzzy Temporal Window concept, to adjust the interval
using the knowledge that we have. This adjustment reduces the ef-
fect produced by a change of user habits.

The system results are the fuzzy pattern sequences which de-
fine the behaviour. To manage the non-random imprecision, we
use the a-cuts and the Representation Theorem to obtain a fuzzy
result applying the crisp method. The method obtain a fuzzy pat-
tern sequence set. Moreover, we have demonstrated our method
is better than crisp method. We check that the fuzzy method ob-
tains better results than crisp one, concluding that results depend
on the type of window we use. Finally, we demonstrate that the re-
sults are independent database is from.

In future work, we want to distinguish between three problems
of our system:

� Non-random imprecision, which has been dealt with the Fuzzy
Temporal Window.
� Random imprecision, because an error could occur in the pro-

cess of the sensor reading. There are many reasons that could
cause the mistakes of sensors in reading, for example, the sen-
sors or the reader could fail, the environment affects to the sen-
sors, sensors damage, so on.
� Uncertainty, because the behaviours are not always performed

in the same way.

As well, we will try to develop a system which uses the knowl-
edge organized in that stage to take decision and to send the cor-
rect alarms.
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Detection of abnormal human activities by means of
Learning Automata

M. Ros, M.P. Cuéllar, M. Delgado and A. Vila and Hani Hagras, Senior Member IEEE

Abstract—Ambient Assisted Living is a new paradigm that
uses the advantages of Ambient Intelligence in a current new
field: elderly people assistance at home. The aims are to increase
elders’ autonomy and their home staying. Among its issues, the
monitoring of the human activities is becoming more prominent.
The need to face unusual behaviours and to give support to the
user when these abnormal situations exist is addressed in this
type of systems. This problem encompasses tasks such as the
learning of human habits, the inference of temporal relationship
constraints between human actions, and the online adaptation to
environmental and human behaviour changes. In this work, we
propose a system based on Learning Automata to model human
activities. The developed system combines advantages such as the
visual modeling of the temporal constraints between actions, the
capability of online adaptation to changes in the user habits, and
modularity to ease the system upgrade. The system has been
tested at the iSpace, a real Ambient Intelligent Environment
testbed at the University of Essex. We will present the results
obtained by monitoring three participants activities for three
specific behaviours.

Index Terms—learning automata, reinforcement learning, ac-
tivities of daily living, ambient assisted living, real-time learning,
ambient intelligence

I. I NTRODUCTION

A. Background

T HE recognition of human activities is one of the most
challenging issues in Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)

[1]. The pursued goal is automatic people assistance at home
with unobtrusive supervision, to avoid the user’s rejection due
to the loss of their daily independence [2]. Most of projects
in this area focus in attendance of elders or people with
special needs at smart homes, and more specifically in the
modelling, recognition, and prediction of Activities of Daily
Living (ADL) [3][4], as for instance the projectsTigerPlace
[2], Cogknow[5], and CASAS[6]. An ADL is a sequence of
atomic actions within user’s daily routine, such as toileting,
making a meal, or leaving home. In addition, the actions of
an ADL may have temporal constraints; for instance, the user
should never open the front door before taking the keys when
leaving home in a correct fashion.

There is a high interest in the identification of abnormal
behaviours [1] for automatic home assistance. Previous works
offer studies of a wide variety of aspects regarding AAL,
ranging from the underlying sensor network for user data
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acquisition [3][7][8], to representation [3][9][10], behaviour
modelling [11][12][13], and applications [2][5][6][14][15].
Probabilistic and uncertainty models are the most common
choice in the literature to model an ADL, as probabilistic
sequences of objects touched by the user [3], Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) [9], Markov Decision Processes [10], hybrid
models of HMM and Linear Discriminant Analysis [16],
agent and fuzzy systems [11][17], imaging techniques for data
acquisition [7], video techniques to extract data features and
Bayesian Networks to model the behaviour [8], and image
feature extraction techniques combined with a Naive Bayes
classifier to identify the human activities [18]. The benefits and
drawbacks of different probabilistic and statistical techniques
for human activities recognition are also studied in [19]. A
complete taxonomy of ADL has not been proposed yet, but
the literature offers some preliminary efforts to structure the
actions within the ADL in respect to their relative time of
occurrence and their duration [14][20].

Besides the ADL representation and modelling, we may find
further challenges such as the behaviour mining and learning
[6][9][10], the design of a system able to deal with environ-
ments containing several users simultaneously [21][22], the
migration of learned ADLs to different smart spaces [15][23],
and the ADL model adaptation to changes in user habits
[13][24][25], between others. Unfortunately, nowadays there
is no complete solution covering all these aspects in the liter-
ature. In respect to the later problem, a life-long fuzzy learning
and adaptation technique for embedded agents in ubiquitous
computing environments has been proposed in [12][13][26].
It was tested intoiDorm, a test-bed bedroom equipped with
light, temperature, humidity, pressure, and phone use sensors,
and embedded technologies such as an intelligent fridge and
a PDA to operate the system. Another similar approach has
been developed in [27] with the aims of maximization of the
user’s comfort and to achieve adaptive features to changes
in the human activities. A Naive-Bayes classifier with real-
time adaptation has been proposed in [25] for activity changes
detection. Lately, in [6][24] it is proposed the combination of
two different algorithms: The first one is used to mine frequent
activities with probabilistic methods, while the second finds
relevant changes in the activities that are related to a habit
change.

B. Proposal overview

The detection of human behaviour changes require the use
of dynamic system modelling, so that the behaviour model can
be adapted in real time to the new user circumstances or home
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2

space migration. In addition, the adaptation procedure must
be efficient enough to minimize the false abnormal behaviour
detection rate. This work addresses the problems of ADL
inference and the real time adaptation of the learned model
to changes in environment and user habits. In our approach,
we separate the human behaviour model from the learning
procedure. With this strategy, we allow the behaviour model to
change dynamically in real time, according to the data learned
and to the actions carried out by the user. Moreover, the learn-
ing procedure is independent from the computer behaviour
representation, which allows the use of different learning
techniques. The proposed behaviour representation is shown as
a graphical model with the advantage of easy configuration by
the user by means of a simple graphical interface. This feature
will be useful in commercial developments, to allow the user
to program new behaviours or to reconfigure the existing ones
easily. In addition, the human monitoring of behaviours is
easier when a simple graphical interface is provided.

With respect to the described literature, HMMs are sta-
tionary and cannot be applied over dynamic environments. In
addition, they assume order relationship constraints between
all the actions in a behaviour and show limitations when
the actions can be executed in any order. These facts were
highlighted in [28][19], where the authors suggested to use
Skip Chain Conditional Random Fields [19] to overcome
these problems, and multiple HMMs to consider every action
order execution [28]. Additionally, first order assumption may
become a problem for the detection of temporal constraints
between actions if the user performs several tasks simulta-
neously. In our opinion, all this kind of problem can be
solved thanks to definition of a flexible sequence of execution
groups/levels of actions. Those actions that belong to lower
levels must be executed before than the actions in the deepest
ones. With this structure, we avoid the fact that an action only
depends on the actions performed at the previous time. In
addition, the behaviour model is capable of adapting to deal
with the user own free will in the execution time, to deal with
behaviours that may be executed in different ways.

On the other hand, proposals using knowledge-based sys-
tems [11][26][13] have proven a good adaptation to changes
in user habits. However, the behaviour is encoded as sets of
rules so that its representation is not intuitive for the final user
and non-experts. The reconfiguration or creation of behaviours
by the user requires a new learning in these cases, and makes
difficult the migration to other smart spaces. In our approach
these limitations are overcome by means of real time learning
of the user behaviour changes, and the simple graphical model
used to represent the ADLs allows the system reconfiguration
by the user if needed. We offer a detailed description of the
behaviour model in Section III.

To achieve the goal of learning of behaviour models and
their adaptation to user habit changes, we select Learning Au-
tomata (LA) [29]. LA are simple stochastic learning machines
based on reinforcement learning, which can be combined
easily to build complex systems. The reference [30] offers a
review on LA and recent applications are [34][35][36][37].
Learning Automata contribute to our approach as follows:
From our point of view, a Learning Automaton is abuilding

block that can be matched uniquely with a sensor event in a
smart home. Thus, the goal of a Learning Automaton for the
inference of behaviour models is to find the execution level in
which its corresponding sensor event should be located in the
model of a correct human activity. Each LA is autonomous
and does not depend on the existence of other LAs, and this
fact allows us to change, add or remove sensors in the smart
space without need of system recalibration in respect to the
remaining sensors. This feature also eases the migration of
the smart space due to the high modularity provided by LA.
On the other hand, another feature of interest regarding LA is
their capability to learn online. In our work, this fact eases the
real-time adaptation of the behaviour model to user-specific
habit changes. Regarding human behaviour modelling, LA
have been used to study the evolution of rumour diffusion in
[31], and to design tutorial-like systems in [32]. To the best of
our knowledge, the use of LA for ADL learning and modelling
is new, since we have not found proposals in the literature
to tackle this problem from a similar point of view. In this
work, we use teams of LA [33] to discover models of human
behaviours in AAL scenarios. We detail this contribution in
Section IV.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II contains an overview of Learning Automata to show
the basis of our approach. After that, Section III describes
the behaviour model representation, considering the temporal
constraints between the user’s actions. Section IV shows how
a team of Learning Automata can generate a behaviour model
representation and explains the learning process. In Section
V, the system self-adaptation capability is studied in depth. In
order to test the whole system, we have performed a set of
experiments at iSpace. The experimental results are shown in
Section VI, and finally, Section VII offers the conclusion.

II. L EARNING AUTOMATA OVERVIEW

A learning automaton [29] is a decision-making stochastic
machine defined by the tuple< α,Q,R, T >, whereα is a
set of available actions for the automaton,Q is the internal
state,R is the set of available reinforcement values for the
automaton, andT is a reinforcement learning scheme. The
operation of a learning automaton is described as follows
(Figure 1): at eachk time instant, the automaton selects an
action a(k) ∈ α according to the automaton internal state
Q(k), and sendsa(k) to an unknown random environment.
Then, the environment evaluates the action chosen by the
automaton with a fitness functionf : D×α → R and provides
a reward or penalty reinforcement valueβ(k) = f(D, a(k)),
whereD is the expectation to obtain a reward. The internal
state of the automaton is updated with the reinforcement
scheme,Q(k + 1) = T (Q(k), a(k), β(k)). This process is
repeated until a predefined desired condition is fulfilled, as
for example the convergence to the learned optimal action.
There is a wide variety of LA depending on the design ofα,
R, and the environment. For the sake of brevity, we suggest
reference [30] for a complete description of the classic LA
schemes.

In this work, we useFinite Action-set Learning Automata
(FALA) [30] to learn behaviour models from user monitoring.
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3

Fig. 1. Operation of a learning automaton

Here, the set of available actionsα = {α1, α2, ..., αn} is
discrete and finite, and the internal state of the automaton
is modelled as a probability distribution for the action se-
lection Q(k) = P (k) = [p1(k), p2(k), ..., pn(k)]

t. At each
k time instant, the automaton chooses the actiona(k) = αi

according to this probability distribution, and applies it over
the environment. Depending on the environment response, the
environment model could be called in different ways. When
the reward is a value between 0 or 1,β(k) ∈ {0, 1}, the
environment is calledP-model; if the reward is selected from
a finite discrete response sets,β(k) ∈ {β1, β2, ..., βm}, then it
is called aQ−model; and finally, when the reward is included
in the interval∈ [0, 1], β(k) ∈ [0, 1], then the environment is
a S −model.

The capabilities of a single learning automaton to solve
complex problems are limited, since it is only able to learn a
single optimal action. For this reason, LA-based systems use
several learning automata that are organized to build the whole
solution. The best known way to achieve this is to build teams
of LA that play a common pay-off game to maximize the
reward from the environment [33]. Nevertheless, the existing
literature also offers other designs such as hierarchical systems
of LA [38][39], networks of LA [35][40], other game theory-
based approaches [32][41][42], or hybrid models [34][43][44].
In our work, the design of a system using teams of LA
encompasses further advantages such as the ease of scalability.
Moreover, the reinforcement learning capability is useful for
real-time adaptation and the migration to similar smart spaces
where the behaviour may take place.

III. T HE BEHAVIOUR MODEL

The behaviour model is a representation of a human be-
haviour. Some examples of behaviour models in the literature
were described in the introduction, such as HMMs [9] and
fuzzy rule-based control systems [12][13]. A human behaviour
is a sequence of human actions that could (or not) have
temporal relationship constraints between them. The formal
descriptions that support our research are the following:

Definition 3.1 (Human Action):A human actionhi is a
triple hi =< li, si, ti >, where li is a label to identify
the action,si is a sensor event associated with the action,
and ti is a time stamp in which it occurs. An example
instance of the human action“open the front door” could be
<“OpenFrontDoor”, “ FrontDoorSensor#1234 = ON ”,
“8 : 30 : 47a.m.”>.

In order to distinguish between human and LA actions for
reading clarity, we will rename the human action as human
task from now on, without loss of meaning.

Fig. 2. behaviour model of the behaviour “To go to sleep”

Definition 3.2 (behaviour):A human behaviourBi is a
tuple < H,Ri, Ci >, whereH = {h1h2, ..., hn} is a set
of available human tasks,Ri = {ri1, r

i
2, ..., r

i
|Ri|} ⊆ H is

the subset of human tasks that are required to complete the
behaviour, andCi is a set of temporal constraints between the
tasks inRi, defined over a partial order relationship operator
≺ (eq. 1). In brief, an actionria precedesrib in time in a
behaviourBi, and it is writtenria ≺ rib, if the time stampta
of ria is lower than the time stamptb of rib, for all the possible
instances of the behaviour.

ria ≺ rib ↔ ta < tb (1)

We illustrate the definition of behaviour with the example
“To go to sleep”. The setH is the set of all the available
tasks that the user could carry out at home, andR contains
the relevant tasks for the behaviour, as for instance, the set
{“To sit on the bed”, “To take the slipper off”, “To take the
pills” , and “To turn off the light”}. Let us assume that the
behaviour is normal if the user always sits on the bed before
taking the pills, and the last action he/she does is to turn off
the light. Then, the set of temporal constraints between the
human tasks isC ={ “To take the slipper off”≺“To turn off
the light”, “To take the pills”≺“To turn off the light”, and
“To sit on the bed”≺“To take the pills”}.

The temporal constraints between tasks allow to build a
behaviour model composed by execution levels (Figure 2), so
that the tasks at levell+1 should be carried out only if all the
tasks in the lower levels have been performed. This model can
be easily implemented as a sequence of AND gates connected
in cascade. However, this design is static and does not allow to
model behaviours that can be executed in different ways. For
instance, the task“To take the slipper off”could be executed
either in level 1 or 2 in the previous example. To avoid this
situation, and to model the stochastic nature of the user routine,
we allow each task to be assigned to an execution level with
a probability value. Thus, the underlying representation of a
behaviour is a matrix whose rows are the available tasks for the
user, and the columns are the probability of being performed at
each execution level. We also include an additional probability
value to identify if the task is relevant for the behaviour or
not. Table I exemplifies a matrix with 4 levels maximum to
represent the behaviour of Figure 2, where the levelU means
that the action is unused in the behaviour.

The relation between the graphical model and the underly-
ing probability matrix is that the first one always contains the
most expected behaviour, i.e. the assignment of a task to the
level of maximum probability of execution. This allows the
graphical model to evolve in time as the user executes tasks,
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE MATRIX TO REPRESENT THE BEHAVIOUR“To go to sleep”

Tasks \ Levels 1 2 3 4 U

“To sit on the bed” 1 0 0 0 0

“To take the slipper off” 0.7 0.3 0 0 0

“To open kitchen’s tap” 0 0 0 0 1

“To take the pills” 0 1 0 0 0

“To turn off the light” 0 0 1 0 0

in behaviours that can be executed in different ways. In the
example, if the user sits on the bed (level 1) and takes his/her
pills (level 2), the graphical model must change in real time
to represent that the user must take the slipper off at level 2
with probability 1. Otherwise, a temporal constraint violation
would be detected and the behaviour would be considered as
abnormal.

IV. A TEAM OF LEARNING AUTOMATA TO DISCOVER

HUMAN BEHAVIOURS

This section addresses the learning of behaviour models
from user activity monitoring. The problem is stated as to find
the probability distribution for each human task in a given
behaviour, to match the task with their corresponding level
in the behaviour model, or to discard the action if it is not
relevant for the activity. In our approach, we have selected
Finite Action-set Learning Automata (FALA) to solve the
problem, since the stochastic nature of FALA is suitable to
learn the best probability distribution of the task assignment
in the behaviour model. In addition, it adapts this probability
distribution in real time to user habit changes, or reinforces
the learned behaviour models to a specific user. The use of
LA eases the modularity of the system, since each LA is
considered as an autonomousbuilding block. This advantage
is especially relevant when the system is upgraded with new
sensors, or when the behaviour models must be migrated to
other smart spaces, since these changes do not alter the system
design and a new re-learning is not required.

A behaviour model is learned by means of a team of
FALA. The team is composed by the same number of FALA
as human tasks inH , although additional FALA could be
included as team members to model behaviours where the
same task may be carried out several times. Each FALA is
uniquely matched with a human task instance. For simplicity,
we assume that the learning automatonLAi is matched with
the taskhi. We also remark that there is no information
sharing or communication between FALA. This fact eases the
inclusion/removal of automata if we add/change the sensing
elements at the smart space.

The cardinal of the set of available actions for each FALA
is M +1, whereM stands for a parameter with the maximum
number of levels allowed in a behaviour model. The selection
of the j-th action by automatonLAi, for 1 ≤ j ≤ M , means
that human taskhi is required to complete the behaviour and it
is assigned to thej-th level in the behaviour model, while the
M+1-th action is to indicate that the task is unused. With these
considerations, the state of each FALA is represented as the

Fig. 3. Learning scheme in a multi-teacher environment

probability distributionQi(k) = [pi1(k), p
i
2(k), ..., p

i
M+1(k)],

wherepij(k) is the probability of selection of thej-th automa-
ton action.

The learning goal is to find the optimal action probability
distribution for each FALA. To achieve this, the team plays
a common pay-off game to maximize the reward obtained by
the environment. In this work, the environment is classified
as multi-teacher [29], and it is composed byS behaviour
correct samples (teachers) obtained from human monitoring.
Figure 3 describes this design. At each time instant, the team
provides the environment with a proposed behaviour model,
which is evaluated by all the teachers. Each one returns a Q-
model reinforcement value [29]β1(k), β2(k), ..., βS(k). These
values are integer numbers containing the score of correct
positioning of the tasks in the proposed behaviour model in
respect to the others, for each sample. The overall score is
obtained asf(k) =

∑S

s=1 β
s(k), and the automata receive a

P-model [29] rewardβ(k) = 1 if f(k) ≥ f(k−1), or a penalty
β(k) = 0 otherwise. TheFuser module in Figure 3 performs
the tasks of computingf(k) and to transform the environment
Q-model valuesβs(k) into the P-model reinforcement value
β(k) obtained by the team. To be more precise, the values
βs(k) are computed for each sample as follows:

• Initially, a reinforcement valueβs(k) = 0 is assumed for
the s-th behaviour sample.

• For all available automataLAi in the team, if taskhi is
unused in the behaviour proposed and it is not contained
in the s-th sample, this is a success and reinforcement
valueβs(k) is increased in+n, wheren is the number of
automata in the team. In contrast, if the sample contains
hi thenβs(k) is decreased in−n units.

• Every pair of tasks assigned to different levels in the be-
haviour model increases the reward+1, if their temporal
relationship constraints are not violated in the sample.
Otherwise, the reinforcement is decreased in−1.

• Every pair of not penalized tasks assigned to the same
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level is rewarded with+1 in order to minimize the
number of used levels in the behaviour model.

Algorithm 1 Learning algorithm for the team

Require: △ ∈ (0, 1] the learning rate
Require: n the number of automata in the team, typically

n = |H |
Require: M the maximum number of levels allowed in a

behaviour model, typicallyM = |H |
1: Initialize k = 1, Qi(k) : pij(k) = 1/(M + 1), ∀i =

1..n, ∀j = 1..M + 1
2: Initialize the best behaviour model foundV (k) with

vi(k) = M + 1, ∀i = 1..n
3: while stopping criterion not satisfieddo
4: for every automatoni = 1..n do
5: The i-th automaton selects an actionaj(k) according

to the action probability distributionQi(k)
6: end for
7: A(k) = V alidate(a1(k), a2(k), ..., an(k))
8: for every teachers = 1..S do
9: Retrieve reinforcement valueβs(k) for the behaviour

modelA(k)
10: end for
11: Compute [β(k), f(k)] =

Fuser(β1(k), β2(k), ..., βS(k))
12: if f(k) > maxj=1..k−1{f(j)} then
13: UpdateV (k) = A(k)
14: end if
15: for every automatoni = 1..n do
16: ComputeQi(k + 1) = T (Qi(k), ai(k), β(k), vi(k))
17: end for
18: k=k+1
19: end while
20: return V (k), Qi(k)∀i ∈ {1..n}

Common pay-off games of LA have been traditionally
solved using estimator algorithms such as thePursuitschemes
[30], which also help to speed up the learning convergence
rate. However, due to their memory overhead limitations
because of the large number of LA in the team [45], these
methods become ineffective in our work. We have developed
a learning algorithm to overcome this situation, and it is
described in depth in Algorithm 1. This algorithm starts by
initializing all the automata to the pure chance automaton. In
addition, vectorV (k) = [v1(k), v2(k), ..., vn(k)]t stores the
best behaviour model found until thek-th iteration, and it is
initialized to the empty behaviour model at line 2, i.e., no
human tasks are considered in the behaviour. The learning
process is controlled between lines 3 to 19: First, all the
automata select their action to build a behaviour model, and
this is sent to thevalidator module (lines 4-7). Thevalidator
ensures the robustness of the behaviour model proposed by
the team so that there are no intermediate unconnected levels,
and the model starts at the first level. After that, the behaviour
samples in the environment evaluate the behaviour model and
return the reinforcement valuesβs(k) (lines 8-10). Thefuser
receives valuesβs(k) from the environment and calculates

the scoref(k) and the reward/penalty valueβ(k) to be
provided to the LA team. Iff(k) is the best (maximum) score
found until thek-th iteration, then vectorV (k) is updated
with the behaviour model previously proposed by the team.
Finally, the automata internal states are updated according to
a reinforcement learning rule in line 16. In the experimental
section, we test which update scheme is the best choice
for our application, considering the classic continuous rules
Continuous Pursuit Reward-Penalty(CPRP , equation 2) and
Reward-Inaction(CPRI , equation 3), and the discrete rules
Discrete Pursuit Reward-Penalty(DPRP , equation 4) and
Reward-Inaction(DPRI , equation 5).

pij(k + 1) =

{

(1−△)pij(k); ∀j 6= vi(k)

(1−△)pij(k) +△; if j = vi(k)
(2)

pij(k+1) =











pij(k); if β(k) = 0

(1−△)pij(k); if β(k) = 1 ∧ j 6= vi(k)

(1−△)pij(k) +△; if β(k) = 1 ∧ j = vi(k)
(3)

pij(k + 1) =

{

max{pij(k)−△, 0}; ∀j 6= vi(k)

1−
∑

l6=vi(k)
pil(k + 1); if j = vi(k)

(4)

pij(k+1) =











pij(k); if β(k) = 0

max{pij(k)−△, 0}; if β(k) = 1 ∧ j 6= vi(k)

1−
∑

l6=vi(k)
pil(k + 1); if β(k) = 1 ∧ j = vi(k)

(5)
In our approach, we also develop parallelization of the LA

team to speed up the convergence rate during learning [46].
The experimental section shows how this strategy improves
the convergence rate meaningfully since it implements a better
exploitation of the solution space. It has been designed as
follows: the whole LA team module of Figure 3 is replicated
as many times as the number of parallel LA teams which are
required. This fact implies the need to adapt both teachers
in the environment and Fuser module in order to deal with
the new scheme. Let us labelLAi

j as the learning automaton
matched with human taskhi at thej-th parallel module. The
way the system works is as follows:

• AutomataLAi
j matched with the same taskhi share the

same action probability distributionP i(k).
• Every automatonLAi

j selects its action independently of
the other automata in the same or different modules.

• Every parallel modulej provides a validated behaviour
model from the automata in thej-th team independently
of the other modules.

• A teachert in the environment receives the behaviour
models proposed by all the modules and returns a rein-
forcement valueβs

j (k) for every parallel modulej.
• If β(k) = 1, then a single parallel modulej that

obtained the highest scoref j(k) at iterationk will be
allowed to update the action probability distribution. On
the other hand, if all the received modulesβ(k) = 0 and
the learning rule is reward-penalty, then the probability
distributions are updated by a randomly selected module.
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Fig. 4. Design of the system for online adaptation of the behaviour model

V. HUMAN BEHAVIOUR RECOGNITION AND ONLINE

ADAPTATION

The recognition of an activity must consider that some user
tasks can be executed at different levels of the behaviour
model, depending on the way the behaviour is being carried
out. To achieve this, we allow the behaviour graphical model to
evolve in time as the user performs tasks, using the underlying
task probability distributions for the behaviour. The scheme
for the recognition and dynamism of the behaviour model
processes is summarized in Figure 4. When a human task
is carried out, it is sent to the behaviour model and to
the behaviour Checkermodule, which manages the dynamic
of the behaviour model for the activity being detected, the
violation of temporal task relationship constraints, and the end
of behaviour. In brief, the system operation is as follows:

1) Initially, the active behaviour model is the most expected
behaviour, i.e. each automatonLAi is assigned to the
level j of maximum probabilityαj = maxj{pij(0)},
andL = 1 stands for the current active level, i.e. the
level of the first AND gate that returns false. In addition,
current iteration is set tok = 1, and therecord of actions
performedis initialized to the empty setB = ∅.

2) Every time the user performs a taskhi, it is fetched
by the system and sent to the behaviour model and
the behaviour checker. For each received action, the
behaviour checker module finds out the level in which
the action was carried out, and saves the value in the
record of performed actions. Here, we may encounter
different situations:

• A temporal relationship constraint is violated ifhi

cannot be executed at levelL and it belongs to a
deeper one, and the probability

∑L

x=1 p
j
x(k) to carry

out the missed taskshj is over a thresholdγ, i.e. the
user did not perform some tasks and one or more
cannot be executed in later levels. The behaviour
checker sends an alert to the user, giving him the
possibility either to respond with a corroboration
of this fact, or to decide to rectify the sequence of
actions.

• On the other hand, if
∑L

x=1 p
j
x(k) ≤ γ, the missed

taskshj can be executed in deeper levels, and the
graphical model evolves and setshj to the level of

maximum probability afterL.
• If a predefined time window has finished and none

of the resting relevant tasks for the behaviour has
been executed, then it may be concluded that either
the user was not carrying out the behaviour, a human
habit change is taking place, or he/she forgot the
tasks. This fact also requires user interaction to find
out for sure if it was done deliberately.

3) When all the tasks required to complete the behaviour
have been carried out, then all the AND gates return
true and the system enables abehaviourDone response
which indicates that the behaviour has been recognized.
The probabilitiesP i(k + 1) are updated with Equation
6.

pij(k + 1) =

{

max(pij(k)−△, 0); j 6= l

1−
∑S+1

m=1,i6=l p
i
m(k + 1, 1); j = l

(6)

The key aspect to achieve a suitable adaptation with equa-
tion 6 is to find the optimal△ parameter. Small values of△
may slow down the convergence to the adapted behaviours
and to increase the alerts and user interaction, while high
values may over train the system and to include other tasks
that are not relevant for the activity and that they have been
carried out by the user during the behaviour. In these cases,
the false negative rate is also increased. We study this fact in
the experimental section.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In order to prove the running of our proposal, we have
performed several unique experiments within the iSpace at
the University of Essex. The iSpace is a real Ambient Intelli-
gent Environment established in a two-bedroomed apartment,
composed by a bedroom, a study, an entrance hall, a fully
equipped kitchen, a living room and a bathroom (see figure
5). Each room contains a set of devices to interact and manage
the environment, which are connected using the Universal
Plug&Play (UPnP) architecture. The communication with the
devices is carried out using an API programmed in Java, that
provides discovery of the services belonging to a range of
devices and interaction through messages over the network.

Regarding the devices in our experiment, we monitored both
sensors and actuators, to control their state in every moment.
Namely, two input sensors are monitored: door sensor and
Ubisense Tracking Sensor. iSpace is organized in four labelled
areas as kitchen, sofa, bedroom and hall. Ubisense Tracking
Sensor detects when the user either enters into or exits a
zone. In addition, we check the state of 20 actuators consisting
of light-switches, curtain-controllers, TV remote control and
switch controllers. The last set of actuators (switch controllers)
controls whether some specific electrical appliance is con-
nected to the UPnP network or not. Those devices are: a coffee
machine, a little bedroom lamp, an alarm clock, a toaster, a
radio and the door lock. To manage the environment, we have
developed an interface to send the specific commands to the
actuators such as turn them on and off (See figure 5(f)).
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7

(a) Living Room (b) Hall

(c) Kitchen (d) Bedroom

(e) Bathroom (f) Control Interface

Fig. 5. iSpace rooms

The goal of our experiment is to prove that our system is
capable of learning the behaviour model for different types of
behaviour, recognizing the user current activities and adapting
online the behaviour model in order to evolve the behaviour
model with the user. For this purpose, we collected data
from our participant, during the performance of three different
behaviours: Wake up, Have breakfast and Leave home. The
participant was requested to perform these behaviours in the
iSpace in a natural way, i.e., performing exactly the same
sequence of actions that s/he usually carries out at his/her
home own home.

At the beginning of each experiment session, the system
applied a specific mode in iSpace, named asSleepy mode,
consisting of the following specific actions: closing all cur-
tains, turning all the devices off and turning all the lights off.
The participant wore a tag of Ubisense Tracking Sensor, which

identified exactly where s/he is at the space at any moment.
Each experiment session started when the alarm clock went
off at a specific time provided by the participant. From that
moment on, the system recorded all the user interactions
(events) with the environment, received either from the sensors
or through the interface. For each event, the time and the
activated sensor/actuator were stored. Each experiment session
finished when the participant left the iSpace.

The participant was requested to perform the experiment
during 25 days. Briefly, we explain the general scenario that
our user performed during the experiments, since the scenarios
might be performed in different ways and times. Once the
alarm clock had gone off, our participant turned it off and
switched the bedroom lights on. She left the bedroom and went
to the bathroom, where she turned the lights on. After some
minutes, she exited it and went into the kitchen, through the
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8

hall, turning some lights on/off. At the kitchen, she prepared
her breakfast, using the coffee machine and the toaster. In
some sessions, the participant watched the television at the
living room meanwhile she was having breakfast. Straight
afterwards, she left the kitchen and went into the bathroom
again. Several minutes later, she entered into the bedroom,
packed her stuff, went into the hall, unlocked the door, opened
the door, stepped out and closed the door. The door was locked
again automatically. During the first 5 days, the participant was
asked to perform the behaviour as valid, since those data would
be used to learn the behaviour model. From this moment, the
participant had completely freedom to perform the behaviour
both correct and incorrect. For the last 10 days, the participant
kept doing the same behaviours, however, we changed the
environment: the bedroom light could not be turned on, so she
had to open the curtains; the toaster could not be used and the
door did not require to be unlocked to open. The user had
to change her behaviour, and, therefore, our behaviour model
had to be adapted as well. When the experiment finished, the
participant was requested to classify his own behaviours as
normal or abnormal. The collected data was organized as 3
databases:DB1 with only valid behaviours,DB2 with normal
and abnormal behaviours andDB3 with normal behaviours in
the adapted environment as simulation of habits change.

A. Study of learning rules

In this section we study which learning rule is the best
choice for ADL inference and the benefits of parallelization.
Concretely, we learned the behaviour models from the data in
DB1 using the algorithm explained in Section IV. In order
to define an uniform comparison criterion, we maximized the
overall score valuef(k) calculated by theFusermodule. This
value provides a measure of the suitability of the behaviour
model being learned with respect to the behaviour data pat-
terns.

The algorithms were executed using the following parame-
ters:

• Primary stopping criterion: to reach 20 iterations where
the LA team returns the same behaviour model.

• Secondary stopping criterion: to reach 10000 iterations.
• Learning rate for the learning process:△ = 0.001

(continuous learning rules) and△ = 0.0001 (discrete
learning rules).

• Number of parallel modules of teams of LA (only for the
parallel approaches): 10.

The previous learning rates were obtained after the execu-
tion of preliminary experiments to optimize this parameter.
In the preliminary results, higher values of the learning rates
made the algorithms become trapped into local optima so-
lutions, while lower values provided a slower convergence.
All the experiments were replicated 30 times to carry out
statistical analyses about the robustness of our proposal. Table
II shows the best, worst, average overall score value, its
standard deviation and the quartiles provided by each learning
rule and its parallel version. The best results for each behaviour
have been highlighted.

The learning rule that provides the best results in all the
problems is the Continuous Reward-Penalty (CPRP ). It is also
the most robust method, since the standard deviation is the
lowest in 4 of the 6 studied problems. Moreover, Table II
shows that the mean value of the overall score ofCPRP is the
closest to the best solution found for each problem. From this
fact, we may conclude that the expected performance ofCPRP

provides optimal or close to optimal solutions on average. With
respect to the other learning schemes, in Table II we observe
that the learning rules based on Reward-Inaction reinforcement
are also able to provide adequate solutions regarding the best
overall score. However, due to the existence of absorbing states
in the studied problems, these methods tend to become trapped
into local optimal solutions. The existence of the absorbing
states influences the robustness of these methods, as well. The
high standard deviation that they provide in general aids to
corroborate this assumption. This situation could be solved by
decreasing the learning rate even more; however, the speed
of convergence would be affected consequently slowing down
the methods.

Table II also shows that the parallel approaches makes a bet-
ter exploitation of the solution space and improve results of the
normal ones. Non-parallel approaches make a single sample
over the solution space and it is provided to the environment,
while the parallel method makes several samples that are
evaluated. Then, the probability distributions are updated using
the best solution scored by the environment. The increase of
the average and worst overall score value of these methods
suggests that the expected quality of a solution is higher using
parallelization. Furthermore, we observe a general increase
in the robustness of the results for the parallel approaches:
Their standard deviation is lower than in the non-parallel ones,
which means that there is a higher guarantee to find near-
optimal solutions with these algorithms. Another hot point of
the parallel proposals is the increase in the convergence rate in
respect to the non-parallel approaches. Figure 6 supports this
assumption and shows the average evolution of the overall
score during the learning of the behaviour model across the
30 algorithm executions. In the figure, we only focus in the
CPRP learning rule for clarity, since this rule provided the
best experimental results in Table II. We may observe that the
evolution of the overall score to the optimal solution is faster
in the parallel proposal since its value is always over the non-
parallel algorithm. In addition, the final environment value is
also higher in the parallel proposal and this fact supports the
results in Table II. We may conclude that parallelization is
preferred to normal learning rules for a better mining of the
behaviour model.

To support the previous analyses, we have applied a Stu-
dents T-test with 95% of confidence level to the results
obtained for each method, in order to compare if there are sig-
nificant differences among the results obtained by the different
approaches. The T-test was taken on pairs of algorithm, sorted
in descending order of overall score. Table gathers the results
of the test. In addition, we remark with (-) those algorithms
whose test concludes that there are significant differences in
the results and therefore, the method on the left (higher average
overall score) is better. Regarding the results obtained for the
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF RESULTS. ROBUSTNESS AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LEARNING RULES.

Normal Parallel

behaviour Algorithm Best Worst Mean S.d. Q(1) Median Q(3) Best Worst Mean S.d. Q(1) Median Q(3)

Wake CPRP 300 300 300 0 - 300 - 300 300 300 0 - 300 -

up CPRI 300 300 300 0 - 300 - 300 300 300 0 - 300 -

DPRP 300 300 300 0 - 300 - 300 300 300 0 - 300 -

DPRI 300 300 300 0 - 300 - 300 300 300 0 - 300 -

Have CPRP 16400 15944 16132 169 15992 16088 16400 16400 15992 16186 172 15992 16196 16304

Breakfast CPRI 16400 15196 15880 363 15612 15972 16088 16400 15992 16134 163 15992 16088 16352

DPRP 15940 12420 14233 996 13504 14340 15008 16400 15196 15917 389 15388 15992 16304

DPRI 16304 13588 15146 743 14712 15200 15532 16400 15008 15960 337 15532 15992 16252

Leave CPRP 5700 5400 5600 1438 5400 5700 - 5700 5700 5700 0 - 5700 -

Home CPRI 5700 5400 5640 1221 5400 5700 - 5700 5700 5700 0 - 5700 -

DPRP 5700 3900 5150 4392 5000 5350 5400 5700 5400 5603.3 1402 5400 5700 -

DPRI 5700 5000 5410 2354 5050 5400 5700 5700 5400 5666.7 884 5450 5700 -

(a) behaviourWake up (b) behaviourHave breakfast (c) behaviourLeave home

Fig. 6. Mean of the evolution of the overall score in the studied behaviours using parallel modules of teams of LA

behaviourWake up, all the methods are statistically equiva-
lent since all of them are able to get the best solution. However,
the results from bothHave breakfast and Leave home
contains differences that should be emphasized. For instance,
theCPRP is in general the best choice since it is always able
to extract the best alternative in any of its variants (it produces
significant differences).

Another interesting result is that the continuous rules have
provided a better performance than the discrete ones. In our
experiments, the discretization of the probability distribution
of the automata is not suitable. It may speed up the process,
but it also may become trapped in local optima solutions more
easily.

B. System evaluation

Once the learning process has been completed, the next
step is to evaluate the recognition of normal and abnormal
behaviours. We used the data collected inDB2, which contains
7 normal and 3 abnormal behaviours according with the
participant opinion. The behaviour data were tested over the
LA team that obtained the best overall score using the Parallel
CPRP learning rule after the training in the previous section.

In order to reinforce our proposal, we compared our re-
sults with another method proposed in the literature [47].
This method is based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM), a
common technique in ADL recognition. The authors propose
to build a HMM for each behaviour, where the number of
states is the number of available user activities. The prior and
transition probabilities were learned from the training data,
and the emission probability matrix was set to the identity
matrix because our main assumption is that each human task

is uniquely determined by a sensor event. For the recognition,
a behaviour is correctly identified if the probability to generate
the sequence of human tasks with the HMM is over a
threshold. This threshold was set to the minimum probability
of HMM sequence generation in the training patterns, and we
use this value because it provided the most accurate results in
our experiments. The HMM has been training under the same
conditions that we trained our own proposal. In this way, we
are in the correct condition to compare the results of both
methods. Table IV summarizes the results.

The valid and abnormal test patterns were used for recog-
nition, using a sliding window to bound the input tasks to the
HMM. We classify the normal/abnormal behaviour samples
that are correctly identified as true positive and negative
patterns respectively, and the false positive samples are the
abnormal behaviours being detected as normal. As shown
in Table IV, the normal behaviour samples were correctly
identified using both techniques. The values for behaviour
Have breakfastshould be emphasized, since it is the HMM the
one that obtains the better results for the true positive patterns.
This fact is justified because of the large number of actions
that belongs to that behaviour (about 10 different actions).

Regarding the abnormal behaviours, our proposal provides
better results in comparison to HMM. The reason is the
processing of therubbish tasksin our system, i.e. those tasks
that do not belong to the behaviour, but they are carried out
by the user during its execution. In a HMM model, any action
depends on the previous actions carried out. This means that, if
the user performs a rubbish action, then the system must have
it into consideration during recognition. It would be difficult
to propose higher order Markov models to solve the ADL
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TABLE III
RESULTS OF THET-TEST FOR THE COMPARISON OF THELEARNING RULES

Wake up Have breakfast Leave Home

CPRPParallel - CPRP 1.0000 (-) 0.2227(-) 0.0003

CPRP - CPRI 1.0000(-) 0.0000 0.2502(-)

CPRI - DPRI 1.0000(-) 0.0000 0.0000

DPRI - DPRP 1.0000(-) 0.0000 0.0059

TABLE IV
RECOGNITION ACCURACY OF TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIP CONSTRAINTS

behaviour Model % true positive % true negative % false positive % false negative % Total

Wake up behaviour model 100 100 0 0 100

HMM 100 100 0 0 100

Have breakfast behaviour model 85,72 100 0 14,28 92,86

HMM 100 33,33 66,67 0 66,67

Leave home behaviour model 100 100 0 0 100

HMM 100 66,67 33,33 0 83,33

recognition problem in general terms, since we do not know
a priori the number of rubbish tasks that a user could do,
as for instance those related to interleaved behaviours. As far
as we considered, this type of actions should not influence
the recognition process, but the adaptation (since its execution
in several behaviour instances may become a change in user
habit). Our proposal only considers those actions that are
relevant in the behaviour model for recognition. Therefore,
the execution of rubbish tasks does not influences the correct
behaviour detection.

C. Adaptation to habit changes

In this section we test the system’s adaptation capability
to small changes in the human habits. As stated previously,
we changed the environment, blocking the control to some
facilities at iSpace. This data are collected inDB3. The initial
configuration to test the adaptation feature contained the best
solution reported by the ParallelCPRP algorithm in section
VI-A.

The adaptation is a continuous process. When a behaviour is
detected as correct, the probabilities of the LA in its behaviour
model are rewarded according with the equations 6; while if
the behaviour is detected as incorrect, the probabilities are
not rewarded unless the user certifies that the behaviour was
done in a right manner. In this way, we reinforce or change
the learned knowledge. We remark that we do not only reward
the action that already belongs to the behaviour, but also those
actions that might belong but that are considered rubbish at
that moment. This considerations allow new tasks to become
part of (or to be removed from) the behaviour model in the
future.

To justify the adaptation process, we compare the results
obtained usingDB3 in three different situations: without
adaptation, with an adaptation rate of 0.1 and with an adap-
tation rate equals to 0.01. All the execution starts from the
same behaviour model, the one obtained using the Parallel
CPRP learning rule after the training in section VI. Table V
summarizes the results.

If we observe the results collected in Table V without
adaptation (first row of each behaviour), we can affirm that
an online adaptation is justified since none of the learned
behaviours are recognized. When the environment changes,
the user habit usually does it too; therefore, it is more than
recommended to add an adaptation process to allow the system
to deal with these new circumstances. Table V shows that,
when the adaptation is running, the results are improved. Note
that if we do not use the adaptation, the system is not able to
detect the behaviours; what means that the adaptation data set
does not match with any of the learned behaviour models.
However, when we activate the adaptation, the recognition
results are improved. A brief explanation of this fact is as
follows: At first, the adaptation data set does not match with
any of the learned behaviour models, therefore the system
should adapt itself in order to improve the recognizing process.
After the execution of some patterns, the system changes
the structure of the behaviour model and the new action
relationship constraints are found.

In addition, in these experiments we studied the effect of
the learning rate for the adaptation capability. This learning
rate manages the speed of the adaptation process. We found
out that small values of△ produced a slower adaptation, while
large values speed up the process excessively. Therefore, this
rate should be selected carefully. In general, we could think
that large values should be better in situations as the ones
presented in this paper: absorb the change of the environment
as soon as possible. However, together with the changes in
the environment, the model could accept as relevant other
additional rubbish tasks that are not part of the behaviour,
since the probability distribution of their corresponding LA
changes drastically with the high learning rate. When a new
valid pattern would be analysed and would not contain such
tasks, the behaviour would not be recognized and the false
negative rate might be increased.

Regarding the time consumption during the adaptation pro-
cess, Table VI shows the results obtained for the adaptation
process after processingDB3 in seconds. We observe how the
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TABLE V
RECOGNITION ACCURACY AFTER ADAPTATION

behaviour Model % true positive % false positive

Wake up behaviour model 0 100

BM adapted△ = 0.001 40 60

BM adapted△ = 0.1 70 30

Have breakfast behaviour model 10 90

BM adapted△ = 0.001 10 90

BM adapted△ = 0.1 60 40

Leave home behaviour model 0 100

BM adapted△ = 0.001 20 80

BM adapted△ = 0.1 90 10

TABLE VI
RECOGNITION ACCURACY OF TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIP CONSTRAINTS

behaviour Time consumption (seconds)

Wake up 5.74732∗ 10
−2

Have breakfast 8.9309∗ 10
−2

Leave home 1.21298∗ 10
−2

results forHave Breakfast arelarger than for the other two
behaviours. The reason is that time consumption depends on
the number of relevant actions that belong to the behaviour
model, due to the number of elements to wait to be able to
recognize a behaviour is larger.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

This work addressed the problem of learning and recogniz-
ing human behaviours. With regard to the existing literature,
our method is novel since it separates the behaviour model
itself from the learning process. This fact eases the real-time
adaptation to new environmental situations and to possible
changes of human habits. First of all, we propose a repre-
sentation for a behaviour model that contains both the tasks
that belong to a specific behaviour and the order relationship
among them. The main advantages of this approach is that it
is able to learn and mine temporal relations between actions
in a behaviour, to recognize behaviours that can be executed
in different ways, and is described as a graphical model that
can be easily adapted manually by the user by means of a
simple computer interface if needed. In addition, the learning
method of human activities is independent of the behaviour
model itself.

We developed a method based on Learning Automata that
is able to infer behaviour models from raw data obtained from
daily activities carried out by a user. The proposal uses a team
of Learning Automata, where each automaton is in charge
of learning the position of a human task in the model. The
learning algorithm developed is suitable to train large teams
of learning automata with large number of actions, therefore
overcoming the traditional limitations of these models of a
low convergence rate. In order to increase the speed and
the convergence of the method, the system has been also
parallelized. Different learning rules are studied to know which
is the best learning strategy, in order to obtain the most

suitable behaviour models. In our experiments, we found that
a reinforcement learning rule based onContinuous Reward-
Penalty is capable to overcome the limitations of discrete
approaches, and its parallelization is able to improve the
algorithm convergence rate.

The system capability to recognize normal and abnormal
behaviours has been studied. In our case, we focus in the
capability to evolve the behaviour model in real time as the
user executes tasks, to model human activities that can be
performed in any order. We found that the approach is able
to learn and recognize all the temporal constraints imposed
to the tasks of a behaviour. Indeed, the approach overcomes
the limitations of traditional techniques such as the first order
assumption of HMMs. In addition, the capability of the system
to adapt itself to human habit changes also provides promising
results. In the experiments, our approach has shown a fast
convergence to learn the new behaviour changes and to update
online the learned behaviour models.

Above all, we have performed several unique experiments
in the iSpace at the University of Essex, a real Ambient Intel-
ligent Environment equipped with ubiquitous devices (sensors
and actuators) which were used to collect information about
the user activities. The participant performed three behaviours:
Wake up, Have Breakfast and Leave Home. From this data,
we showed how the system is able to learn, recognize and
adapt the behaviours.

As a future project, we would like to study the temporal
information of the system, not only knowing the temporal
constraints between the actions, but also studying the most
likely interval when the behaviour should be performed. This
fact could help both in the recognition and adaptation pro-
cesses. On the other hand, the study of relations (composition,
dependence, etc) between behaviours is raised as an interesting
future work. To achieve these goals, we think that a more
important study to categorize human tasks must be carried
out.
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a b s t r a c t

Smart Homes are intelligent spaces that contain resources to collect information about
user’s activities and ease the assisted living. Abnormal behavior detection has been
remarked as one of the most challenging application fields in this research area, due to
its possibilities for assisting elders or people with special needs. These systems help to
maintain people’s independence, enhancing their personal comfort and safety and delaying
the process of moving to a nursing home. In this paper, we describe a new approach for the
behavior recognition problem based on Learning Automata and fuzzy temporal windows.
Our proposal learns the normal behaviors, and uses that knowledge to recognise normal
and abnormal human activities in real time. In addition, our proposal is able to adapt online
to environmental variations, changes in human habits, and temporal information, defined
as an interval of time when the behavior should be performed.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the past years, life expectancy has got longer, thanks, in most of cases, to advances in medicine and technology. This
fact leads to the need for new resources in order to maintain this lifestyle. Technology raises as the most powerful tool to
help in this issue. The advances in electronics and sensor technologies allow the development of new intelligent environ-
ments, where the combination of independence, continuous supervision, and assistance is taking place. One example of this
combination is the project presented by Rantz et al. [34], at the University of Missouri. They develop an interdisciplinary
research that involves disciplines, such as nursing, electrical and computer engineering, social work, or health informatics,
among others. The project is developed in a real nursing home, where elderly people are able to live independently. Their
research is focused on the study of the data acquired from a huge number of motion, pressure, and sound sensors, or IR-cam-
eras. This information is used to extract conclusions about the user: heart pulse, breathing, fall detection, etc. Other out-
standing study is CARE (Context Awareness in Residence for elders) [21], developed in the University of Amsterdam. CARE
lets elders retain their independence by living longer at home. They use sensors such as switches or pressure mats, in order
to monitor the inhabitants’ behavior unobtrusively and provide benefits to both families and elders by means of network
services. Focusing on the people with special needs, in [31,30], the authors proposed a project to help people suffering from
mild dementia to navigate using contextual information and wireless and mobile device technologies, including location-
based services. Related to location services, a flexible and dynamic access control model based on user-activity, Activity-
Oriented Access Control (AOAC) is proposed in [22]. A user is allowed to perform an activity if he/she holds a number of
satisfactory attributes (i.e. roles, assignments, etc.) under a certain environment constraint. Other examples in the literature
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are MavHome project [7], the iDorm [10], the CASAS project [35], and the Georgia Tech Aware Home [18]. Further projects
regarding this research area are summarised in [11].

One of the most challenging issues regarding home assistance is the recognition of normal and abnormal human behav-
iors for elderly people, to enhance their personal comfort and safety, and delaying the process of moving to a nursing home.
The literature offers a great variety of approaches in this way [4]. One interesting work is the one presented in [32]. It defines
a new paradigm for Activities of Daily Living (ADL) [24,32] inference, using radio-frequency-identification (RFID) technology
to identify objects used by people, and a probabilistic inference engine for the recognition of complex activities. They have
developed the system Proactive Activity Toolkit (PROACT) to represent activities as a probabilistic sequence of used objects. It
uses the RFID signals to extract the user context and then, mines probabilistic models of activity use from plain english
descriptions of activities.

Recent projects generalise the problem of behavior recognition to usual activities of daily living, such as morning routine,
having breakfast, or leaving home. To achieve this, the trend is the use of probabilistic techniques to supervise the current
activities. The reason for resorting to stochastic methods is that they are able to model different scenarios and possible ways
to finish the human tasks correctly. Naive Bayes classifiers have been used in some projects [17,39] obtaining good accuracy
results for abnormal behavior detection, even when the system receives large amounts of data. Other similar works that
model human activities with Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are [5,46,27]. Naeem and Bigham present in [28] an approach
based on Multiple Behavioral Hidden Markov Models (MBHMM). They propose the creation of multiple hidden Markov mod-
els for each variation of an action, so that the system is able to determine which tasks are currently active even if the user has
not yet completed the activity. In [23], Lee et al. propose an algorithm that incorporates a modified fuzzy competitive learn-
ing structure with a Bayesian decision rule that is capable of ignoring unintended behavior of the user. An extensive study
about the benefits and drawbacks of different probabilistic and statistical techniques for human activities recognition is pre-
sented in [19].

Lately, some projects that involve different techniques for the problem of recognising normal and abnormal behaviors
have arisen. In [2], the authors propose an ambient intelligence approach, and develop a fuzzy computing system to learn
and model human behaviors. Their work joins the advantages of a multiagent-based framework with fuzzy control tech-
niques to improve the recognition process and continuously enrich the knowledge about the user and his/her environment.
On the other hand, Rashidi et al. in [36] introduce an unsupervised method to discover activities in a smart environment,
using data mining techniques to find activity patterns and a clustering process to group these patterns into activity defini-
tions, and HMMs to represent the activities and their variations for their later detection and recognition. Other authors have
included temporal information in order to extract correct patterns for each behavior. For instance, in [16,45], the authors
propose a learning machine to identify temporal relations among daily activities in a smart home. These relations are used
for prediction, decision making, and anomaly detection of ADL. Further related projects are summarised in [26,12,13,43].

Despite the efforts carried out to recognise human activities in smart home environments, the need for feedback infor-
mation is required for the system adaptation to environmental or human habit changes. Stochastic systems are usually used
to acquire reasonable behavior in environments characterized by uncertainty. In [20], Kitakoshi et al. propose an on-line
reinforcement learning system that adapts to environmental changes using a mixture of Bayesian networks. They try to imi-
tate how people adapt to changes: reusing experiences with suitable modifications to solve current problems. Every BN in
the mixture represents the experiences in an specific environment. When environmental changes are observed, the system
modifies the mixture to adapt to the changed environment.

Specifically, in Ambient Assisted Living, some of the most important projects consider this issue, such as the CASAS pro-
ject [35,36]. It includes an adaptive activity mining component to find changes in activity patterns using a hierarchical
behavior model with probabilistic methods and a feedback-based learning component in charge of finding relevant changes
in the activities. Among the projects based on agent systems, in iDorm [10,15,14], the authors developed AOFIS, a life-long
fuzzy learning and adaptation technique for embedded agents in ubiquitous computing environments. This technique is an
unsupervised data-driven one-pass approach for extracting fuzzy rules and membership functions from user data modelling
for behavior detection and online adaptation. Other examples are [1], where Acampora et al. improve the system proposed in
[2] by means of the adaptation of both the framework and the fuzzy services. They use feature mining to detect changes in
the human activities. Finally, in [39], the authors propose a system for recognising activities that are capable of adjusting the
internal model in real-time as new examples of activities become available.

In previous works, we developed a method to mine frequent human activities using inductive learning, and provided a
behavior model as a tree. The branches represent a way in which a behavior could be performed [9]. Lately, we studied
the benefits of using a fuzzy temporal window to disclose the most relevant actions of an activity [37], in contrast to the
classic crisp temporal sliding window. However, this approach is static and the need of adaptation to environment and habit
changes require a new learning after sufficient user activity monitoring. The behavior representation was improved in [8],
where we proposed to separate learning methods and behavior models for a better problem statement. This approach is able
to learn temporal relationship constraints between actions in a behavior, and has the advantage of being a graphical model to
ease the user monitoring. However, it lacks of time processing and detection of several behaviors simultaneously. In this
article, we propose a system to recognise human behavior from current user activity. To be more concise, we focus on
the learning of relevant actions of the activity, their order relations, and temporal data of behaviors. The proposal overcomes
the limitations of HMMs regarding first order assumption [5,46,27], since behavior actions are structured in execution levels.
We include temporal information in the developed system as a component of a behavior execution, and our approach is also
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capable of online self-adaptation when a behavior or environmental change occurs, therefore adjusting the behavior knowl-
edge to a specific user. For each human behavior, we distinguish between two types of constraints: temporal and order rela-
tionship constraints. The temporal constraints relate to the period of time when the behavior must be performed, whereas
the order relationship constraint controls which actions must be executed before the others, i.e. the temporal order relation-
ships between actions in a behavior. The proposed system is able to learn these constraints and it generates a representation
of a behavior as a module. Key aspects of our approach are: (a) The separation of the behavior model from the behavior learn-
ing procedure, in order to avoid shrinking problems produced by the learning algorithms, as happens with HMMs; (b) the
modularisation of the approach, which allows the migration of a learnt behavior to other contexts or user environments;
(c) the online learning and adaptation capability, by means of learning automata and fuzzy temporal windows, to learn
the changes produced either in the user habits or the environment. The proposal has been designed as an abstract software
layer, so that it works independently on the underlying sensor network. Several technologies could be used to adjust the
system to a specific scenario by means of matching user actions and sensor events that trigger such actions, such as RFID
[32,28,25] of processed video streams [6,44].

The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we introduce basic theoretical aspects of Learning Automata which will be
useful for our later developments. Next, Section 3 summarises the behavior model concept. The description of the model is
presented in Section 4, where the relevant aspects of the system are remarked: the behavior time and the action order rela-
tionship constraints models. After that, in Section 5, we address the problems of online behavior recognition and their adap-
tation to environmental and human habit changes. Section 6 presents the outlines of simulating the system with different
data sets and includes an in-depth analysis with the obtained results. Finally, the conclusions and future works are discussed
in Section 7.

2. Learning Automata. Theoretical background

A learning automaton (LA) [33] is a decision-making stochastic machine defined by tuple ha,Q,R,Ti, where a is a set of
available actions for the automaton, Q is the internal state, R is a set of reinforcement values to the automaton, and T is a
reinforcement learning scheme. The operation of a learning automaton (Fig. 1) is described as follows: at each time instant
k, the automaton selects an action a(k) 2 a according to the automaton internal state Q(k), and returns a(k) to an unknown
random environment. The environment evaluates the action chosen by the automaton with a fitness function f :D � a ? R
and provides a reward or penalty reinforcement value b(k) = f(D,a(k)), where D is the expectation to obtain a reward rein-
forcement value. Finally, the internal state of the automaton is updated with Q(k + 1) = T(Q(k),a(k),b(k)). This process is re-
peated until a predefined desired condition is fulfilled, as for example the convergence to the learnt optimal action. There is a
wide variety of LA depending on the design of a, R and the environment. For the sake of brevity, we suggest reference [41] for
a complete description of the classic LA schemes. Next, we describe the models that are useful for this work.

A Finite Action-Set Learning Automaton (FALA) [41] is a LA model with a finite action set, a = {a1,a2, . . . ,ar}, where r stands
for the number of available actions. The state Q(k) usually contains a probability distribution over the action-set of autom-
aton Q(k) = P(k) = [p1(k)p2(k). . .pr(k)], although other more complex state structures may be designed to improve the learning
capabilities of the automaton, as happens with the estimator learning algorithms [3]. On the other hand, Continuous Action-
Set Learning Automata (CALA) [41] can be used to handle continuous action spaces. The action probability distribution in a
CALA, at the learning iteration k, is defined by a Normal probability distribution N(l(k),r(k)). The update of its action prob-
ability distribution is executed by updating l(k) and r(k) [33,41]. Finally, another LA model of interest to our work is the
variable action-set learning automaton (VALA) [40,42,29]. Here, the action-set is finite as FALA, but the availability of actions
to the automaton depends on external variables such as time. The state of the VALA may be easily modelled with a matrix,
where each column is the action probability distribution corresponding to each time, Q(k) = [P(k,1)t,P(k,2)t, . . . ,P(k, t)t].

In this work, we use a team of FALA to online learn the temporal action relationship constraints of a human behavior, and
a CALA team to learn the parameters of a fuzzy temporal window in which the behavior occurs. For the behavior recognition
and online adaptation, the FALA team is implemented into a VALA team to achieve the dynamisation of the behavior model.

Fig. 1. Operation of a learning automaton.
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This helps to model situations where a behavior has several ways to finish correctly and its actions can be executed in any
order. The next sections explain these issues in depth.

3. Behavior model

The objective of the article is to present a system that is able to learn human behaviors online and detect when the user is
carrying them out, either correctly or incorrectly. Therefore, the first step consists of defining what behaviors are and how
the system deals with them. Example 1 introduces the problem to solve:

Example 1. Let us suppose that every night, when the user goes to bed at approximately 9.30 p.m., he/she opens the
bedroom door, puts his/her pyjamas on, sits on his/her bed, takes his/her slippers off, takes the pills and turns off the light.
Then, all these actions could be embraced as a unique routine: to go to bed. Let us suppose that a single day the user does not
take his/her pills. This fact is considered as an abnormal behavior for this routine, and it should be controlled. However, if
that oversight becomes more usual, the system should stop recognising it as abnormal, and accept it as normal.

Example 1 outlines the concepts of behavior and human action: the set of actions performed to get the routine to go to bed
is a behavior, and the behavior is associated with a time in which it occurs. The relevant concepts are formally introduced in
the next subsections.

3.1. Behavior action sequence

We assume that the tasks carried out by the user may be identified by means of sensor events. Our starting point are ac-
tions that have been defined over a set of sensor events to be independent of the sensor network design. The action and
behavior concepts are as follows:

Definition 1 (Human action). A human action hi is a triple hi = hli,si, tii, where li is a label to identify the action, si is a sensor
event and ti is a time stamp in which the action occurs. In brief, a human action labelled li is an activity (fact) that happens
over a specific object in a time instant ti, and it may be uniquely determined by means of a sensor event si.

Definition 2 (Behavior action sequence). A human behavior action sequence Bi is a tuple hH,Ri,Cii, where H = {h1h2, . . . ,hn} is a

set of available human tasks, Ri ¼ ri
1; r

i
2; . . . ; ri

jRi j

n o
# H is the subset of available human tasks that are required to complete

the behavior, and Ci is a set of temporal constraints between the tasks in Ri, defined over a partial order relationship operator
�. The operator � defines the temporal dependency requirements over the actions of a behavior, and its formal definition is
described in Eq. (1). In brief, an action ri

a precedes ri
b in time in a behavior Bi, and is written ri

a � ri
b, if the time stamp ta of ri

a is
lower than the time stamp tb of ri

b, for all the possible instances of the behavior.

ri
a � ri

b $ ta < tb ð1Þ
A behavior action sequence is represented by a set of tasks that must fulfil (or not) temporal order relationship con-

straints. In addition, the behavior may be associated with a time interval in which it usually occurs. Because of these restric-
tions, we use the representation presented in [8] for the behavior action sequence. In this representation, the tasks are
organized in execution levels connected in cascade. These cascade levels are implemented with AND gates, and the levels
simulate the order relationships between the human tasks. By default, all input lines to AND gates are set to false, and their
values change to true if the human actions that they represent have been performed. On the other hand, although all the
tasks in set H may be taken into consideration for a specific behavior, only those actions that are included in set R are really
outstanding for it. To handle these situations, the authors introduce an additional discard-level in which those tasks that are
not relevant for the behavior are assigned.

A behavior does not have an only one way to be performed, since some tasks may be executed with different order con-
straints. Taking the level cascade model representation into consideration, this means that a task might be an input of dif-
ferent AND gates in the cascade, depending on the user execution context. For instance, in the Example 1, the task take his/her
pills could be performed either in level 1 or in level 2 in the model that represents a normal to go to bed behavior. To deal with
this disparity, in [8], the authors proposed the use of a probability distribution for each action in the set H, so that an action hi

may be executed in each of the r possible levels of the cascade with probability Pi ¼ pi
1; p

i
2; . . . ; pi

r

� �t . This probability distri-
bution represents that each action can be executed within a cascade level with a concrete probability value. Therefore, the
representation as a sequence of ANDs in cascade is the most likely representation of a behavior, assigning each action to its
most probable level in the cascade. Formally, a human task hi is located at the cascade level l if, and only if,

l ¼ min j : pi
jðkÞ ¼ maxj pi

jðkÞ
n on o

, i.e. l is the first level with a maximum probability value in the action-set of the automaton.

If the task is not executed at such level, the model is updated online to the next most probable execution level according to
the behavior model probability distribution. This situation is illustrated with the Example 1. A possible probability distribu-
tion for the example would be described in Table 1, and Fig. 2 shows the most likely behavior execution:
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Among the advantages of this proposal, the separation of the described behavior model from the probability distribution
learning procedure is presented as one of the most significant ones. This separation allows to achieve a better system mod-
ularisation and to use a higher number of learning methods for the same behavior model.

The system uses a set of FALA to learn each behavior action sequence from raw sequences of user actions. Every set is com-
posed for jHj + 1 number of FALAs, where jHj is the cardinal of the set H. Each learning automaton in the team is uniquely
matched with a human task, and its action-set contains the level of the AND cascade in the behavior action sequence in
which the task can be located. The goal of each automaton is to learn the optimal level in the sequence of gates in at which
its corresponding task should be located. If the automaton action is associated with level jHj + 1, then it means that its
matched task has been discarded for the behavior, and a selection of a level between 1 and H means that the matched task
is located at such level. For a wider explanation about offline learning of behavior action sequences, we suggest to read [8].

3.2. Behavior time

The behavior time is in charge of checking if the time stamp of a human task corresponds to the time interval in which a
behavior must occur. In our approach, this module stores a Fuzzy Temporal Window (FTW) for each behavior in the system [37]:

Definition 3 (Temporal Window, W). Let I be an interval from the temporal line s, ODB the Observation Data Base of user
tasks carried out during the behavior time, t 2 ODB a tuple from ODB, and ij = (hj, lj,dj) a human task; then, a Temporal
Window W for a specific behavior that occurs in the interval I of s, is defined as a subset of I where

8 ij 2WðtÞ then ij 2 t and lj 2 I

Definition 4 (Fuzzy Temporal Window, FTW). Let I be an interval from the temporal line s, ODB the Observation Data Base
and t 2 ODB a tuple from ODB. Let ij be an action ij = (hj, lj,dj) and a Temporal Window W for a specific behavior. Let fs be a
fuzzy set over s, then it is defined a fuzzy temporal window FTW as a Temporal Window where

8ij 2WðtÞlFWðijÞ ¼ lfsðljÞ
In this work, an FTW is represented as a Gaussian function whose mean value is the middle point of the interval associ-

ated with the behavior, and its standard deviation defines the amplitude of the execution time. The FTW is also used for
obtaining a reliability degree of execution of each behavior. A membership degree can be calculated for each human task car-

Table 1
Example of probability distribution for the behavior of Fig. 2.

Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Leveldiscard

Sit on bed 0.78 0.22 0 0 0
Put pyjamas on 0.76 0 0 0 0.24
Take slippers off 0.02 0.75 0.23 0 0
Take pills 0.34 0.46 0.2 0 0
Turn light off 0 0 0.65 0.45 0
Remaining tasks in H 0 0 0 0 1

Fig. 2. Go to bed Behavior model. Example 1.
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ried out in the time interval of an FTW. It provides every task with the reliability of belonging to a specific behavior. To esti-
mate that reliability degree of the overall behavior, we aggregate the membership degrees of all their executed tasks as just
one value. We use the OWA operator as average of these values for simplicity, although any aggregation operator could be
used. Example 2 summarises the explained process.

Example 2. The user has performed the sequence of tasks {Keys, 8:27 a.m.}, {Cellular, 8:30 a.m.}, {FrontDoor, 8:37 a.m.} for
behavior Leave home at 8:30 a.m.. The FTW is defined with mean equals to 8:30 a.m. and standard deviation of 20 min. Then,
the membership values of the actions to the FTW are 0.956, 1 and 0.783 respectively, and the average aggregation is 0.913,
what means that this sequence of actions is considered as a normal behavior with a reliability degree of 0.9129.

It is required to develop a method that is able to learn the FTW associated to a specific behavior, defined by two real num-
bers lFTW and rFTW. In this work, we include two CALA [41] into a team to learn these values for each behavior. The main
advantage of this selection is the capability of online self-adaptation to changes in the behavior temporal constraints by
means of the feedback loop of the LA.

4. System description

Our proposal distinguishes two parts for each behavior (see Fig. 3): action processing and temporal processing. Each
behavior is considered as an autonomous module, which makes the processing of several simultaneous behaviors easier.
In addition, the control and interaction of all behaviors is managed by an additional module called behavior manager, that
unifies the solutions and controls the simultaneousness of the behaviors. The behavior action sequence and behavior time
are adapted as regards user routine and environment changes. These changes could cause modifications in the execution lev-
els or in the actions involved in the behavior. The decision about the update of the internal state of each behavior model is
taken by the behavior manager during the recognising process.

The goals of the behavior manager include to schedule and process the behaviors obtained in the recognition process; to
control which actions have been performed, belonging or not to a behavior; to provide the necessary feedback to adapt the
system for environmental or behavior changes; and to send warning alarms for the user when required. This module re-
trieves the action performed by the user and the results obtained during the recognition process. In short, it returns the iden-
tification of the detected behaviors, the reliability degree of the detected behavior, and if the behavior may be considered as
normal or abnormal. To be more precise, the system is able to detect three types of behaviors: normal behaviors, uncom-
pleted behaviors, and violation order constraints behaviors. These last two types are classified as abnormal behaviors:

� Normal behaviors are those action sequences which fit the temporal window associated with the behavior and whose
actions have been executed according to the behavior action sequence model.

Fig. 3. Behavior models in parallel.
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� Uncompleted behaviors are action sequences that have not finished when the FTW expires. This means that there are some
relevant actions that have been missed by the user during the behavior execution. If a human activity is classified as an
uncompleted behavior, it may be due to either deliberately action missing or a human error, and then, an alarm should be
sent to the user.
� Violation of task relationship constraints: The patterns that are classified in this class fulfill the behavior temporal con-

straints, but they contain one or more violations in the behavior action sequence. If a pattern is matched with this class,
then, an abnormal behavior has been detected or a human habit change might be taking place. An alarm must be sent to
the user to warn about this abnormal situation.

The behavior manager is in charge of producing the signals to send the alarm by an existing higher level application when
an abnormal behavior is detected, and of generating the feedback for behavior model online adaptation if a change in user
routine is taking place. Therefore, it saves a record about the executed actions and the level in which the actions have been
carried out in the behavior models.

5. Online behavior recognition and adaptation

During the recognition of a behavior, the temporal constraints of executed actions are checked using the behavior time
module (see Fig. 3), which provides a membership degree of every performed action. Since a behavior may be performed
in different ways, the behavior action sequence must be adapted online regarding the user past activity. Variable Action-Set
Learning Automata (VALA) offers the best option to change the action relationship constraint model online. This type of learn-
ing automata changes its action probability distribution depending on an external parameters such as time. The internal state

of an automata in the VALA team used in our system is represented with a matrix of size n� ðjHj þ 1Þ;Qi
VALAðkÞ ¼

ðPiðk;1Þ; Piðk;2Þ; . . . ; Piðk; jHj þ 1ÞÞt , where Piðk;1Þ ¼ Qi
FALAðkÞ, i.e. the action probability distribution learnt with the FALA

team. The remaining probability distributions Piðk; lÞ ¼ pi
1ðk; lÞ; pi

2ðk; lÞ; . . . ; pi
jHjþ1ðk; lÞ

h it
;1 < l 6 jHj þ 1 are calculated using

Eq. (2). A value pi
jðk; lÞ stands for the a priori probability of human task hi to be executed at the jth level in the behavior model

when a human action assigned with level l has been executed.

pi
jðk; lÞ ¼

0; j < lPl

m¼1
pi

mðk;1Þ; j ¼ lpi
jðk;1Þ; l < j < jHj þ 1

8><
>: ð2Þ

During the recognition process, both behavior time and behavior action sequence update their internal state depending on
the feedback received from the behavior manager. This adaptation process allows to improve the knowledge about the user,
adjusting the Behavior model to the user features.

The behavior action sequence is updated depending on the level l in which each action was carried out, and considering
those actions not executed and discarded. The adaptation process consists on updating the probabilities of the automata fol-
lowing a discrete rule, as shown in Eq. (3). The parameter D determines the learning rate of the user habits. High values of D
mean a faster adaptation to the user habits, and therefore, a low system–human interaction is obtained.

pi
jðkþ 1;1Þ ¼

max pi
jðk;1Þ � D;0

� �
; j – l

1�
PSþ1

z¼1;i–l
pi

zðkþ 1;1Þ; j ¼ l

8>><
>>: ð3Þ

As far as behavior time is concerned, the adaptation process consists of updating the parameters that define a CALA: lCA-

LA(k) and rCALA(k). The traditional CALA update rule may be found in [41]. However, this rule performed too slowly in our
experiments and a large number of update iterations were required for a good system performance. This problem is well-
known as the traditional limitation of the learning automata. To overcome this limitation, we changed the update rule
and provided the best approach which we found for this work in Eqs. (4) and (5).

lðkþ 1Þ ¼ lðkÞ þ kCALAðtmean � lðkÞÞ; if 9= j : lFTWðtjÞ < lmin ð4Þ

rðkþ 1Þ ¼
rðkÞ � kCALArðkÞ; if 9= j : lFTWðtjÞ < lmin

rðkÞ þ kCALArðkÞ; otherwise

�
ð5Þ

where bj = (aj, tj) are the relevant human tasks and the time instant in which they have been carried out respectively, lmin is
the minimum membership value allowed for an action to be considered inside the fuzzy temporal window of the behavior,
tmean is the average time of the executed actions, and kCALA is the learning rate for the automaton.

According to Eqs. (4) and (5), the parameter l(k) is updated only in the case in which all the actions are included in the
fuzzy temporal window. In this case, the value r(k) is also reduced to find the fuzzy temporal window of minimum size that
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contains all the behavior actions. On the other hand, if an action was detected outside the window, then the value r(k) in-
creases in order to cover the missing actions.

5.1. Algorithm for behavior recognition and system adaptation

When an action is received in the system, the time constraints of each behavior are checked in order to discard those
behaviors which are out of time for the sake of efficiency. Once we know those behaviors whose instants of time match,
the action is placed and compared in the behavior action sequence. The output of each Behavior Model is sent to the behavior
manager, who analyses those outputs, detecting if the behavior has been finished and its type; and decides the next step:
keeping on with the recognising process, warning the user, updating the behavior models, or reinforcing the models.

A scheme of the algorithm used for the recognition process is presented next. Notice that the main body of the algorithm
(from step 2 to 7) is executed every predefined period of clock time. The algorithm assumes that the learning process has
been performed previously and starts from a set of learnt behavior models.

1. Initialisation. In this step, the list of current active behaviors and the behavior action sequence buffer are initialised. A
behavior is active if the evaluation of the current task is in its fuzzy temporal window (the membership degree of the task
over a threshold). The list of current active behaviors contains those behaviors that are active at each time instant. A
behavior is removed from the list when it is recognised, and a behavior action sequence buffer stores the tasks that have
been carried out during the behavior time.

2. Finding the active behaviors. First, the current time t and the actions that have been executed at such time instant are
fetched. Then, the membership value of time t to the fuzzy temporal window of each behavior is computed. Those behav-
iors that are active will be added to the list of current active behaviors within the behavior manager.

3. Checking if active behaviors are uncompleted. In this step, the algorithm checks if all the behaviors stored in the list of
active behaviors remain active. It is possible that those behaviors that were included in the list in previous iterations are
not active at the current moment. This fact implies that the fuzzy temporal constraints of the behavior have been violated
and then, the behavior is tagged as unfinished. When these behaviors have been identified, the algorithm has to test if the
behavior was effectively incomplete or the user did it deliberately by sending an alarm to the user. If this confirms the
change in the behavior, the action sequence model of the behavior is updated to remove the missing actions.

4. Current action processing. The next step is the processing of the current action into its possible behavior models. First of
all, the algorithm checks which behaviors contain the action executed by the human at the current time in the AND cas-
cade model. If we find one or more behaviors that fulfill this condition, the action is then included in their action sequence
model buffer. On the other hand, if the action is not relevant for any behavior, it is included in all the active behaviors,
since it may mean a new user habit change that includes the new action.

5. Updating the reliability degree. The actions included in step 4 have a temporal membership value associated with its
time of occurrence. These values are used to update the reliability degree of the behaviors.

6. Checking violations of action order relationship constraint behaviors. Once the algorithm has processed the temporal
information, the next step is to know if any action order relationship constraints have been violated. If a violation is
found, then the user’s opinion is required in order to find out whether the actions have been done on purpose or if it
was a human mistake.

7. Checking finished behaviors. Finally, if no violations were found, a normal behavior recognition is detected. The action
sequence model and the behavior time are updated to reinforcement the correct human habits.

8. Go to step 2.

6. Experiments

In this section, we present the results obtained after a testing process. Firstly, in Section 6.1 we show the experimental
settings. Then, Sections 6.2 and 6.3 describe the experiments for testing the system recognition and adaptation capabilities,
respectively, and a final Section 6.4 is included to discuss further results and obtain conclusions about them.

6.1. Experimental settings

As previously indicated, our system input is user activity as sequence of human tasks hi = hli,si, tii. To develop a sequence of
correct experiments, we define the experimental contextualization as follows: The environment is a simulated home
equipped with 26 sensors able to distinguish between different human tasks. We focus on seven behaviors To Get Up (B1),
To Have a Shower (B2), To Have Breakfast (B3), To Leave Home (B4), To Cook (B5), To Wash the Dishes (B6), and To Go To Sleep
(B7). These are defined by a set of temporal and task order constraints (see Table 2) that let us define sequence of actions
to represent those behaviors confidently. In Table 2, column 1 describes the behaviors and the number of actions involved,
column 2 stands for the action relationship constraints, and column 3 shows the behavior time. We remark that the number
of actions in a behavior (column 1) may be higher than those appearing in column 2, since some actions may have no order
constraints. We did not included these actions in the text for space limitations, since its inclusion is not key to assess the
proposal in the next subsections. On the other hand, the reason for choosing simulation instead of real user monitoring is
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that we found no differences between the synthetic user and to give guidelines to a real one about how to perform the
behaviors, so that the system could be validated. In addition, the use of simulation helps us to force situations that could
be dangerous for users without putting them in risk, to test the constraints violation detection rate.

We generated three databases with user action sequences for the experiments. Each database is a timetable where every
row means a day (24 h) and every column is a second. A cell in the timetable contains the actions performed by the user at
that time. The content and goals of each database is described as follows:

1. Database for learning process. It contains information about the execution of normal instances of behaviors B1–B7 during
365 days. For its generation, each action of a behavior was assigned to a random cell of the timetable during the behavior
time. After that, actions that did not fulfill the relationship constraints were exchanged until the database contained no
constraints violations. Finally, we added noise actions during each behavior time to simulate other activities that the user
could perform during its execution. These rubbish tasks were 30% of each behavior.

2. Database to test recognition. This database contains 365 normal, uncomplete and constraint violations behaviors, and it
was generated under the same conditions as the previous one. It is used to validate the approach for recognition of normal
and abnormal activities in Section 6.2. It contains 50% of normal behaviors, and 25% of uncompleted and constraint vio-
lation samples, respectively.

3. Database to test adaptation. The adaptation is carried out when the user changes his/her routine. To simulate this situ-
ation, we changed deliberately the constraints and time information of the behaviors to those shown in Table 3. This data-
base contains 365 normal instances of the modified behaviors B�1—B�7, and it is used in Section 6.3.

Before starting the recognition and adaptation experimentation, a learning process is required to establish a common
start point. In this paper, we used the learning algorithm presented in [8] to mine relevant tasks of behaviors and their order
relationship constraints. To finalize, Table 4 shows the values of the parameters studied for the online recognition and adap-
tation. Concretely, we will study three parameters: the minimum membership value for the fuzzy temporal window (lmin),
and the learning rates for the FALA (kFALA) and CALA (kCALA) teams. The value lmin is the minimum value required for an action
being considered into the fuzzy temporal windows, and those actions whose membership degree would be lower than this
parameter would be discarded in the recognition/adaptation process. On the other hand, the learning rates are used to check
the feasibility of the online adaptation in real time and the adaptation speed.

6.2. Analysis of online recognition

In this section, we analyse the capability of our model to recognise normal and abnormal behaviors. We run the recog-
nition process using the test database for this purpose as input, with the parameter values defined in the online recognition
column of Table 4. Fig. 4 summarises the results obtained for a recognition process with parameters lmin = 0.001 and kFA-

LA = 0.001. These parameters provided the best score in our experiments, and an in-depth study of this selection is described
in the next section. In general terms, our method obtains accurate results in the experimentation: All the behavior samples
were correctly matched to their corresponding behavior, 96.05% of them were correctly detected and the remaining 3.95%
were misclassified. The normal behavior detection rate is 92.50%, and the remaining 7.50% were detected as uncompleted of

Table 2
Action relationship constraints and time interval for the behaviors.

Behavior Constraints

Order relationship Temporal

B1 (4 actions) TurnBedLightOn � TakeCellular [7:25–7:45]
TakeCellular � SitOnBed
{TurnBedLightOn, TakeCellular, SitOnBed} � PutSlipperOn

B2 (3 actions) UseBathTap � TakeTowel [7:45–7:55]
{UseBathTap, TakeTowel} � UseBath

B3 (6 actions) TakeMilk � UseSaucepan [7:55–8:05]
UseSaucepan � UseGas

B4 (5 actions) OpenFrontDoor � TakeLift [8:20–8:40]
{TakeCellular, TakeKeys, TakeBag} � OpenFrontDoor

B5 (5 actions) {TakeCereals, UseSaucepan, [13:40–14:20]
TakeFryingPan} � UseGas

B6 (3 actions) TakeSoap � CleanDishes [14:50–15:10]
{CleanDishes, TakeSoap} � OpenKitchenTap

B7 (4 actions) PutSlipperOff � TakePills [22:20–22:40]
TakePills � SitOnBed
{SitOnBed, TakePills} � TurnBedLightOff
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constraint violation samples. We notice that none of uncompleted or constraint violation samples were classified as normal
behaviors, so that unusual or dangerous situations for the user are never recognized as true behaviors, which is very impor-
tant for the goals of our system. In addition, 100% of uncompleted samples and 99.36% of constraint violations were correctly
classified. The false positive detection rate of uncompleted samples is 2.47%, which correspond to normal and constraint vio-
lation behaviors that were misclassified. However, the 11.99% of false positives regarding the detection of constraint viola-
tions means that some of the normal behavior are erroneously detected, because its constraints are not included in the
knowledge learnt by the behavior models. An in-depth analysis of this situation is presented in Table 5. In this table, we
may observe that most of learned models were able to recognize the temporal and order relationship constraints of the stud-
ied behaviors. However, some normal behavior samples of B2, B3 and B6 were not correctly classified. We concluded that
these detection errors are due to overtraining of the system: The models learned correctly the relationship constraints of
each problem, but they also inferred further non-existent constraints including the remaining actions of the behavior. In
the case of behavior B6, actions that do not belong to the activity were also included in the behavior model because the sim-
ulated user performed them in high number of samples. This conclusion is supported by the false positive rate of constraint
violations in Table 5, and the false positive rate of uncompleted behaviors in B6. Despite of the overtraining, we solve this
situation with the online adaptation process.

To validate the approach, we compare the results obtained with Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) since this technique is a
baseline method widely used in AAL recognition. To achieve this, the design and learning of HMMs were done following the
guidelines proposed in [38]. An HMM was trained for each behavior using the training data. The HMMs have as many states
as available human actions. The prior and transition probabilities were learned from the training data, and the emission
probability matrix was set to the identity matrix because our main assumption is that each human task is uniquely deter-
mined by a sensor event. The training and test data were the sequences of tasks carried out by the user, ordered in time. A
time window was used to shrink the input data to those in the specific time of each behavior.

Once the models learned the training data, the recognition database was used as test so that we can compare results with
our proposal. We run two types of experiments: Firstly, we are interested in knowing if, for a given a sequence of tasks of a
behavior, it is possible to know which is the best HMM that can generate that sequence. To achieve this, we select the HMM
that provides the maximum probability of HMM sequence generation for each test sample. On the other hand, in the second
experiment we assume that the HMM for each sequence of tasks in the test data set has been correctly identified, and our
goal is to know if the model is able to identify if the behavior sample is normal or abnormal. Since HMMs cannot distinguish
between uncompleted and constraint violation samples, both behavior samples are considered as abnormal for the analysis.

Table 3
Action relationship and time interval constraints for the adapted behaviors.

Behavior Constraints

Order relationship Time

B�1 (4 actions) TakeCellular � TurnBedLightOn [7:30–7:50]
SitOnBed � TakeCellular
{TurnBedLightOn, TakeCellular, SitOnBed} � PutSlippersOn

B�2 (3 actions) TakeTowel � UseBathTap [7:40–7:50]
{UseBathTap, TakeTowel} � UseBath

B�3 (6 actions) UseSaucepan � TakeMilk [8:00–8:20]
UseSaucepan � UseGas

B�4 (5 actions) TakeKeys � TakeLift [8:30–8:35]
TakeBag � TakeKeys
OpenFrontDoor � TakeLift
{TakeCellular, TakeKeys, TakeBag} � OpenFrontDoor

B�5 (5 actions) TakeCereals � UseSaucepan [14:15–14:30]
{UseSaucepan, UseFridge, TakeFryingPan} � UseGas

B�6 (3 actions) CleanDishes � TakeSoap [14:50–15:00]
{CleanDishes, TakeSoap} � OpenKitchenTap

B�7 (4 actions) TakePills � TakeSlippersOff [22:35–22:45]
TakePills � TurnBedLightOff
{TakePills, TurnBedLightOff} � SitOnBed

Table 4
Values for the used parameters.

Parameter Online recognition Online adaptation

Temporal fuzzy window minimum membership (lmin) {0.001,0.01,0.1,0.2,0.3} {0.001, 0.01,0.1,0.2,0.3}
FALA learning rate (kFALA) {0.001,0.01,0.1,0.2,0.9} {0.2,0.3,0.5,0.75,0.9}
CALA learning rate (kCALA) 0.001 {0.001, 0.01,0.1,0.5,0.9}
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To achieve this, a behavior is considered as normal if its probability of sequence generation using the corresponding HMM is
over a threshold, otherwise it is considered abnormal. The threshold was set to the minimum probability of HMM sequence
generation for all samples in the training data, because this value provided the best results in our experiments.

Table 6 describes the classification rate in both experiments for each behavior. We observe that, for the experiment 1,
normal and abnormal behavior samples were identified by its corresponding HMM in 69.51% of instances, and 30.41% of in-
stances could not be classified under any model. This last set of instances are samples with constraint violations that do not
fulfill the behavior requirements, and valid and uncompleted samples with rubbish tasks that the models did not learn dur-
ing the training. One positive aspect is that only 0.35% of all samples were misclassified in other behaviors than the reference
class. Here, the HMM was not able to distinguish between tasks of the behavior and rubbish tasks associated to other HMM
instead of B6. On the other hand, if we focus on experiment 2 the true positive rate of normal behaviors correctly classified is
90.07%. However, the true positive rate of abnormal behaviors detection decreases to 52.62%. Thus, 47.38% of abnormal
behaviors are classified as normal ones, which is a high security breach for user safety. If we compare the results obtained
by HMM and our approach, we notice that the proposal in this work overcomes the limitation of HMM regarding first order
assumption, and it is able to provide a high detection rate in both normal and abnormal behaviors. In addition, our behavior
model is able to distinguish between relevant and non-relevant tasks for a behavior, which eases the recognition of different
concurrent behaviors. Further important advantages of our proposal is the possibility to see the order relationship con-
straints between tasks graphically to ease the behavior management by experts if it would be necessary, and also the online
adaptation capability studied in the next section.

6.3. Online adaptation to behavior changes and parameter influence analysis

The adaptation process is simultaneous to the recognition process. Thus, the behavior model is able control all changes in
the behavior, as seasonal changes or fall repercussions in elders. However, the system needs user opinion to find out for sure
if the behavior is changing or the user has carried out an abnormal behavior. In order to minimize the system-user interac-
tion, the online adaptation process requires a fast online learning that depends on the system parameters, in contrast to the

Fig. 4. Summary of online recognition results.

Table 5
Classification rate (%) for each specific behavior.

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7

% Success (normal) 100.00 66.27 85.42 100.00 100.00 93.81 100.00
% Failure (normal) 0 33.73 14.58 0 0 6.19 0
False positive (normal) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

% Success (uncompleted) 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
% Failure (uncompleted) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
False positive (uncompleted) 0 0 0 0 0 15.84 0

% Success (C. violations) 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 95.35 100.00
% Failure (C. violations) 0 0 0 0 0 4.65 0
False positive (C. violations) 0 39.58 25.45 0 0 0 0
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recognition stage once a behavior is stable. In this section, the study is focused on parameters influence over final scores.
Fig. 5 shows the evolution of percentages of correct classified behaviors in the 365 patterns of the recognition and adaptation
databases, regarding lmin, kFALA and kCALA parameters.

Firstly, Fig. 5(a) shows the relevance of parameters kFALA and lmin regarding the recognition capability of the system. As
the parameter kFALA increases, the percentage of correct detections decreases. This fact is due to the high adaptability rate
that makes the behavior model lose its flexibility driving the behavior model to a just one available representation, increasing
the number of failures. As far as lmin concerned, larger ranges are more effective than shorter ones. As lmin increments its
value, it turns more restrictive, reducing the number of actions that could be part of the behavior, so that small changes in
temporal constraints are allowed. On the other hand, as this value decreases, more elements are accepted to be analysed for
the recognition process and large habit changes could be collected. However, if the assigned value is excessively small, the
temporal constraints may turn less restrictive, provoking that in some cases, an out of time behavior could be recognised as
normal instead of uncompleted.

Secondly, Fig. 5(b) and (c) describe the influence of parameters lmin, kCALA and kFALA for adaptation to habit changes. As
happened in the experiments for behavior recognition, larger values of lmin are more restrictive to allow temporal violations
and therefore, the adaptation rate is slower and the scores decrease as this parameter increases, independently of the learn-
ing rate for the FALA and CALA teams in the behavior models. In addition, it is shown that a fixed value of kCALA provides
similar results independently of the value of lmin. Smaller values of kCALA are more desirable for a better adaptation, while
larger values may critically change the temporal window to areas in which the behavior cannot be executed. This fact makes
the percentage of undetected behaviors to increase. However, large values for kFALA are more desirable when the system
adaptation takes place in contrast to a recognition stage, since it allows the system to have a faster adaptation capability
to the new action relationship constraints circumstances. This situation will be analysed in-depth in the discussion.

Considering the time required for a full adaptation to behavior changes, Fig. 6 shows the evolution through the time for
adaptation from behavior To leave home (B4) to behavior B�4, for different values of parameters kFALA and kCALA. Only this
behavior is shown because its evolution is representative of all the remaining ones, and for space limitations. High values
stand for a positive detection and low values mean that the sample was misclassified. This picture helps to support the pre-
vious assumption about the fact that large values of kCALA move the time window too much and then, the behaviors become
even undetected. Thus, a large value of kCALA results in the increase of the accumulated undetected behaviors over the time,
while the small values of this parameter make the undetected behaviors to be almost zero. Furthermore, this figure also ex-
plains that large values of kFALA may help for a quick adaptation, while lower ones decrease the adaptation rate. The time
required for the full adaptation with the optimal values of the parameters is between 25 and 50 behavior detections, con-
sidering all the behaviors B�1—B�7. However, unexpected recognition failures may be found during the online recognition once
the behaviors have been adapted, due to the existence of the noisy actions as explained in the previous section.

6.4. Discussion and final remarks

In previous sections, we concluded that parameter kCALA is not relevant for the task of behavior recognition, and also that
small values of kCALA are more desirable for a better adaptation. On the other hand, we discovered that the recognition and
adaptation capabilities are higher if the temporal constraints are more relaxed and the value of parameter lmin is small.
However, small values of parameter kFALA provide high detection scores in behavior recognition, while high values of kFALA

are preferable for a faster adaptation. Thus, we find a conflict about which value should take kFALA to achieve high scores
in both adaptation and recognition tasks.

To solve this situation, we propose to use two different values to update the action relationship model and the FALA
teams within, k1

FALA and k2
FALA, with k1

FALA < k2
FALA. The first value k1

FALA would be used to update the models after a normal behav-
ior recognition, so that the update would be carried out softly. On the other hand, the second one would be used after critic
situations in which the system fails the recognition and detects a false positive abnormal behavior. Since the human–system
interaction is required in these situations to find out if the abnormal behavior detected was executed deliberately by the
user, we could use a larger value of FALA team adaptation k2

FALA to update the action models faster. With this strategy, we

Table 6
Classification rate (%) of Hidden Markov Models.

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

% Classified % Misclassified % Unknown % Classified (normal) % Classified (abnormal)

B1 66.30 0 33.70 90.70 55.96
B2 74.52 0 25.48 92.90 42.35
B3 70.96 0 29.04 83.85 46.24
B4 64.38 0 35.62 88.13 57.98
B5 71.51 0 28.49 90.59 52.76
B6 72.05 2.47 25.48 92.27 52.63
B7 66.85 0 33.15 92.02 60.45

Average 69.51 0.35 30.14 90.07 52.62
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take advantage of both recognition and adaptation extreme situations, so that we are able to ensure the maximum score
percentage.

As conclusion, the reliability degree obtained with the OWA operator should be studied. To be considered as a good reli-
ability degree, it should only depend on the set of actions that the system has recognised as part of the behavior. Therefore,
the value assigned to lmin has to affect the quality of the final results. To prove this assumption, we calculated the average
value of the evolution of the reliability degree, obtained with a constant kFALA = 0.5 and two different values of lmin = 0.001,
0.1. We obtained two data populations containing reliability degree values for each 365 normal behavior samples using these
parameters. In our results, the reliability degree provides better (higher) results using the smallest lmin value, for the deter-
mination of action sequences belonging to a behavior. These values are between 0.6 and 0.9, independently of the value of
parameter lmin. In order to test if both data populations are statistically similar, and therefore to know if the response of the
OWA operator depends on lmin, we applied a Student’s T-test with a confidence level of 95% over the two average OWA data
set. The test provided a probability value of 2.7250e�079, which concludes that there are significant differences between

Fig. 5. System’s score depending on parameters.
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both data populations. Therefore, this result supports that the reliability degree depends on the actions performed corre-
sponding to the behavior, determined by the lmin parameter.

7. Conclusions

In this work, we have developed a system which is able to recognise human behaviors from current user activity. The
system uses a representation of the behaviors, known as behavior model, which contains all the information about a behav-
ior: its temporal and order relationship constraints. To learn every behavior model and to recognise the current activity, we
developed a method based on Learning Automata, taking advantages of the own feedback process for adapting itself when a
behavior or environmental change occurs.

In order to deal with the two types of constraints which are typical of a behavior, we distinguish two modules in each
behavior model: behavior time and behavior action sequence. The first one is in charge of studying the temporal constraints.
To make this processing easier, we introduce the use of a a fuzzy temporal window, which allows to establish a defined inter-
val where a behavior is probably performed. The FTW is learnt and analysed using a team of 2 continuous action-set learning
automata (CALA). On the other hand, the order relationship constraints are responsibility of the behavior action sequence. This
module is implemented using a team of finite action-set learning automata (FALA) to learn action order relationship con-
straints in a behavior model and a team of variable action-set learning automata (VALA) to recognising and adaptation
process.

Our proposal has obtained suitable performances regarding both recognition and adaptation tasks. We have developed a
complete experiment where we have studied the effect of the parameters over the results, concretely, the minimum value for
belonging to a fuzzy temporal window and automata learning rates. Regarding the minimum membership degree, we have
detected that using wider values for this parameter, the system is able to detect a bigger number of behaviors, but with the
drawback that the reliability degree of the behavior decreases. On the other hand, we have found out that large values of the
CALA learning rate may change drastically the area of the time windows, therefore making the adaptation difficult. In these
cases, an extreme update of the parameters may locate the temporal window over time which does not correspond to the
behaviors to be recognised, and then, the classification finds a larger number of undetected normal activities. Smaller values
for the temporal learning rate are preferred, although the adaptation rate decreases. The opposite situation is found when the
adaptation of human action order relationship constraints is considered. When the system is stable and just the behavior
recognition is required, smaller values for the FALA learning rate are preferred to avoid the adaptation to noisy human ac-
tions carried out during the behavior time. However, when the behavior suffers from a change in the human habits, larger
values of the learning rate are more suitable in order to learn the new action order relationship constraints in fewer itera-
tions. These two situations may be controlled by means of the system–human interaction when a violation of an action rela-
tionship constraints is found: in these cases, a large learning rate is used, while a smaller one is applied during the system
normal operation.

In this paper, we have studied time constraints between actions in a behavior and developed a complete model that also
takes into consideration order relationship constraints. Up to now, the system controls behaviors individually and indepen-
dently. However, the relations between behaviors, their integration and organisation to model other more complex ones or
environmental situations should be addressed in future work. On the other hand, the development of a semantic represen-
tation of the environment, behaviors, and system begins to be essential in fact.
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Abstract— This paper addresses the problem of learning human 

behavior models from sensor information in a smart home 

environment. Any smart home is provided with many devices 

that can determine the state of the environment at any moment, 

as well as the user interaction with the environment. This 

information is used by our approach to learn a flexible and 

reliable human behavior representation, extracting the relevant 

actions and the order constraints among them.  

In order to test our learning approach, we have performed 

experiments in the iSpace at the University of Essex which is an 

Ambient Intelligent Environment (AIE) testbed. We will present 

the results obtained by monitoring three participants’ activities 

for three specific behaviors. The learned behavior model is 

compared with the behavior model provided by the participants. 

The results show that our proposed system effectively learns the 

behavior models for any behavior, acquiring not only the actions 

the user considers as basic, but also those unconsciously 

performed yet important ones done by the user. 

Keywords-component; behavior modelling, fuzzy logic, ambient 

intelligence, Learning Automata.  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Ambient intelligence (AmI) is a new vision for electronic 
environments that are sensitive and responsive to human 
presence [1]. Inside these environments, the electronic devices 
are virtually invisible and are able to respond to the user needs. 
The systems learn the user behavior using the information 
collected from users’ daily activities, always following the 
principles of ubiquity, transparency and intelligence [1].  

In the AmI paradigm, the modeling, recognition, and 
prediction of Activities of Daily Living (ADL) [2], [3] are 
becoming more important. An ADL is a sequence of atomic 
actions within user's daily routine, such as toileting, making a 
meal, or leaving home. Most of the projects are focused on 
elderly people, such as [4], [5], [6]. For example, [4] proposed 
a method based on temporal clustering to detect a gradual 
change as a result of a deteriorating condition.  

Recently, there has been a high interest in the identification 
of behavior models [7] for assisted living. Previous works 
offered studies of a wide variety of aspects, ranging from the 
underlying sensor network for user data acquisition [2], [8], to 
representation [2], [9], [10], behavior modeling [11], [12], [13] 
and applications [4], [5], [6], [14]. Probabilistic and uncertainty 
models are the most common choice in the literature to model 
an ADL as probabilistic sequences of objects touched by the 

user [2]. Other approaches have also been employed such as 
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [9], [15], [16], Markov 
Decision Processes [10], hybrid models of HMM and Linear 
Discriminant Analysis [17], agents and fuzzy systems[11][18], 
etc.  

Nevertheless, in most of the previous work, the behavior 
model is completely determined by the method proposed. The 
idea of a behavior model separated from the learning technique 
used is presented in [19], [20]. With this strategy, the learning 
procedure is independent from the formal behavior 
representation, which allows for the use of different learning 
techniques. In this work, we present an approach to learn these 
behavior models. Our approach is based on two main 
assumptions: any behavior has associated temporal information 
and a behavior model could be determined by its common 
actions and the order constraints among them. Following these 
assumptions, we proposed a method that primarily uses the 
behavior temporal information to find the important actions. 
Next, a new Frequent Itemsets-based algorithm finds the 
relevant actions and the order constraints among them. This 
information is used by a multi-agent system, implemented by 
Learning Automata, to learn the behavior model. In order to 
evaluate our approach, we have performed unique experiments 
in which our proposed method is tested, in the iSpace at the 
University of Essex which is a real world AIE testbed. In our 
experiments, we had three participants performing three 
behaviors (Wake up, Have Breakfast and Leave Home) during 
five days. We will use the Similarity Measure, proposed in 
[21], [22], to evaluate the quality of the results. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, 
the behavior model concept is introduced. Section III presents a 
description of the method designed to learn any behavior 
model. Section IV presents experiments and results. Section V 
provides the conclusions and future work. 

II. MODELLING HUMAN BEHAVIOR 

The behavior model is a representation of a human 
behavior. Some examples of behavior models in the literature 
include employing HMMs [9] and fuzzy rule-based control 
systems [12], [13]. In contrast, we define a human behavior as 
a sequence of human actions that could (or not) have temporal 
relationship constraints between them [20]. The formal 
descriptions that support our research are the following: 

Definition 1. (Human Action)[19],[20]: A human action 
                  is a triplet                , where    is a 



label used to identify the action,     is a sensor event and    is 
a time stamp in which the action occurs. In brief, a human 
action labeled   is an activity (fact) that happens over a 
specific object in a time instant    and it may be uniquely 
determined by means of a sensor event    . An example 
instance of the human action “open the front door” could be 
<“OpenFrontDoor”, “FrontDoorSensor\#1234 = 1”, 
“8:30:47a.m.”>. 

 
In this work, we will deal with two types of actions: Human 

and learning automaton actions, as we will see in Section III. 

In order to distinguish between them for the purpose of clarity, 

we will rename the human action to be human task from now 

on, without any loss of meaning. 

 

Definition 2. (Behavior) [19],[20]: A human behavior    
is a quadruple                 ,  where   
 {          }  is a set of available human tasks,    
 {  

    
     |  |

 }    is the subset of available human tasks 

that are required to complete the behavior, and    is a set of 
temporal constraints between the tasks in    defined over a 
partial order relationship operator  .  The partial order 
relationship   defines the temporal dependency requirements 
over the actions of a behavior, and its formal definition is 

  
    

   ↔       .                  (1) 

In brief, an action   
  precedes   

  in time in a behaviour   , 

and it is written   
    

 , if the time stamp    of   
  is lower 

than the time stamp    of   
 , for all the possible instances of 

the behavior. 
 

We illustrate the definition of behavior with an example. 
Let us define the behavior Go to sleep. The set H is the set of 
all the available tasks that the user could carry out at home, and 
R contains the relevant tasks for the behavior, as for instance 
the set {To put the pajama on, To sit on the bed, To take the 
slippers off, To take the pills and To turn off the lights}. Let us 
assume that the behavior is normal if the user always sits on the 
bed and puts his/her pajama on before taking the pills, and the 
last action s/he does is to turn off the lights. Then the set of 
temporal constraints between the human tasks is C = {To put 
pajama on   To take the pills, To sit on the bed   To take the 
pills, To take the slippers off   To turn off the light, and To 
take the pills   To turn off the light}. 

These order relationships may be modeled graphically as a 
set of AND gates connected in cascade. Each human task is 
matched with an input line to an AND gate. Its value is false if 
the action has not been executed and true otherwise. In 
addition, each human task is assigned to a level in the cascade 
considering the temporal precedence in respect to the other 
tasks. An action a that precedes another action b is located in 
an upper level, while b is located in a lower one. Figure 1 
shows an example of a possible behavior model for the 
previous example Go to sleep. In this example, the task To take 
the pills is located at the second cascade level since the task To 
sit on the bed precedes this one. In addition, the task To turn off 
the light is located at the deepest level since all the relevant 
tasks in the behavior precede this action. 

However, this design is static and does not allow to model 
behaviors that can be executed in different ways. For instance, 
the task To take the slippers off could be executed either in 
level 1 or 2 in the previous example, since it just has to be 
performed before turning the light off; but, it does not have 
another type of constraint. To avoid this situation, we propose a 
method based on a distribution of each task in levels; so that, 
the levels represent the order constraints among the actions. 
Each task is assigned to an execution level with a probability 
value; what means that this task will be performed before and 
after the actions in the rest of levels with a specific probability. 
Additionally, we include a last level, the discard level, where 
the actions that are not relevant for the behavior are connected. 

Formally, the underlying representation of a behavior 
makes use of a probability distribution for each action in the set 
H, so that an action    may be executed in each of the r 

possible levels of the cascade with probability    
   

    
      

   . This probability distribution represents that 
each action can be executed within a cascade level with a 
concrete probability value. On the other hand, the 
representation as a sequence of ANDs in cascade is the most 
likely representation of behavior performance, assigning each 
action to its most probable level in the cascade. Therefore, a 
human task    is located at the cascaded level l if and only 

if,       {    
 ( )      {  

 ( )}}  i.e., l is the first level 

with a maximum probability value in the matrix. Table I 
exemplify a matrix with maximum 4 levels to represent the 
behavior of Figure 1, where the level U is the discard level. 
Thus, To sit on bed and To put pajama on are assigned to level 
1, since the minimum level where their probabilities are 
maximum is the first level.  

 
 

Figure 1 Behavior model for to go to sleep 

TABLE I 

EXAMPLE MATRIX TO REPRESENT THE BEHAVIOR TO GO TO SLEEP 

Tasks L1 L2 L3 L4 LU 

To sit on the bed 1 0 0 0 0 

To put pajama on 0.7 0.3 0 0 0 

To take the slippers off 0.3 0.7 0 0 0 

To take the pills 0 0.9 0.1 0 0 

To turn off the light 0 0 1 0 0 

To open kitchen’s tap 0 0 0 0 1 

 



III. LEARNING THE BEHAVIOR MODEL 

One of the main advantages of our system is the 
independence of the model approach and the method used to 
learn the user behavior. This allows us to achieve better system 
modularization and to use a larger variety of learning methods 
for the same activity model [20]. 

In this paper, we propose a method composed of two main 
steps: the extraction of the behavior patterns and the learning of 
that information to build the behavior model. The first step will 
infer a set of relevant actions and their order constraints, while 
the second step will provide a unique behavior model that 
represents the user activities. With the former step, we want to 
reinforce the correctness of the learning process of the behavior 
model, providing only the relevant actions.  

A. Extracting behavior patterns 

As indicated previously, our system learns the behavior 
model from sensor information collected by monitoring the 
user activity for several days. However, not all collected 
information is relevant for a specific behavior, hence only a 
subset of that information should be studied. The questions 
under focus are which subsets are to be extracted and how. To 
manage these problems, our proposal assumes that a daily 
behavior is usually performed around a known time [23], being 
able to establish an adjusted interval in which the behavior 
should be performed by the user. However, not all actions of 
the interval are equally important for the behavior’s final 
performance. In order to solve this problem, in [23], we 
proposed a method entitled “Fuzzy Temporal Window 
(FTW)”. Formally presented in Definition 3 a FTW is a 
temporal interval associated with a specific behavior 
performance and a fuzzy set. Every action in the interval has a 
specific degree of importance belonging to the fuzzy set, hence 
to the behavior performance. 

Definition 3. (Fuzzy Temporal Window): Let I be an 
interval from the temporal line τ, ODB is the sensor 
information collected and       . Let    be an action 

   (          }  and a Temporal Window W for a specific 

behavior. Let fs be a fuzzy set over τ , hence a fuzzy temporal 
window FTW is defined as a Temporal Window where 

     ( )    (  )      (  )    (2) 

After applying a Fuzzy Temporal Window over the 
collected dataset ODB (Observation Database), we obtain a 

subset of ODB    ̃ [23]. 

Definition 4. (Fuzzy ODB,    ̃ ): Let ODB be an 
Observation Database and W a Fuzzy Temporal Window, it 

defines    ̃ as a Fuzzy Observation Data Base constructs as 
W(ODB) such a 

        ( )     ̃     (3) 

   ̃ is a representation of ODB where every action included 
has a degree of membership for a specific FTW, so, we extract 

as many    ̃ as number of behaviors we study. 

At this point, we have limited the dataset in order to extract 
which actions are relevant (or not) for a specific behavior. The 
following step consists of finding which actions could represent 
the behavior performance and which order constraints could 

exist among them. For this purpose, we apply the method based 
on Frequent Itemset as presented in [23], [24].  

Suppose we want to find out the behavior patterns for the 
behavior B, which has a related FTW, noted      , and a 

known    ̃ . First of all, as we apply the α-cut concept over a 

   ̃ , we have a new crisp image of    ̃ ,    ̃ 
  where 

every value is in [0, 1]. For each    ̃ 
   extracted for behavior 

B, we obtain its relevant actions using the Apriori algorithm. 
However, a behavior pattern is not only defined by its relevant 
actions, but also by the order constraints that must follow. In 
[24], we present an algorithm to find them using the user 
information that is already known. 

Additionally, as we use Frequent Itemsets, we need to 
represent them as unique fuzzy set. Thus, we have to ensure the 
consistent restriction between every α frequent itemset   . For 
sequence patterns representation is the same. The proof of these 
statements is in [23]. 

B. Using the behavior patterns to learn the behavior model 

Once the behavior patterns have been extracted, the next 
step is to learn the behavior model. With this aim in mind, we 
proposed a multi-agent system [19], [20], based on Learning 
Automata [26]. This method is able to infer behavior models 
from the sensor data obtained during the monitoring process of 
the user. However, instead of using the sensory data, we 
propose in this paper to make use of the pattern behaviors in 
order to improve the quality of the learned model. Next, we 
introduce the concept of Learning Automata and summarize 
briefly the method proposed in [19].  

1) Learning Automata Overview: The multi-agent system 

we employ is based on Learning Automaton [27] in which a 

decision-making stochastic machine is defined by the tuple 

〈       〉 , where   is a set of available actions for the 

automaton, Q is the internal state, R is a set of input values to 

the automaton, and T is a reinforcement learning scheme. At 

each time instant k, the automaton selects an action  ( )    

according to the automaton internal state  ( )  and returns 

 ( ) to an unknown random environment. Then, the 

environment evaluates the action chosen by the automaton with 

a fitness evaluation function            and provides a 

reward or penalty reinforcement value  ( )   (   ( ))  
 , depending on the suitability of  ( ) for the environment 

internal fitness evaluation function, where D is the expectation 

to obtain a reward reinforcement value. The internal state of the 

automaton is updated with the reinforcement scheme, 

considering the action chosen by the automaton and the 

reinforcement value received, 

 (   )   ( ( )  ( )  ( )) . This process is repeated 

until a predefined desired condition is fulfilled, as for example 

the convergence to the learnt optimal action.  
In this work, we use Finite Action-set Learning Automata 

(FALA) [26] to learn behavior models from user monitoring. 
Here, the set of available actions   {          } is discrete 
and finite, and the internal state of the automaton is modeled as 
a probability distribution for the action selection  ( )  
 ( )     ( )   ( )     ( )  . At each k time instant, the 



automaton chooses the action       according to this 
probability distribution, and applies it over the environment. 

2) A team of Learning Automata to build a Behavior 

model: Our proposal [18], [20] uses a team of FALA for 

learning the behavior model. Every team has the same number 

of FALA as the number of available human actions in H. The 

set of available actions for each learning automaton is 

  {         | |  }, where | | is the cardinal of H. Each 

automaton is matched uniquely with a task. We write     to 

name the learning automaton assigned to the human task   .  

The selection of the action    by the automaton     means 

that the human task    is required to complete the behaviour 

and it should be included in R, for    | |. In addition,    is 

assigned with the j-th cascade level in the behavior model. On 

the other hand, if the automaton selects the action  | |  , then 

it is assumed that the action is not required to complete the 

behaviour and it should not be included in R. 

The state of the automaton     at the k-th iteration is 

defined by 

        
 ( )   ( )  [  

 ( )   
 ( )    | |  

 ( )]
 
,     (4) 

where   
 ( ) is the probability of     to select the action    at 

the k-th iteration of the learning process, i.e. the probability to 

assign the human task    to the j-th level of the behavior 

model if   | |, or to select that the action is not required to 

complete the behavior correctly if   | |   . 

The created behavior model is sent to the environment, 

which contains S behavior patterns obtained in the previous 

step. This is a big difference when compared with our 

previous approach [18] [20], where the LA environment 

included only the sensory data gathered from monitoring of 

the user actions. Using this pre-processed environment, we 

ensure that the learning process will be more effective and 

quicker than the one in previous approaches. The effectiveness 

comes from the fact that the environment only contains correct 

samples, i.e. unbroken order constraint in the relevant action-

sets. On the other hand, the reduction of the environment size 

makes the process lively. The behavior model is evaluated in 

each sample, and the environment returns a reinforcement 

value for each behavior sample following a Q-model [27]. The 

reinforcement is applied over the internal state Q of every 

automaton in the team. This process will continue until the 

convergence criteria will be fulfilled. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

We have performed several unique experiments within the 

iSpace at the University of Essex (see Figure 2). The iSpace is 

a real Ambient Intelligent Environment equipped with all the 

facilities of a two-bedroomed apartment, together with the 

required devices to manage it. The apartment is composed of a 

bedroom, a study, an entrance hall, a fully equipped kitchen, a 

living room and a bathroom, which are organized in four 

labeled areas as kitchen, sofa, bedroom and hall (see Figure 2). 

On the other hand, each room contains a set of various devices 

to interact with, all of which use an interface based on the 

Universal Plug&Play (UPnP) architecture. The 

   
(a) Bedroom (b) Bathroom (c) Hall 

  
(d) Kitchen (e) Living room 

Figure 2 iSpace Rooms 



communication with the devices is made through an API, 

programmed in Java language, which provides discovery of 

the services belonging to a range of devices and also 

interaction via sending messages over the network. 

Regarding the devices in our experiment, two input sensors 

are monitored: doortrap sensor and Ubisense Tracking Sensor. 

The Ubisense Tracking Sensor detects when the user either 

enters into or exits a zone. In addition, we check the state of 

18 actuators consisting of light-switches, curtain-controllers, 

TV remote control and switch controllers. The last set of 

actuators (switch controllers) controls whether some specific 

electrical appliance is connected to the UPnP network or not. 

Those devices are: a coffee machine, a little bedroom lamp, an 

alarm clock, a toaster and a radio. To manage the 

environment, we have developed an interface to send the 

specific commands to the actuators such as turn them on and 

off. 

The goal of our experiment is to prove that our system is 

capable of learning the behavior model for different people 

and for different type of behaviors. For this purpose, we 

studied three participants and three different behaviors, which 

are Wake up, Have breakfast and Leave home. Each 

participant was requested to perform these behaviors in the 

iSpace in a natural way, i.e., perform the same sequence of 

actions that s/he usually carries out at his/her own home. 

Additionally, every participant was requested to provide some 

expert knowledge about his/her way of performing the 

behaviors: the temporal interval, the sequence of actions to 

carry out and the order constraints among them. Table II 

shows a summary of the aforementioned expert knowledge. 

The temporal interval, which is provided by the participants 

(see Table II), is represented as a fuzzy temporal window that 

uses a Gaussian function, having the mean equal to the value 

of the arithmetic average of the two end points of the interval 

where the deviation equals to the halved interval length. The 

order constraints are indicated using   operator, where a  b 

means that the task a must be done before task b. In Section 

IV.B, this expert knowledge will be used to test our proposed 

approach. 

For each participant, we learn the behavior model for each 

type of behavior. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our 

method according to each user behavior, we define a measure 

to determine the similarity between the learned behavior and 

the real user behavior by using Similarity measure [21], [22]. 

A. Similarity measure 

In [21][22], the authors propose a Similarity measure for 

comparing pairs of behavior models. Basically, the measure 

includes three components that study all the important aspects 

of the behavior model explained in Section II:  

a) Comparing soft partitions: determines the similarity 

between pairs of behaviors according to the strength of 

actions grouping into similar levels.  

 

   (   )    
 (   )

       (  (   )   (   ) )
        (5) 

where s(U,V) is the strength of actions grouping into 

similar levels. It is calculated using the comparing soft 

partitions technique proposed in [28], viewing tasks as data 

points and levels as clusters. 

b) Subsethood of Non-Discarded Actions: two behavior 

models may share many actions in the discarded level. 

This component minimizes the influence of those actions 

in the measure.  

    (   )    
|       |

|       |
    (6) 

where    and    are the relevant set of actions for 

behavior U and V, respectively;   is intersection;   is 

union, and |•| is cardinality. 

c) Similarity of Partial Order Relations: determines if the 

order of levels is consistent. Two behavior models may 

share a set of non-discarded actions and have a strong 

similarity of actions grouping into levels (clusters), but the 

order of levels is not consistent, if the measure has to 

factor its effect as follows: 

TABLE II 
3-PARTICIPANTS EXPERT KNOWLEDGE 

Behavior Participant Mean Deviation Sequence of actions 

Wake up 

1 06:55:00 00:20:00 Alarm clock off   Lamp on 

2 07:00:00 00:20:00 Open bedroom curtains    Alarm clock off 

3 07:25:00 00:30:00 Alarm clock off   Radio on 

Have Breakfast 

1 07:30:00 00:20:00 {Kitchen curtains opening, Coffee Machine on}   Toaster on 

2 07:40:00 00:25:00 {Kitchen curtains opening, Coffee Machine on}   Toaster on 

3 08:00:00 00:20:00 {Coffee machine on, Toaster on}   {Coffee machine off, Toaster off} 

Leave home 

1 08:00:00 00:20:00 
Hall light off   Opening door 

Opening door   Closing door 

2 08:15:00 00:25:00 Enter hall   Exit hall 

3 08:30:00 00:20:00 
{Enter the kitchen, Radio off}   Enter the hall 

Enter the hall   Exit the hall 

 



    (   )      
(∑  (   (   )    (   ) )(   )   )

|  |
       (7) 

 

 (  (   )   (   )) =  

{
      (   )    (   ) 

    (         )     
 (8) 

 

where    is a | |   | |  matrix that represents the order 

relationships (before, same, after) between two actions and 

 (    ) measures the ability to decide that action i belongs to 

some particular level. 

Therefore, the final measure for comparing human behaviors 

is 

      (   )      (   )       (   )       (   )    (9) 

B. Results and Discussion 

As stated before, in our experiments, each participant was 

requested to perform independently the sequence of habitual 

actions that s/he performs to wake up, have breakfast and 

leave home in the iSpace. During 5 days, each user's activities 

were recorded using the sensors and actuators in the iSpace. 

At the beginning of each experiment session, the system 

applied a specific mode in iSpace, named as Sleepy mode, 

consisting of the following specific actions: closing all 

curtains, turning all the devices off and turning all the lights 

off. Each participant wore a tag of Ubisense Tracking Sensor, 

which identified exactly where s/he is at the space at any 

moment. Each experiment session started when the alarm 

clock went off at a specific time provided by the participants. 

From that moment on, the system recorded all the user 

interactions (events) with the environment, received either 

from the sensors or through the interface. For each event, the 

time and the activated sensor/actuator were stored. Each 

experiment session finished when the participant left the 

iSpace.  

Next, we briefly summarize the participants’ activities 

during the experiment. Note that this is just the general 

scenario they performed. At each experiment session, the 

scenarios might be performed in different ways and times:  

 

- Participant-1: Her alarm clock went off at 6:55. She 

turned it off and switched the bedroom lights on. She left 

the bedroom and went to the bathroom, where she turned 

the lights on. After some minutes, she exited it and went 

into the kitchen, through the hall, turning some lights 

on/off. At the kitchen, she prepared her breakfast, using 

the coffee machine and the toaster. In some sessions, the 

participant watched the television at the living room 

meanwhile she was having breakfast. Once she finished, 

she left the kitchen and went into the bathroom again. 

Several minutes later, she entered into the bedroom, 

packed her stuff, went into the hall, opened the door, 

stepped out and closed the door. 

- Participant-2: The alarm was set to 7:00 A.M. The first 

thing she did was to open the curtains in the bedroom. 

After postponing the alarm for a couple of times, she got 

out of the bed and went to the bathroom for a few 

minutes. Then, she usually (in 4 of 5 sessions) came back 

to the bedroom and spent there around 25 minutes getting 

dressed. Then, she exited the bedroom, passed by the hall 

and went into the kitchen, where she always opened the 

curtains. She prepared her breakfast turning the coffee 

machine and the toaster on. Once the breakfast was 

ready, she had it while she was reading. Around 15 

minutes later, she went to the bathroom for several 

minutes. Before she left home, she went into the living 

room to take her things, then entered into and finally 

exited the hall. 

- Participant-3: Although her alarm clock went off at 7:25 

AM, she repeatedly postponed it for 5 minutes. Then, she 

switched the radio on and went into the bathroom. After 

a while, she came back to the bedroom to get dressed. 

The next thing she did was to have breakfast. She left the 

bedroom, passed through the hall, and entered into the 

kitchen. While preparing her breakfast, she used the 

coffee machine, the fridge and the toaster. It took her 

around 15 minutes to have breakfast. After that, she went 

into the bathroom. When she was ready to leave home, 

she went into the living room to pick up her bag, went 

into the hall, opened the door, got out and closed the 

door.  

 

Examining the scenarios, we can affirm that the same 

behavior is performed in different ways for different people: 

which actions are considered important, how and when they 

are performed, which sensors/actuators are activated to carry 

the actions out, etc. Even more, the behaviors are performed 

differently by the same user in different days. Our method is 

able to deal with this uncertainty involved in learning a 

behavior model that embraces all these changes. 

Figure 3 shows the most likely representation of the 

learned Wake up behavior model using the AND gates for 

each participant. Herein, it is shown that the system is capable 

of learning the correct behavior model, when the participant, 

the actions and the timetable are different. Moreover, 

analyzing the figures, we can see how the most probable 

actions match up with the most relevant actions provided by 

the participants (see Table II). Nevertheless, although we 

could analyze the results graphically, the calculation of the 

similarity measure will provide us a numerical way to 

compare the results. 

TABLE III 

EXAMPLE MATRIX TO REPRESENT THE BEHAVIOR TO GO TO SLEEP 

Behavior Participant Similarity measure 

Wake up 

1 0.8912 

2 0.9012 

3 0.8953 

Have Breakfast 

1 0.7716 

2 0.9012 

3 0.4964 

Leave home 

1 0.9481 

2 0.8819 

3 0.8883 

 



Before applying the similarity measure over the learned 

behavior, we need to define a behavior model to be compared 

with. We build this behavior model using the expert 

knowledge indicated in Table II. For example, based on the 

information in Table II, the theoretical behavior models for 

Participant-3 are shown in Table IV. 

Once we have defined the correct behavior model, we can 

calculate how similar the learned behavior model is with 

respect to the theoretical one. Table III shows the results of 

applying the similarity measure presented in Section IV-A. 

The results reveal that, in general, our method obtains very 

similar behavior models, reaching values around 0.9 in the 

similarity measure. However, there is a value that should be 

studied carefully. Observe that the similarity measure obtained 

for Participant-3 for Have Breakfast behavior (0.4964) is 

much lower than the rest of the values. Why is this value so 

“bad”?  

Comparing the results presented in Table III with the 

theoretical behavior model shown in Table IV, the learned 

behavior model contains many actions that are not relevant 

according to the user’s opinion for performing the have 

breakfast behavior. Nevertheless, when those so-called 

irrelevant (by the user) actions are examined carefully, we 

infer that they indeed should be performed at some moment by 

Participant-3 if she wants to have breakfast. For example, 

actions Enter the kitchen and/or Exit the bedroom should be 

performed to be able to have breakfast. That means that our 

system is capable of learning not only those actions which are 

considered as basics by the user, but also the ones that are 

unconsciously performed yet they belong to the action set of 

the behavior. In general, the detection of these actions could 

be very useful to notice small changes in the behavior 

performances that are imperceptible in other cases, such as, in 

degenerative disease supervision applications. During a 

degenerative disease, the capability of performing the desired 

behaviors usually decreases over time, introducing small 

changes in the usual performance, which are very difficult to 

detect without a continuous supervision. Hence, it can be seen 

that our method is capable of analyzing the user behavior over 

the time, just comparing the similarity measure values 

obtained from the learning process in different moments, 

reducing the required supervision and increasing the 

independence of the user.  

As shown in the experiments, our proposal is able to 

handle different type of behaviors and different users. The 

algorithm is robust enough to converge in a correct solution 

independently of the inputs and the users. For more details, see 

[19][20], where we present an lengthy study about the 

converge of the algorithm for different behaviors and users.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have presented a novel method to learn 

human behavior model based on two main assumptions: a 

behavior performance could be determined by an ordered 

sequence of actions and any behavior has temporal 

information related to it.  

First of all, we presented the concept of behavior model, a 

representation of any behavior regarding its relevant actions 

and the order constraints among them. Next, we have 

presented a method consisting of two steps: the extraction of 

common actions for a specific behavior and the learning 

process of the behavior model using the information extracted 

previously. The former is an algorithm based on Frequent 

Itemset concept, whereas the latter is a multi-agent system 

implemented using Learning Automata. Moreover, we apply 

the Fuzzy Temporal Window to manage the uncertainty of the 

related temporal information.  

TABLE IV 
THEORETICAL BEHAVIOUR MODELS FOR PARTICIPANT 3 

 

WAKE UP BEHAVIOR MODEL 

Tasks L1 L2 L3 L4 LU 

Alarm clock off 1 0 0 0 0 

Radio on 0 1 0 0 0 

Rest of action 0 0 0 0 1 

 
HAVE BREAKFAST BEHAVIOR MODEL 

Tasks L1 L2 L3 L4 LU 

Coffee machine on 1 0 0 0 0 

Toaster on 1 0 0 0 0 

Coffee machine off 0 1 0 0 0 

Toaster off 0 1 0 0 0 

Rest of actions 0 0 0 0 1 

 
LEAVE HOME BEHAVIOR MODEL 

Tasks L1 L2 L3 L4 LU 

Enter the kitchen 1 0 0 0 0 

Radio off 1 0 0 0 0 

Enter the hall 0 1 0 0 0 

Exit the hall 0 0 1 0 0 

Rest of actions 0 0 0 0 1 

 

 
(a) Participant-1 

 
(b) Participant-2 

 
(c) Participant-3 

Figure 3 Participant-3 behavior models 

   



Above all, we have performed several unique experiments 

in the iSpace at the University of Essex, a real Ambient 

Intelligent Environment equipped with ubiquitous devices 

(sensors and actuators) which were used to collect information 

about the user activities. To evaluate the effectiveness of our 

method, we used a Similarity Measure that compares any pairs 

of behavior models. 

For future work, we would like to improve the system to be 

able to recognize the user performance. Additionally, as stated 

before, a behavior performance is not static, and it changes 

along time according to multiple factors. We will also develop 

the adaptation system to manage these changes. As an 

improvement to the system, we will develop a Type-2 fuzzy 

based system to manage the uncertainty of those actions that 

can vary during a behavior performance.  
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Abstract 

Herein, we put forth a new similarity measure for anomaly detection and for comparing human behaviors based on 

the theories of learning automata, comparison of soft partitions and temporal probabilistic order relations. In 

particular, focus is placed on monitoring individuals in a home setting for their own well-being. This work is a high-

level investigation focused on the structure of human behavior. Examples demonstrate the utility of this approach 

for (1) understanding the similarity of pairs of behaviors for an individual (or alternatively between individuals) and 

(2) detecting significant change between changing behavior and a baseline model. In the context of eldercare, 

significant change in behavior can be a precursor to cognitive and/or functional health related problems. Simulated 

resident behavior is used to show different scenarios and the response of the proposed measure. 
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I. Introduction 

The goal of this research is the monitoring of individuals for their well-being. Elderly people 

li ving alone have a set of vulnerabilities that can be ameliorated by a monitoring system. A large 

concern for the elderly is adverse event detection, e.g., fall recognition [1-4]. Adverse events 

generally occur over short time periods (seconds or minutes). The method introduced here is 

designed to identify changes in patterns of behavior over longer periods of time (days, weeks or 

months). Identification of changes in behavior over longer time periods is significant in the sense 

that it can be used to help predict cognitive and/or functional decline that affects overall quality 

of life [5-7]. If significant change in human behavior can be recognized early, then caregivers 

can intervene and take action in order to help avoid or postpone catastrophic events. 

No single sensor or algorithm solves all behavior analysis problems. While some researchers 

focus on the modality of sensing, i.e., wearable sensors [8], RFID tags [9], etc., others explore 

computational problems independent of a specific sensor, i.e., probabilistic graphical models 

(PGMs) [10], learning automata (LA) [11,12], linguistic summarization [1-3], etc. Once the 

sensors and computational tools are selected, focus can be placed on addressing higher level 

behavior questions. In this article, we focus on the high level task of comparing the structure of 

different human behaviors and also on looking for significant change in a behavior model that 

has been adapted over time according to elder activities. 

This article is organized as follows. In section 2, we summarize prior research related to this 

work. In section 3, the new similarity measure for comparing human behavior is introduced.  

Subsequent sections are in-depth investigations into the utility of the proposed measure for 

behavior analysis with a focus on the elderly. 
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II. Related Work 

II.A State of the Art 

In recent years, multiple Eldercare projects have emerged that combine the benefits of 

Engineering and technology with healthcare. The topic of Eldercare is real and important given 

population sizes and the fact that modern medicine continues to extend lifespan. One such 

project is the Center for Eldercare and Rehabilitation Technology (CERT) [13] focused on the 

TigerPlace facility [14]. This effort is a large interdisciplinary collaboration between electrical 

and computer engineers, gerontological nurses, social workers, physical therapists and others at 

the University of Missouri. This group has installed multiple sensing technologies in the 

apartments of elders living at TigerPlace. One goal of these technologies includes assisting 

residents with living in place as independently as possible. Other efforts include the MavHome 

project [15], iDorm [16], CASAS [17] and the Georgia Tech Aware Home [18]. In addition, in 

[19] eight other relevant projects in this field are summarized. 

While the field is working to solve the real sensor based problems, we can abstract the challenge 

and simultaneously address higher level behavior tasks. That is, instead of focusing on which 

particular sensors to use and how, rather we look to identify computational procedures capable of 

representing and recognizing different normal and abnormal behaviors. One such inquiry is that 

of Philipose et al [20]. They define a method based on Activities of Daily Living (ADL) inference 

[21] using a probabilistic inference engine for the recognition of complex activities and a 

sequence of used objects as representation. In the literature, we also find many works based on 

hidden Markov models (HHMs) [22,23]. The use of stochastic methods is motivated by their 

capacity of modeling different scenarios and possible ways to finish the human tasks correctly.  
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Naeem et al. present an approach based on multiple behavioral HMMs (MBHMMs) [24].  They 

generate a multiple HMMs for each variation of an action. Their system is able to determine the 

behavior performed even if it has not been completed yet. An extensive study of the benefits and 

drawbacks associated with different probabilistic techniques for human activity recognition is 

presented in [25]. In [26], the authors propose an AmI fuzzy computing system, which is a 

multilayer architecture to learn and model human behavior. They attempt to join the advantages 

of a multi-agent based framework with fuzzy control techniques to improve the recognition 

process and continuously enrich the knowledge about the user and environment. 

On the other hand, temporal processing has recently emerged as an interesting starting point in 

behavior learning and recognition. For instance, in [27], the authors propose a learning machine 

to identify temporal relations among daily activities in a smart home. These relations are used for 

prediction, decision making, and anomaly detection of ADL. Other similar proposals are 

presented in [28,29]. These methods identify the frequent/normal patterns using a fuzzy temporal 

window and then the task switches to one of recognizing user activities considering this 

information. This method combines techniques of data mining to generate a representation of a 

behavior and regular grammars to recognize activity. 

In the field of behavior recognition, many tend to assume that behavior is a fixed concept.  This 

means that a resident cannot change their behavior over time, clearly not the case for elderly 

persons. Systems must be able to adapt their behavior knowledge to address new situations. For 

example, in [7,19] Rashidi et al. include an adaptive activity mining component to find changes 

in activity patterns using a hierarchical behavior model with probabilistic methods and a 

feedback-based learning component in charge of finding relevant changes in the activities. 

Among the projects based on agent systems, in iDorm [6, 20] the authors developed AOFIS, a 
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life-long fuzzy learning and adaptation technique. Mainly, AOFIS is an unsupervised data-driven 

one-pass approach for extracting fuzzy rules and membership functions from data. On the other 

hand, Ros et al. presented a self-adaptation method based on LA [12]. The key aspects of this 

approach are; the separation of the behavior model from the behavior learning procedure (to 

avoid shrinking problems produced by the learning algorithms, as happens with HMMs), the 

modularization of the approach (which allows the migration of a learnt behavior to other contexts 

or environments) and the online learning and adaptation capability by means of LA and fuzzy 

temporal windows to learn the changes produced either in the user habits or the environment. 

II.B Modeling Human Behavior 

Comparing behavior depends in part on the representation. A popular approach in human activity 

analysis is PGMs [10], e.g., HMMs [30], hierarchical HMMs (HHMMs) [31], etc. PGMs are 

probabilistic models in which a graph denotes conditional independence structure between 

random variables. In this article, focus is placed on a computational framework investigated by 

our research team in [11, 12]. The choice of representation is a sequence of cascaded AND gates 

with an underlying probability distribution that characterizes temporal dependency requirements 

over a set of actions for the different ways in which a user can perform a behavior. The work in 

[11, 12] is summarized in this subsection. 

An abnormal situation occurs when a person does not perform the behavior as expected, i.e., 

forgetting things, performing actions in a dangerous order, etc. Example 1 demonstrates the role 

of detecting abnormal situations in the context of the goals of this work. 

Example 1: Suppose that every morning a resident wakes up, goes to the bathroom, takes his 

pajamas off, takes a shower, washes his face, gets dressed and returns to the bedroom. All of 
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these actions could be embraced as a single behavior concept, “morning routine”. However, 

suppose that for a period of time the person does not take a shower. This is considered as a 

change in the “morning routine” behavior. This abnormal situation needs to be identified and 

the behavior model needs to be updated accordingly. 

In example 1, two important concepts are introduced, action and behavior. Informally, an action 

is the output of a sensor or a low-level algorithm interpreting sensor firings, e.g., the refrigerator 

door is closed, the front door is opened, a person is sitting on the couch, etc. Behavior is the set 

of actions and the order in which the actions need be performed. Formally, these concepts are 

characterized as follows. 

Definition 1 (Human Action) [11, 12]: A human action ℎ� is a triple ℎ� =	< ��, ��, 	� > , where �� 

is a label used to identify the action,		�� is a sensor event and 	� is a time stamp in which the 

action occurs. 

Definition 2 (Behavior) [11, 12]: A human behavior �� is a quadruple �� =	< �, �, �� , ≺	>,  

where � =	 �ℎ�, ℎ�, … , ℎ�� is a set of available human tasks, � =	 ����, ���, … , �|��|
� � ⊆ � is the 

subset of available human tasks that are required to complete the behavior, and �� is a set of 

temporal constraints between the tasks in � defined over a partial order relationship operator 

≺.  The partial order relationship ≺ defines the temporal dependency requirements over the 

actions of a behavior, and its formal definition is 

��� ≺ ���  ↔  	� ≺ 	�. 

Thus, a behavior is represented as a set of relevant actions, which maintain a specific order of 

performance between them. In [11,12], we demonstrate that a behavior can be represented as a 
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set of cascaded AND gates. An action in the system corresponds to an input of a specific AND 

gate. Each input will be true if the action has been performed, or false if not. On the other hand, 

although all the tasks in the � set may be taken into consideration for a specific behavior, only 

those actions that are included in the  set are really required for it. To handle this situation, the 

authors introduce a discard-level to which those actions that are irrelevant are assigned. 

Besides relevant actions, this representation contains more knowledge about a specific behavior, 

such as the order relationship between diverse actions. As previously pointed out, a behavior is 

designed as a set of actions that maintains an order relationship between them. The level-

representation for a behavior simulates the order relationship between the actions in such a way 

that those actions that are the input to an AND gate in Level# have to be done previously to those 

that are the inputs to the following AND gate, in Level#$�. Fig. 1 shows the sequence of AND 

gates obtained from example 1. 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Morning routine behavior model (corresponding to example 1.1). 
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Nevertheless, most behaviors have more than one reasonable method of performance. Hence, 

there may be several combinations of the same set of actions for a behavior, i.e., that some tasks 

may be performed at different levels of the structure without loss of meaning. For instance, in 

example 1, the action wash face could be performed at either level 2 or at level 3 and still 

constitute a legitimate Morning Routine. To deal with this disparity, in [11, 12] a probability 

matrix, %(', (), is proposed, whose rows, 1 ≤ ' ≤ |�|, are actions, the � set, and columns, 

1 ≤ ( ≤ |,|, are available levels in the sequence of ANDs. Each element of % stands for the 

probability of an action might be done in a particular level. Therefore, the behavior model 

represents, for each action, its most expected level of activation. Next, keeping on with the prior 

example, a possible matrix is presented below. 

Continuation of example 1: Suppose we want to study a “morning routine” behavior. In addition, 

suppose that we have the actions presented in example 1. Then, if the maximum number of levels 

was fixed to four, a possible % matrix to represent the model presented in Fig. 1 could be 

-
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
/ ,� ,� ,0 ,1 ,2(3'�45�3	�676�)
89		9	:5	ℎ�99; 0.7 0.2 0 0 0
	5@6	A5(5;5	9BB 0.6 0.4 0 0 0

	5@6	�ℎ9E6� 0.2 0.7 0.1 0 0
E5�ℎ	B546 0 0.5 0.3 0 0.2
86		3�6��63 0 0.2 0.6 0.2 0

89		9	:63�99; 0 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.1
89		9	@'	4ℎ6H 0 0 0 0 1 I

J
J
J
J
J
J
J
K

. 

Among the advantages of our proposal, the independence on the method used for representing 

the behavior is suggested as the most significant one. This separation allows us to achieve better 

system modularization and to use a higher number of learning methods for the same activity 

model [11]. Concretely, the method used to learn the behavior model is not studied here. Our 
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objectives consist of extracting conclusions about what the behavior model represents, how it 

evolves amid activity changes and how it differs from others behaviors including past ones. 

In [11, 12], we proposed a multi-agent LA approach to model human behavior. The outcomes of 

its different processes are the input to the method developed here. LAs may be considered as 

"building blocks" and be included in more complex designs. Therefore, a LA is an agent in a 

multi-agent environment, so that multi-agent theory can be used to build systems of LAs. For 

training, we use a team of LAs [32,33,34], specifically finite action learning automata (FALA) 

[33].  We propose another team of LAs, the variable action learning automata (VALA) [11], for 

the recognition task [12]. The use of VALA is justified because different action sequences can 

represent the same valid behavior, so that the probability matrix of matching actions and cascade 

levels evolves with time. VALA manages this feature by means of inclusion of time in the 

automaton action selection. Therefore, in the recognition stage we use the probability 

hypermatrix P(t, i, j), i.e., the probability of action i being executed at level j when the t first 

cascaded ANDs return true. 

In this paper, we assume that the team of LAs has been trained for specific behaviors. Both 

algorithms use a modification of classic LA reinforcement rules. Those rules will be delimited by 

a learning and adaptation rate respectively, which establishes the strength of processes. For the 

learning process, we propose a learning algorithm based on traditional pursuit schemes [11][12]. 

Using that learnt behavior model, we propose a recognition and adaptation process in function of 

the current user activity. The algorithm tries to detect when a behavior is performed incorrectly, 

determining both uncompleted behaviors and violated relationship constraints. In this case, the 

use of VALA lets a person perform actions in different levels without violation detection. Once 
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the recognition process has finished, the learnt probabilities of the behavior model are updated in 

function of the level in which the action has been detected. 

II.C Comparing Soft Partitions 

The next tool used in this investigation comes from the field of clustering. Let L = �9�, … , 9�� 

denote H objects. When each object in O is represented by a (column) vector x, the set M =

�N�, … , N�� ⊂ ℜQ is called an object data representation of O. When each object in 9�	∈	L has a 

physical label, O is a set of labeled data; otherwise, O is unlabeled. Let integer c denote the 

number of groups (clusters), 1 < 4 < H. Clustering in unlabeled data is the assignment of one of 

four types of labels to each object in O. The label vectors of the objects are the columns of c-

partitions of O, which are sets of (4H) values {R�S} that can be conveniently arrayed as (4	× H) 

matrices, T	 = 	 [R�S]. These labels can be crisp, probabilistic, fuzzy or possibilistic. 

When clustering produces more than one candidate for partitioning of a finite set of objects O, 

there are two approaches to validation, i.e., selection of a "best" partition, and implicitly, a best 

value for c. First, one can use an internal index that evaluates each partition separately. Second, 

one can compare pairs of candidates to each other or to a reference partition that purports to 

represent the "true" cluster structure in the objects. In [35], we generalized many of the classical 

indices that have been used with outputs of crisp clustering algorithms so that they are applicable 

for candidate partitions of any type, i.e., crisp or soft, soft comprising the fuzzy, probabilistic and 

possibilistic cases. In particular, we concentrated on the Rand index and its modifications. We 

showed that our extension of the Rand index is W(H). 

Let U and V be two crisp partitions of O. U and V need not possess the same number of clusters, 

� ≠ 4. The four classical combinations for pairs of objects from L × L in clusters of U and V 
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are: (a) paired in U and V; (b) not paired in U nor in V; (c) paired in V but not in U; and (d) 

paired in U but not in V [36]. The comparison of U to V with a similarity measure s begins with 

the � × 4 contingency matrix Z	 = 	T[\ that contains the counts of the number of occurrences of 

each of the four types over the H(H − 1)/2 distinct, unordered pairs in L × L. Entry H�_ is the 

number of objects common to subgroups T� and [_. The building blocks of many similarity 

measures for �(T, [) are expressions (a)-(d) below. These four calculations count the number of 

occurrences amongst the H(H − 1)/2 pairs of each of the four types of unordered pairs: 
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The sums (5 + 3) and (: + 4) are usually interpreted, respectively, as (the total number of) 

agreements and disagreements between U and V.  In [35], we tabulate a (non-exhaustive) list of 

14 coefficients that have been proposed for	�(T, [) based on functions of a, b, c and d; Sokal 

and Sneath list many others [37]. In addition, we also present a scaling value in the case of 

possibilistic labels. Here, we focus on the Rand, the classical form of which is 

��(T, [) 	= 	 (5	 + 	3)	/	(5	 + 	:	 + 	4	 + 	3). 
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The measure �(T, [) can be used to address a variety of clustering problems. For example, it can 

be used to compare a clustering algorithm output to a reference partition that purports to 

represent the “true cluster structure”, measure the effect of noise or missing data with respect to a 

specific clustering algorithm, study the convergence of a clustering algorithm at successive 

iterations, perform prediction (regression), as well as comparing different clustering algorithms. 

III. Proposed Similarity Measure 

Using the theories discussed in section 2, a similarity measure is now introduced for anomaly 

detection and for comparing pairs of different behaviors from trained LAs. The measure includes 

three different components based on (1) comparing partitions, (2) subsethood of non-discarded 

actions, and the (3) similarity of partial order relations. 

III.A Comparing Soft Partitions 

The first component of this work is the determination of similarity between pairs of behaviors 

according to the strength of actions grouping into similar levels. The key is to think of actions as 

data points and levels as groups (clusters). Specifically, �(T, [) is used, where U and V are 

behavior probability matrices acquired using the procedures described in section 2, i.e., T(', () is 

the probability that action i belongs to level j. 

It is important to note that our proposed �(T, [) is a measure not a metric. Hullermeier et al. 

previously put forth a (similarity) pseudo-metric for the specific case of fuzzy partitions. 

However, their index is only a full metric on a (very) small subset of cases one might encounter 

in practice (the set of "normal partitions" - or partitions that have at least one 1 in each row of the 

partition) [38]. A comparison between our method and Hullermeier et al. is presented in [35,39]. 
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Because our �(T, [) is a measure and not a metric, some properties, such as �(T, T) = 1 are not 

guaranteed. While an algorithm can use �(T, [) “as is”, we scale	�(T, [) in order to produce a 

value in the interval [0,1] that is more appealing to human interpretation. The formula used to 

compare different behaviors is 

�aQ(T, [) 	= 	�(T, [)	/	;5N';R;(	�(T, T)	, �([, [)	). 

 

III.B Subsethood of Non-Discarded Actions 

While �aQ(T, [) measures one notion of similarity between a pair of behaviors, it inflates (in 

comparison to what a human might desire) the value in part because U and V generally share 

many actions in the discard level (cluster). The discard level cannot just be simply removed or 

the resulting matrix is no longer a probabilistic partitioning. Thus, we introduce a scaling factor 

to reduce the effect of the discard level (cluster).   

First, the most likely level, ,�,b�c = 5�8;5N_	%(', (), for each action is found. Next, the crisp 

sets, d ⊆ �d and e ⊆ �e, of actions in which ,�,b�c does not equal the discard level is found.  

The matrix P contains evidence about the importance of actions to a behavior and the criteria of 

picking all actions that are not most likely in the discard level is feature selection. The 

subsethood measure over d and e is 

�fg�(T, [) 	= 	 |d	⋀	e|	/	|d	⋁	e|, 
 
where ⋀ is intersection, ⋁ is union and |•| is cardinality.  The new similarity is 

�aQ_fg�(T, [) 		= 	 �aQ(T, [) 	× 	�fg�(T, [). 
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III.C Similarity of Partial Order Relations 

The above definition of �aQ_fg�(T, [)	 does not take into account the similarity between the 

partial order relations. That is, two behaviors may share a set of non-discarded actions and have a 

strong similarity of actions grouping into levels (clusters), but the order of levels is not enforced.  

The value �aQ_fg�&T, [)	 is desirable in one respect because it is flexible enough to allow a 

cluster of actions to shift around. For example, consider the scenario of adapting the behavior 

given in Fig. 2(a) into Fig. 2(b). Table 1 is the respective set of corresponding P matrices.  

Specifically, the constraint that action 3 be performed before actions 4 and 5 is removed.  

Therefore, actions 4 and 5 still “cluster” into a similar level, however the level has “shifted” 

around. Accordingly, the cluster does not have the same level identifier anymore, it was level 3 

in Fig. 2(a) and it is level 2 in Fig. 2(b). Hence, to truly compare two behaviors, the partial order 

relations need to be factored into the measure. We resolve this by counting the number of 

disagreements between U and V and weight the disagreements by their individual importance. 

        
                                                  (a)                                                                               (b) 
    

Fig. 2. Example hand crafted behaviors.  Behavior (a) corresponds to tables 1(a) and 1(c) while behavior (b) 
corresponds to table 1(b).  
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Table 1. Hand crafted P matrices.  Table 1(a) is referred to as T(�), 1(b) is  T(�), and 1(c) is T(a) in the text. 

  
Fig 
2(a) 

L1 L2 L3 Discard 

A1 0.51 0.49 0 0 
A2 1 0 0 0 
A3 0 0.8 0 0.2 
A4 0 0 0.9 0.1 
A5 0 0 0.6 0.4 

 (a) 

Fig 
2(b) 

L1 L2 L3 discard 

A1 0.51 0.49 0 0 
A2 1 0 0 0 
A3 0 0 0 1 
A4 0 1 0 0 
A5 0 0.6 0 0.4 

    (b) 
Fig 
2(a) 

L1 L2 L3 discard 

A1 0.8 0.1 0.1 0 
A2 1 0 0 0 
A3 0 0.9 0 0.1 
A4 0 0 1 0 
A5 0 0 0.9 0.1 

 

(c) 
 

Table 2. Partial order relations for the behaviors specified in table 1. Here, S represents Same Time, B corresponds to 
Before, and A represents After. 

Table 
1(a) 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 

A1 S S B B B 
A2 S S B B B 
A3 A A S B B 
A4 A A A S S 
A5 A A A S S 

(a) 

Table 
1(b) 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 

A1 S S Na B B 
A2 S S Na B B 
A3 Na Na Na Na Na 
A4 A A Na S S 
A5 A A Na S S 

(b) 
Table 
1(c) 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 

A1 S S B B B 
A2 S S B B B 
A3 A A S B B 
A4 A A A S S 
A5 A A A S S 

 

(c) 

 

First, a |�|N|�| matrix, kd’ , is created for behavior U’. For each action, the level with the 

greatest probability (most likely explanation) is found, i.e., ,�,b�c. Next, kd’(', () is assigned a 

label from the set {�, l, m}, where ‘B’ (before) means ,�,b�c 	< 	 ,_,b�c, ‘A’ (after) means 

,�,b�c 	> 	 ,_,b�c, and ‘S’ (same) means ,�,b�c 	= 	 ,_,b�c. Cell kd’(', ') = ‘m’  and if kd’(', () is 
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‘B’ (‘A’) then kd’((, ') is ‘A’ (‘B’).  Table 2 is an example relationship matrix for the example in 

Fig. 2 and P matrices in Table 1. 

A simple method of measuring similarity of partial order relations between the two behaviors is 

to count the number of disagreements in kd’ 	and to weight that number by the total number of 

partial order relations. However, this is a harsh (binary) method of penalizing disagreements.  

Remember, ,�,b�cis the most likely level that action ' belongs to. If the associated probability is 

1, it is certain that action ' belongs to ,�,b�c, and so, a disagreement is significant. However, if 

the value is smaller, e.g., 0.51, and the next largest probability is close in value, e.g., 0.49, then a 

disagreement is less significant, meaning it was never very certain to which level the action 

belongs. We characterize this uncertainty by calculating an importance value per action. For 

action ', Po′,p measures the ability to decide that action ' belongs to some particular level,  

%dq,� = ;5N_ %dq (', () −	;5NS
_rS

%dq (', @). 

The significance weighted calculation of the similarity of partial order relations, �Qst(T, [), is 

based on the set of off-diagonal upper triangular indices of kd’ , i.e., all (i,j) where ( > '. In 

particular, the measure uses only the subset of indices, u′, in which actions ' and j are not most 

likely discarded. Based on %d′,� and kd’(i, j), the similarity of partial order relations is defined as 

�Qst(T, [) = 	1 −	(∑ ∅(	kd(', ()	, ke(', ()	)(�,_)∈{q ) |u′|⁄ ,	  

∅~k(', (), ke(', ()� = 

� 0 'B	kd(', () = ke(', ()	
;'H	(%d,�, %e,�) 6��6 , 

and the final measure for comparing human behaviors is 
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������(T, [) = 	 �aQ(T, [) ×	�fg�(T, [) ×	�Qst(T, [). 

Thus, ������(T, [)	 measures how well actions group into clusters, �aQ(T, [), share a set of non-

discarded actions in common,	�fg�(T, [), and have similar probabilistic partial order relations, 

�Qst(T, [). 

II I.D Numeric Example 

In order to understand the measure, we present an example. Table 1 contains three behaviors 

designed by hand by the authors to show the inner workings of ������(T, [).  The component 

measure values for T(�) and T(�) are �aQ~T(�), T(�)� = 0.89, �fg�~T(�), T(�)� = 0.8, 

�Qst~T(�), T(�)� = 1, and ������~T(�), T(�)� = 0.71, while T(�) and T(a) result in �aQ~T(�), T(a)� = 

0.9, �fg�~T(�), T(a)� = 1,    �Qst~T(�), T(a)� = 1, and ������(T(�), T(a)) = 0.9.  The result is what 

we expect, ������~T(�), T(a)� > ������~T(�), T(�)�.  Specifically, �aQ~T(�), T(a)� is only slightly 

greater than �aQ~T(�), T(�)�, but �fg�~T(�), T(a)� is larger than �fg�~T(�), T(�)� because an action 

is removed.  Lastly, �Qst~T(�), T(a)� = �Qst~T(�), T(�)� = 1. Even though an action was removed, 

the remaining set of partial order relations is the same, producing the same high value. 

IV. Experiments 

We previously developed an algorithm that takes action and temporal constraints and generates 

synthetic action data sets to test a wide range of human behavior scenarios [12]. These data sets 

are used in both learning and recognition. 

Both normal and abnormal behaviors are included in the synthetic data sets. According to 

Definition 2 [11][12], normal behavior is defined as a sequence of relevant tasks (actions that 
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have to be performed in order to recognize a behavior as correct) of non-specified length and a 

set of temporal constraints between the aforementioned tasks. On the other hand, abnormal 

behavior is an action sequence in which constraints are violated. Therefore, our synthetic data 

includes both correct and incorrect sequences of tasks for the studied behavior. In addition, every 

sequence of actions might contain irrelevant actions, which are known as rubbish actions. These 

actions are not important for the correct performance of the behavior, but the user might do it 

among the relevant actions and the synthetic data generation should take it into consideration. 

The following experiments study five different common elderly behaviors: Wake Up (��), 
Morning Routine (��), Have Breakfast (�0), Kitchen-Based Coffee Break (�1) and Kitchen and 

Liv ing Room-Based Coffee Break (�2). This set of behaviors is selected because a few are 

similar, i.e., the coffee breaks and possibly breakfast, while the others are very dissimilar, i.e., 

wake up and morning routine. The constraints used are shown in Table 3. The set of actions are 

provided in Table 4. We generated the following collection to explore how the proposed measure 

responds to different scenarios. 

• DS1: The elder always performs the behavior correctly, i.e., normal behaviors.  Herein, DS1 

is used to learn the initial baseline model. It has 365 days worth of this behavior sequence. 

 
• DS2: A catastrophic event, e.g., fall, occurred. This event is severe and it results in restricted 

mobility. After the event, an elder's routine has changed significantly as a result.  This data 

set contains both normal and abnormal behaviors. There are 149 days before the event, 1 day 

in which the event occurred (day 150), and 215 days of different behavior afterwards. 
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The changes in behavior due to a catastrophic event are shown in Table 5. Only three behaviors 

are changed: Wake Up (��∗), Morning Routine (��∗) and Have Breakfast (�0∗). 

Experiments are performed in two steps. First, we use DS1 to learn five behavior models, one for 

each behavior in Table 3. Next, we use DS2 as input to the recognition and adaptation process for 

the specific behaviors Wake Up (��∗), Morning Routine (��∗) and Have Breakfast (�0∗). Our 

algorithm continuously adapts a behavior model regarding the inputs and recognized behaviors, 

and that adaptation is studied as one output of our experiment.  

Table 3: Behavior and Temporal Constraints 

Behavior Order relationship constraints 
Temporal 
constraints 

��  
(Wake up) 

AsleepInBed≺ AwakeInBed 
AwakeInBed ≺ GetOutOfBed 
GetOutOfBed ≺  GetSlippers 
GetSlippers ≺  GotoBathroom 

 
6:50 to 7:10 
 
 

��  
(Morning 
Routine) 

GotoBathroom ≺ { UseToilet, TurnShowerOn} 
{UseToilet,  TakePijamaOff ,  TurnShowerOn } ≺  
TakeShower 
TakeShower ≺   { TurnShowerOff, UseTowel, 
BrushTeeth, WashFace, CombHair} 
UseTowel ≺   GetDressed 
{TurnShowerOff,  UseToilet,  BrushTeeth, CombHair,  
WashFace }≺ GotoBedroom 

 
7:00 to 7:40 
 
 

�0  
(Have 
Breakfast) 

Gotokitchen ≺ { OpenCabinet, TurnStoveOn, 
OpenRefrigerator} 
OpenCabinet ≺  {GetCereal, GetCoffee} 
TurnStoveOn ≺  HeatWater 
{GetCoffee, HeatWater} ≺  PrepareCoffee 
PrepareCoffee ≺  TurnStoveOff 
OpenRefrigerator ≺  GetMilk 
{GetCereal, GetMilk} ≺  PrepareCereals 
{PrepareCereals, PrepareCoffee} ≺  EatBreakfast 
EatBreakfast ≺  CleanDishes 
{ CleanDishes , TurnStoveOff} ≺  LeaveKitchen 

 
 
 
 
7:30 to 8:30 
 
 
 
 
 

�1  
(Kitchen-based 
Coffee Break) 

Gotokitchen ≺ { OpenCabinet, TurnStoveOn} 
OpenCabinet ≺   GetCoffee 
TurnStoveOn ≺  HeatWater 
{GetCoffee, HeatWater} ≺  PrepareCoffee 
PrepareCoffee ≺  TurnStoveOff 
TurnStoveOff ≺  LeaveKitchen 

 
 
11:10 to 
11:30 
 
 

�2  
(Kitchen and 
Living Room-
Based Coffee 
Break) 

Gotokitchen ≺ { OpenCabinet, TurnStoveOn} 
OpenCabinet ≺   GetCoffee 
TurnStoveOn ≺  HeatWater 
{GetCoffee, HeatWater} ≺  PrepareCoffee 
PrepareCoffee ≺  TurnStoveOff 
TurnStoveOff ≺  LeaveKitchen 
LeaveKitchen ≺  GotoLivingRoom 
GotoLivingRoom  ≺  TurnTvOn 

 
 
 
11:10 to 
11:30 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 4: Possible actions in the environment 
Item Action Item Action 
A� 

A� 

A0 

A1 

A2 

A� 

A� 

A� 

A� 

A�� 

A�� 

A�� 

A�0 

A�1 

A�2 

A�� 

A�� 

AnswerPhone  
AsleepInBed  
AwakeInBed  
BrushTeeth  
CleanDishes  
CombHair  
EatBreakfast  
GetCereal  
GetCoffee  
GetDressed  
GetMilk  
GetOutOfBed  
GetSlippers  
GotoBathroom 
GotoBedroom  
GotoDoor  
GotoKitchen 

l�� 
l�� 
l�� 
l�� 
l�� 
l�0 
l�1 
l�2 
l�� 
l�� 
l�� 
l�� 
l0� 
l0� 
l0� 
l00 
l01 

GotoLivingroom  
HeatWater  
LeaveKitchen  
OpenCabinet  
OpenRefrigerator  
PrepareCereals  
PrepareCoffee  
TakePijamaOff  
TakeShower  
TurnShowerOn  
TurnShowerOff  
TurnStoveOff  
TurnStoveOn  
TurnTvOn  
UseToilet  
UseTowel 
WashFace 

 

 
         Table 5: Behavior constraints after catastrophic event 

Behavior Order relationship constraints 

��
∗ 

(Wake up) 
AsleepInBed≺ AwakeInBed 

AwakeInBed ≺ GetOutOfBed 
GetOutOfBed ≺  GotoBathroom 

��
∗ 

(Morning 
Routine) 

GotoBathroom≺   { GetDressed, UseToilet,  
BrushTeeth, CombHair,  WashFace} 

{ UseToilet,  BrushTeeth, CombHair,  WashFace}≺ 
GotoBedroom 

�0
∗ 

(Have 
Breakfast) 

Gotokitchen ≺ { OpenCabinet, TurnStoveOn, 
OpenRefrigerator} 

OpenCabinet ≺  {GetCereal, GetCoffee} 
TurnStoveOn ≺  HeatWater 

{GetCoffee, HeatWater} ≺  PrepareCoffee 
OpenRefrigerator ≺  GetMilk 

{GetCereal, GetMilk} ≺  PrepareCereals 
{PrepareCereals, PrepareCoffee} ≺  EatBreakfast 

EatBreakfast ≺  CleanDishes 
CleanDishes ≺  LeaveKitchen 
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In general, the proposed measure has multiple uses in the areas of comparing different and same 

behaviors. The next section shows how different behaviors can be compared. The second 

experiment discusses the measures utility for studying how a specific behavior evolves over 

time, after an adaptation process regarding elder daily activity. 

V. Experiment 1: Comparing Different Behaviors 

In experiment 1, five morning behaviors, {��,…,�2}, are learned using DS1 (Figs. 3-7). The 

purpose of this experiment is to show that similar behaviors are indeed identified by ������(T, [). 

For comparing different behaviors, the measure can be used in an exploratory way to help 

understand the similarity of independent machine learned behaviors for a single resident or 

 

 
Fig. 3: “Morning Routine” behavior 

(��) 
 

 
Fig. 4: “Have Breakfast” behavior (�0) 

 

 
Fig. 5: “Kitchen and Living Room-Based 

Coffee Break” behavior (�2) 

                              
Fig. 6: “Wake Up” behavior (��)                                   Fig. 7: “Kitchen-based Coffee Break” behavior (�1) 
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across residents in an elderly community. This information could be used by a higher level 

algorithm trying to assess more abstract/complex types of human behavior, e.g., is a person’s 

overall morning behavior in July similar to that of June? Recall that one does not have to 

perform the exact set of behaviors every day to have similar routines. This approach can also be 

used to help determine if multiple reference behaviors have converged into a similar newly 

refined behavior, i.e., did a resident previously have separate coffee break and snack behaviors 

and now he/she only has a single similar breakfast behavior?   

A similarity matrix between behaviors obtained using DS1, Figs. 3-7, is shown in Table 6. 

Table 6: Behavior similarity matrix for Figs. 3 through 7. 

sfinal(��,�_) �� �� �0 �1 �2 
�� 1 0 0 0 0 
�� 0 1 0 0 0 
�0 0 0 1 0.33 0.35 
�1 0 0 0.33 1 0.73 
�2 0 0 0.35 0.73 1 

 

Table 6 reinforces what we expect. The measure indicates that the two coffee break-based 

behaviors are the most similar (0.73) and they share some similarity with breakfast (0.33 and 

0.35). In particular, “Having Breakfast” is slightly more similar to the kitchen-based coffee break 

behavior. In contrast, “Wake Up” and “Morning Routine” do not appear to be similar to any 

other behaviors (scores of 0). 

VI. Experiment 2: Catastrophic Event 

Experiment one is focused on the task of comparing different behaviors. In experiment two, the 

focus is comparing the same behavior which has been adapted by the learning system over time. 

A short time period adverse event, like a fall, can be recognized by our LA-based [11, 12] or 
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linguistic summarization [1,2, 3] systems. The procedure introduced in this article is developed 

to detect longer time period changes in behavior (days, weeks, etc.). The anomaly detection 

approach here is independent of the success of any short time period recognition algorithm.  That 

is, if a fall is not detected, we still expect significant change in longer time period behavior.  

Applications of this approach include: 

(1) Has there been a significant change in behavior over a long time period as a result of some 

adverse event?  If the adverse event was detected, then this approach can assist in monitoring the 

health of an individual while recovering. If the adverse event was not detected, then this 

procedure could alert a caregiver and prompt investigation into what caused the change. 

(2) In the absence of any adverse event, are there signs of significant change in behavior that 

might allow an algorithm to predict an upcoming catastrophic event? 

(3) Has an adaptation algorithm acquired a normal pattern of adapted behavior?  Specifically, has 

the structure of learned behavior converged into some stable state? 

To investigate these questions, we simulate a fall, a common elderly adverse event. The fall 

happened 150 days after a behavior baseline is established where the initial models were learned 

using DS1. Data set DS2 has 365 days of behavior, in which 149 days are before the event, day 

150 is the adverse event, and 215 days afterwards are the new changed behavior. Both normal 

and abnormal behaviors are part of DS2. 

In section 3.A, the normalization value 

 

H9�;�(T, [) 	= 	;5N';R;(	�(T, T)	, �([, [)	), 
�aQ(T, [) 	= 	�(T, [)	/	H9�;�(T, [), 
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was introduced to produce a more human interpretable value to compare different behaviors. We 

extend this normalization technique for comparing the same behavior which has been adapted by 

a system over time, 

H9�;�(T, {[�, … , [�}) 	= ;5N';R;(	{	H9�;�(T, [�)	, … 	 , H9�;�(T, [�)	}	),	
�aQ�(T, [�) 	= 	�(T, [�)	/	H9�;�(T, {[�, … , [�}), 

 

where U is the reference behavior and [�	(1 ≤ ' ≤ Z) is an adapted behavior, i.e., N = 365 here. 

Note that the behavior model is updated each day. The combined measure used is	
�������(T, [�) 	= 	 �aQ�(T, [�) ×	�fg�(T, [�) ×	�Qst(T, [�), 

Fig. 8 tells the following story. In approximately the first 100 days, the system is establishing an 

adapted pattern of normal behavior. This can be seen from the fact that the measure is 

continuously under change. Remember the system is continuously adapting the model, trying to 

obtain the minimal adapted behavior model that better represents the studied behavior. From 

approximately day 100 to 150, the system has established a fairly stable refined description. This 

is inferred from the fact that the trend of the curve is mostly flat (non-decreasing and non-

increasing) when compared to the baseline normal pattern. What is observed in the set of 

behaviors is a large decrease in the similarity value after the adverse event (day 150). The 

morning behavior exhibits the most severe change. Tables 3 and 5 show that this behavior is the 

most affected by the fall. In any case, the behaviors all to a rather stable pattern soon afterwards, 

though one that is considerably different from the original normal prototype. 

In addition, we observe greater fluctuation in the first half of Fig. 8 in comparison to the second 

half of Fig. 8. This is because during the first part of the process the algorithm expends some 

time obtaining a minimal adapted behavior model. Comparing the three calculated measures, we 
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observe that the fluctuations are greater for Wake Up (��∗) than for Morning Routine (��∗) and 

Have Breakfast (�0∗). The reason is due to the number of elements and order relationships are 

fewer (see Fig. 6), and therefore, the required number of levels might be reduced. The reduction 

makes that bigger changes need to be performed.  

Figs. 9 and 10 are in support of Fig. 8. They show the behavior model evolution. Specifically, 

Fig. 9 shows the representation obtained just before the catastrophic event, whereas Fig. 10 

presents the evolution of the model once the catastrophic event has occurred and the person has 

changed his/her behavior as result of that event. The system must adapt the model to the new 

routine (forgetting to take a shower). The behavior in Fig. 10 remains structurally the same for 

the remainder of the year. This indicates the elder has not recovered from the catastrophic event. 

 
Day 

 

Fig. 8: Similarity of adapted behaviors to learned reference behaviors.  A catastrophic event (fall) occurred at day 
150.  The behavior in the time periods before and after the adverse event are different.  

 
 

As already stated, the LA-based system has a user defined adaptation parameter that controls 

how much the system is changed with respect to daily behavior [3,4]. For these experiments, we 

use a moderate adaptation rate, specifically 0.5, where the parameter ranges from [0,1] with 0 

s f
in

al
2(

U
,V

i) 
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being no change and 1 being full change. The reason we selected a mid-range adaptation rate is 

so that we can detect important changes in the behavior model quickly but not change the model 

too quickly in response to common daily fluctuations in behavior. What this all means is that the 

rate at which anomalies occur in the time series is controlled in part by this parameter. If one 

selects a high adaptation rate, then the behavior models will change quickly and the anomaly will 

be detected quicker. However, the day-to-day similarity of the adapted behavior to a reference 

behavior will also change more. A complete study of the adaptation rate parameter influence is 

presented in [11, 12]. Here, we selected a single learning rate to demonstrate the utility of this 

approach. However, one could run multiple behavior sets in parallel with different adaptation 

rates looking for significant change at different resolutions of time. 

VII. Conclusion 

In summary, we have presented a high level behavior analysis procedure for (1) comparing 

different behaviors and (2) comparing the same behavior that has been adapted by a system over 

time. Applications of the work include discovery of underlying similarity between behaviors for 

 

 
Fig. 9: “Morning Routine” before catastrophic event. 

 

 
Fig. 10: “Morning Routine” 30 days after the 

catastrophic event.  The behavior stabilizes into this 
structure for the remainder of the year. 
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a single resident or different residents in an elderly community, and anomaly detection in the 

context of behavior over long time periods. Our prior work in clustering and comparing soft 

partitions is combined with a measure of similarity for partial order relations to create a new 

similarity measure for structurally analyzing change in human behavior learned using our prior 

research in LAs. We demonstrated, using a wide range of different behavior data sets based on 

behavior and temporal constraints, that the measure does indeed calculate results that can be 

understood by a caregiver or by a higher order computational algorithm. 

Future work includes the following. First, a synthetic data set was used to test different behavior 

scenarios. We will investigate using the LA approach from the University of Granada Spain on 

real sensor data collected from the assisted living facility, TigerPlace [23,24], in Columbia MO, 

USA. The sensor data collected from TigerPlace over the last several years is the subject of 

investigation already by our diverse research group of Engineers, Nurses, Physical Therapists, 

and others collaborating at the University of Missouri [1-7, 41-46]. 

The next future work is to take the similarity measure introduced here and use it to investigate 

similarity at a more abstract/complex time scale, i.e., typical overall morning behavior. We will 

test the hypothesis that a set of behavior models can individually be investigated using the 

measure presented in this work and a fusion procedure, such as fuzzy logic, fuzzy integrals, etc., 

can be used to aggregate evidence over a longer period of time. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a linguistic summarization 
procedure for describing long-term trends of change in human 
behavior. Our objective consists of defining methods that provide 
information to elders, caregivers, social workers or even family in 
an understandable language. We adapt a measure that we 
defined in previous work on soft cluster partition similarity for 
comparing behaviors that are adapted over time. From that 
measure, we are able to produce a time series that numerically 
describes change in behavior over time. In this article, the 
resulting time series is partitioned and linguistically summarized 
depending on a user’s (caregiver, social worker, etc.) desired time 
resolution. Simulated resident behavior is used in order to 
explore a range of different scenarios and the response of the 
proposed linguistic summarization process is investigated. 

Keywords- comparing soft partitions, human behavior, anomaly 
detection, fuzzy linguistic summarization 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, successful aging has become one of the most 
important problems in our society. Life expectancy has 
improved, and along with it the resources required to maintain 
quality and style of life. Emerging applications combining 
technology and medicine provide one possible solution. 
Multiple large scale projects combine these subjects. One such 
project is the center for Eldercare and Rehabilitation 
Technology (CERT) [1] and the TigerPlace facility [2]. This 
effort is a large interdisciplinary collaboration between 
electrical and computer engineers, gerontological nurses, 
social workers, physical therapists and others at the University 
of Missouri. This group has installed multiple sensing 
technologies in the homes of elders. One goal of these 
technologies includes assisting residents with “aging in place” 
as independently as possible. Other projects include the 
MavHome project [3], iDorm [4], CASAS [5] and the Georgia 
Tech Aware Home [6]. In addition, in [7] eight other relevant 
projects in this field are summarized. 

Important advantages of behavior analysis in the eldercare 
domain include: reducing dependency, enhancing personal 
comfort and safety and delaying the process of moving to a 
nursing home. Many projects are centered around Activities of 
Daily Living (ADL) [8]. From the set that focus on the ADL, 
we emphasize [9], an approach based on multiple behavioral 

hidden Markov models (MBHMM). The authors propose the 
creation of multiple HMMs for each variation of an action. 
The most important advantage of this proposal is that the 
system is able to determine which tasks are currently active, 
even if the user has not yet completed the activity.  

A related fuzzy approach is [10]. In that work, the authors 
propose an AmI fuzzy computing system, which is a 
multilayer architecture to learn and model human behavior. 
They attempt to join the advantages of a multi-agent based 
framework with fuzzy control techniques to improve the 
recognition process and continuously enrich the knowledge 
about the user and environment.  

The majority of existing efforts are focused on the detection 
of normal and abnormal behaviors at the moment the resident 
is performing them. In previous work [11], we introduced a 
method to identify changes in patterns of behavior over longer 
periods of time (days, weeks or months). Identification of 
changes in behavior over such time frames is significant in the 
regard that it can be used to help predict cognitive and/or 
functional decline that affects overall quality of life [12, 13, 
14]. If significant change in human behavior can be 
recognized early, then caregivers can take action to help avoid 
or postpone catastrophic events. However, the information 
obtained is a numerical data set. In this article our objective 
consists of developing a method to produce linguistic 
information that is of greater use to users. Our approach is 
based on the concept of linguistic summarization. A linguistic 
data summary is a concise, human-consistent description of a 
(numerical) data set [15, 16, 17]. This process allows us to 
summarize a data time series by segmenting and describing 
long-terms trends of change in behavior.  

In the existing literature, there are different approaches to 
deal with time series summarization. The application range is 
very assorted, but the business field stands out over the rest. In 
[18, 20]  Kacprzyk and Wilbik deals with time series used for 
an analysis of the past performance of investment (mutual) 
funds and extracts summaries to help to make future 
investment decisions. Focusing on human activities, in [19] 
the authors propose a novel method for recognizing human 
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activity from linguistic summarizations of temporal fuzzy 
inference curves representing the states of a three-dimensional 
object called voxel person. However, the approach taken in 
this article is most similar to that of Kacprzyk et al. [20]. 
Primarily, they focus on stock market analysis and finance 
applications. They propose a way to summarize trends 
identified with straight line segments of a piecewise defined 
linear approximation of time series of change in long-term 
human behavior. They employ a set of features (attributes) to 
characterize the trends such as the slope of the line segment. 
They then use a linguistic quantifier driven aggregation of 
trends to perform the linguistic summary. In addition, they 
also study the description of duration and variability.  

Herein, we introduce a method to obtain a natural language 
description about change in long-term adapted behavior. The 
user selects a time period amount (resolution) to summarize, 
e.g., day, week, month, etc. A resident history is partitioned 
according to this time window and we extract features to 
characterize the change. In particular, we look for decreasing, 
constant, or increasing change (similarity) in behavior. This 
makes it possible to monitor cases such as a degenerative 
disease or a rehabilitation process without the need to 
continuously bother an elder.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is previous 
work, which is required in order to understand this article. 
Next, in section 3 we introduce the linguistic summarization 
process, specifying the parameters used and the structure of 
the sentences. Section 4 is experiments. We present simulated 
user behavior in order to demonstrate a wide range of different 
possible scenarios and the response of our proposed approach.  

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Modeling Human Behavior 
Modeling human behavior in eldercare is a field that studies 

computational techniques to represent and analyze human 
daily activities in order to provide people with services if 
required, but without loss of independence. In this article, our 
objective is to extract a linguistic description of trends in long-
term change of human behavior. This approach depends on the 
choice of representation. Here, we focus on a computational 
framework investigated by our research team in unpublished 
[21, 22]. The choice of representation is a sequence of 
cascaded AND gates with an underlying probability 
distribution that characterizes temporal dependency 
requirements over a set of actions for the different ways in 
which a user can perform a behavior. The work in [21, 22] is 
summarized in this subsection.  

An abnormal situation occurs when a person does not 
perform the behavior as expected, i.e., forgetting things, 
performing actions in a dangerous order, etc. Example 1 
demonstrates the role of detecting abnormal situations in the 
context of the goals of this work. 

Example 1: Suppose that every morning a resident wakes 
up, goes to the bathroom, takes his pajamas off, takes a 

shower, washes his face, gets dressed and returns to the 
bedroom. All of these actions could be embraced as a single 
behavior concept, “morning routine”. However, suppose that 
for a period of time the person does not take a shower. This is 
considered as a change in the “morning routine” behavior. 
This abnormal situation needs to be identified and the 
behavior model needs to be updated accordingly. 

In example 1, two important concepts are introduced, action 
and behavior. Informally, an action is the output of a sensor or 
a low-level algorithm interpreting sensor firings, e.g., the 
refrigerator door is closed, the front door is opened, a person is 
sitting on the couch, etc. Behavior is the set of actions and the 
order in which the actions need be performed. Formally, these 
concepts are characterized as follows.  

Definition 1 (Human Action) [21, 22]: A human action  is 
a triple  , where  is a label used to identify 
the action,  is a sensor event and  is a time stamp in which 
the action occurs. 

Definition 2 (Behavior) [21, 22]: A human behavior  is a 
quadruple , where  is 
a set of available human tasks,  is 
the subset of available human tasks that are required to 
complete the behavior, and  is a set of temporal constraints 
between the tasks in  defined over a partial order 
relationship operator . The partial order relationship  
defines the temporal dependency requirements over the 
actions of a behavior, and its formal definition is 

  .           (1) 
 

Thus, a behavior is represented as a set of relevant actions, 
which maintain a specific order of performance between them. 
In [21, 22], we demonstrated that a behavior can be 
represented as a set of cascaded AND gates. An action in the 
system corresponds to an input of a specific AND gate. Each 
input is true if the action has been performed, or false if not. 
On the other hand, although all the tasks in the H set may be 
taken into consideration for a specific behavior, only those 

 
Fig.1. Morning routine behavior model (example 1). 
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actions that are included in the R set are really required for it. 
To handle this situation, we introduced a discard-level in 
which those actions that are irrelevant are assigned. 

Besides relevant actions, this representation contains more 
knowledge about a specific behavior, such as the order 
relationship between diverse actions. As previously pointed 
out, a behavior is designed as a set of actions that maintains an 
order relationship between them. The level-representation for 
a behavior simulates the order relationship between the actions 
in such a way that those actions that are the input to an AND 
gate in have to be done previously to those that are the 
inputs to the following AND gate, in . Fig. 1 shows 
the sequence of AND gates obtained from example 1. 

Nevertheless, a behavior does not have a single way to be 
performed. Hence, there may be several combinations of the 
same set of actions for a behavior, i.e., that some tasks may be 
performed in different levels of the structure without loss of 
meaning. For instance, in example 1, the action “wash face” 
could be performed either in level 2 or in the level 3 and be a 
legitimate Morning Routine. To deal with this disparity, in 
[21, 22] a probability matrix, , was computed, whose 
rows, , are actions, H set, and columns, 

, are available levels in the sequence of ANDs. Each 
element represents the probability of an action being 
performed in a particular level. Therefore, the behavior model 
represents, for each action, the most expected level for it being 
carried out. Next, keeping on with the prior example, an 
achievable matrix is presented below. 

Continuation of example 1: Let us suppose that we want to 
study a “morning routine” behavior. In addition, let us 
suppose that we have the actions presented in example 1, plus 
the action “go to kitchen”. Then, if the maximum number of 
levels was fixed to four, a possible  matrix to represent the 
model presented in fig. 1 could be 

 

 

Among the advantages of our approach, the independence 
between the behavior representation and the method used to 
learn, recognize or adapt is the most important. This 
separation allows us to achieve better system modularization 
and to use a higher number of learning methods for the same 
activity model [21]. In [21, 22] we constructed a learning and 
recognition/adaptation process that will be used in this article 
to obtain the input to the process presented here. However, as 
this is not the focus of our article, we refer the reader to our 
previous work [11, 21, 22]. 

B. Comparing Soft Partitions 
The next tool used in this investigation comes from the field 

of clustering. This method is used herein to compute the 
similarity between two behaviors according to how closely 
actions group into levels. Let  denote  
objects. When each object in O is represented by a (column) 
vector x, the set  is an object data 
representation of O. When each object in  has a 
physical label, O is a set of labeled data; otherwise, O is 
unlabeled. Let integer c denote the number of groups, 

. Clustering in unlabeled data is the assignment of one of 
four types of labels to each object in O. After clustering, the 
label vectors of the objects are the columns of c-partitions of 
O, which are sets of ( ) values { } that can be 
conveniently arrayed as ( × ) matrices, . These 
labels can be crisp, probabilistic, fuzzy, or possibilistic. 

When clustering produces more than one candidate for 
partitioning a finite set of objects O, there are two approaches 
to validation, i.e., selection of a "best" partition, and implicitly, 
a best value for c, the number of clusters in O. First, one could 
use an internal index, which evaluates each partition 
separately. Second, one could compare pairs of candidate 
partitions to each other, or to a reference partition that purports 
to represent the "true" cluster structure in the objects. In [23], 
we generalized many of the classical indices that have been 
used with outputs of crisp clustering algorithms so that they 
are applicable for candidate partitions of any type, i.e. crisp or 
soft, soft comprising the fuzzy, probabilistic and possibilistic 
cases. In particular, we concentrated on the Rand index and its 
modifications. We showed that our extension of the Rand 
index is .  

Let U and V be crisp partitions of O. Here, U and V need 
not possess the same number of clusters, i.e., r need not equal 
to c . The four classical combinations for pairs of 
objects from  in clusters of U and V are: (a) paired in U 
and V; (b) not paired in U nor in V; (c) paired in V but not in 
U; and (d) paired in U but not in V [24]. The comparison of U 
to V with a similarity measure s begins with the r × c  
contingency matrix  that contains counts of the 
number of occurrences of each of the four types over the 

 distinct, unordered pairs in . Entry  is the 
number of objects common to subgroups  and . The 
building blocks of many similarity measures for  are 
the four expressions (a)-(d) below. These four calculations 
count the number of occurrences amongst the  
pairs of each of the four types of unordered pairs: 
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where •  and •  referring respectively to the number of 
objects in classes  and , using standard “dot” notation for 
row and column sums.  

The sums ( ) and ( ) are usually interpreted, 
respectively, as (the total number of) agreements and 
disagreements between U and V. Anderson et al. [23] tabulate 
a (non-exhaustive) list of 14 coefficients that have been 
proposed for  based on functions of a, b, c and d; Sokal 
and Sneath list many others [25]. In addition, Anderson et al. 
also present a scaling value in the case of possibilistic labels. 
Here, we focus on the Rand, the classical form of which is 
 

.  (6) 
 

The measure  can be used to address a variety of 
clustering problems [23]. For example, it can be used to 
compare a clustering to a reference partition that purports to 
represent the “true cluster structure”, measure the effect of 
noise or missing data with respect to a specific clustering 
algorithm, study the convergence of a clustering algorithm at 
successive iterations, perform prediction (regression), as well 
as compare two different clustering algorithms.  

C. Similarity measure for comparing human behavior 
In [11], a similarity measure is introduced for comparing 

pairs of learned behavior and subsequently anomaly detection. 
Our new measure for analyzing long term human activity 
tends includes three different components: (1) comparing 
partitions, (2) subsethood of non-discarded actions, and the (3) 
similarity of partial order relations. 

 
• Comparing soft partitions 

We determine the similarity between pairs of behaviors 
according to the strength of actions grouping into similar 
levels. Specifically,  is used, where U and V are 
behavior probability matrices acquired using the 
procedures described in subsection IIA, i.e.  is the 
probability that action i belongs to level j. In [11], we 
presented a scaling of  to produce a [0,1] value 
that is more appealing to human interpretation. The 
formula used to compare two different behaviors is 
 

    (7) 
 

• Subsethood of Non-Discarded Actions 
This term is included to reduce the influence of the 
discarded level on . This is because U and V 
generally share many actions in that level, independently 
of the represented behavior. First, the most likely level, 

, for each action is found. Next, 
the crisp sets,  and  of actions in which 

 does not equal the discard level is found. The 
matrix P contains evidence about the importance of 
actions to a behavior and the criteria of picking all actions 

that are not most likely in the discard level is feature 
selection. The subsethood measure of non-discarded 
actions over  and  is  
 

 (8) 
 
where  is intersection, is union and |•| is cardinality. 
The resulting similarity is 

. (9) 
 

• Similarity of Partial Order Relations 
The definition of does not take into account 
the similarity between the partial order relations. That is, 
two behaviors may share a set of non-discarded actions 
and have a strong similarity of actions grouping into 
levels (clusters), but the order of levels is not consistent. 
Hence, to truly compare two behaviors, the partial order 
relations need to be factored into the measure. We resolve 
this by counting the number of disagreements between U 
and V and weight the disagreements by their individual 
importance. 

First, a  matrix, , is created for behavior 
matrix U. For each action, the level with the greatest 
probability (most likely explanation) is found, i.e. . 
Next,  is assigned a label from the set , 
where ‘B’ (before) means , ‘A’ (after) 
means , and ‘S’ (same) means 

. Cell ‘ ’ and if  is ‘B’ (‘A’) then 
 is ‘A’ (‘B’). Remember, is the most likely 

level that action  belongs to. For that reason, we cannot 
just count the number of disagreements in . Instead, we 
calculate an importance value per action. For action ,  

measures the ability to decide that action  belongs to 
some particular level, 
 

 (10) 

 
The significance weighted calculation of the 

similarity of partial order relations, , is based 
on the set of off-diagonal upper triangular indices of ’, 
i.e. all (i,j) where . In particular, the measure uses 
only the subset of indices, , in which actions  and j are 
not most likely discarded. Based on  and , the 
similarity of partial order relations is now defined as 
 

 (11) 
 
where 
 

 =          (12) 

  , 
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and the final measure for comparing human behaviors is  
 

    (13) 
 
With this measure, we are able to detect longer time period 

changes in the same behavior (days, weeks, months, etc). The 
anomaly detection approach in this article is independent of 
the success of any short time period recognition algorithm. 
That is, if a serious short-term event is undetected, we still 
expect significant change in longer time period behavior. In 
[11], we also presented a time series normalization of , 

 
,   (14) 

 
,   (15) 

   (16) 
 
where U is the reference behavior and  is an 
adapted behavior. We update the behavior model each day. 
The final measure presented in [11] is 
 

 (17) 
 
Fig. 2 is an example time series from [11] for the behavior 
‘Wake up”. The annotations describe what the person was 
doing during the one year time period. We see that the 
proposed similarity measure captures these important changes.  

III. LINGUISTIC SUMMARIZATION 
Using the measure discussed in section 2c, we are able to 

study longer time period changes in behavior. However, this 
representation is not the most understandable by nurses, social 
workers, families or residents. Our objective is to produce 
linguistic summarizations of the time series. Example 
summarizations include “the quality of the ‘wake up’ behavior 

is decreasing in the last month”, “the quality of the ‘have 
breakfast’ behavior is slowly increasing in the last week”, or 
“the quality of ‘morning routine’ is constant but highly 
unstable in the last month”. These examples illustrate cases in 
which less information is more useful. That is, summarization 
identifies the important trends and it is understandable by a 
domain expert. In the following sections, we present a method 
to measure the type and amount of change as well as the 
stability in comparing behavior time series. We then present a 
fuzzy set theoretic approach for linguistically interpreting the 
numeric values for the eldercare problem domain.  

A. Temporal resolution of summarization 
As already discussed, in Kacprzyk et al. [20] a time series is 

algorithmically segmented. The proposed technique can 
address identifying trends that take varying amounts of time to 
occur, but only one set of summarizations are produced. That 
is, different summarizations could be produced if the problem 
is viewed in different ways, like being sampled differently. 
For example, a summary of increasing might be produced if 
we analyzed day by day, while a summarization of constant 
might be produced if the time scale is month. Our objective is 
not to study automatically segmented global trends, rather 
trends for a user specified time scale. We are interested in 
detecting gradual changes in the elder’s behavior as soon as 
possible. Kacprzyk et al. differentiate between global trends, 
which concern the entire time series (or some, probably large, 
part of it), and partial trends concerning a smaller time span 
(e.g. a window). Our focus is on the second (partial trends). 
We provide the person with the option of selecting the time 
period that he/she would like summarized. That defined time 
window has a considerable influence on the linguistic 
summarizations produced. Thus, the user will select it based 
on a specific hypothesis to be tested. For example, has there 
been change this week, this month, etc.  

B. Partial trend summarization using linear regression 
The global trend segmentation and resulting variability 

calculations of Kacprzyk et al. did not work particulary well 
for our problem domain. Their focus is stock market analysis 
and financial domains. The particular trends that we are 
looking to identify are not reliably segmented using their 
technique. Instead, we rely on the well-known method of 
linear regression in order to numerically summarize a partial 
trend time window. Linear regression is used here to fit a 
predicted model (linear equation) to observed data, a window 
of our time series. We calculate the slope of the estimated 
linear equation, which resides in ° ° . Additionally, 
we compute the mean squared error (mse), which varies in [0, 
1]. This simple but effective method provides us with the two 
desirable quantities, the angle of the line segment that 
characterizes the rate of change of the time series and the 
variability of the samples to the estimated linear equation.  

 
Herein, linguistic summarization of change in human 

Fig 2. Output of our comparing behavior approach [10] for 360 days of 
adapted behavior for the activity “Wake up” (which is reported in table 1). 
Annotations show what happened in this year. Each day is compared to an 

initial base refined behavior (the base-line behavior). 

Little changes, but 
similar structure 

Converged into 
stable structure 

Initial 
behavior 

adaptation 

Initial 
refined 

behavior 

Significant 
change 

Quality behavior increases 
because of an improvement 

in his activities 

days 

 

Evolution of behavior quality. Comparing measure 
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TABLE 1: BEHAVIOR AND TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS 

Behavior Order relationship constraints Temporal 
constraints 

  
(Wake up) 

AsleepInBed  AwakeInBed 
AwakeInBed  GetOutOfBed 
GetOutOfBed  GetSlippers 
GetSlippers  GotoBathroom 

 
6:50 to 7:10 

 
 

  
(Morning 
Routine) 

GotoBathroom  { UseToilet, TurnShowerOn} 
{UseToilet, TakePijamaOff , TurnShowerOn }  

TakeShower 
TakeShower  { TurnShowerOff, UseTowel, 

BrushTeeth, WashFace, CombHair} 
UseTowel  GetDressed 

{TurnShowerOff, UseToilet, BrushTeeth, 
CombHair, WashFace }  GotoBedroom 

 
7:00 to 7:40 

 
 

  
TABLE 2: BEHAVIOR CONSTRAINTS AFTER CATASTROPHIC EVENT 

Behavior Order relationship constraints 

(Wake up) 
 AsleepInBed  AwakeInBed 

AwakeInBed  GetOutOfBed 
GetOutOfBed  GotoBathroom 

(Morning 
Routine) 

 GotoBathroom  { GetDressed, UseToilet, BrushTeeth, 
CombHair, WashFace} 

{ UseToilet, BrushTeeth, CombHair, WashFace}  GotoBedroom 

behavior over long time periods according to a reference 
baseline model for a given user time resolution consists of the 
generation of understandable sentences of the form: 

 
Behavior [X] is [angle] with [mse] in a time period equal to 

[time window]. 

C. Fuzzy sets 
In this article, we leverage the concept of dynamics of 

change (or speed of change) identified by Kacprzyk et al [20]. 
The authors propose linguistic terms corresponding to various 
inclinations of a trend line: quickly decreasing, decreasing, 
slowly decreasing, constant, slowly increasing, increasing and 
quickly increasing. Each term represents a fuzzy granule of 
direction. Following the authors’ indication, we define the 
following trapezoidal fuzzy sets on the angle domain in 
degrees, and illustrated in fig. 3: 

• Quickly decreasing [-90 -90 -80 -60] 
• Decreasing [-75 -60 -40 -25]  
• Slowly decreasing [-40 -30 -20 -10]  
• Constant [-20 -10 10 20]  
• Slowly increasing [10 20 30 40]  
• Increasing [25 40 60 75]  
• Quickly increasing [60 80 90 90]. 
 

Next, we define a linguistic variable for the concept 
stability of a time series in a user defined time window. While 
this is similar to Kacprzyk’s notion of variability, they are 
calculated differently. Our terms for stability are defined using 
linear regression, specifically mse. The fuzzy sets represent the 
possible levels of instability existing in a time window. We 
define five terms: no instability, low instability, medium 
instability, high instability and extreme instability. The 
trapezoidal membership functions for these fuzzy sets are (see 
fig. 4 for a graphical representation): 

• no instability [0 0 0.0001 0.0012] 
• low instability [0.0001 0.0005 0.001 0.0014] 
• medium instability [0.0001 2 0.002 0.004 0.0048] 
• high instability [0.004 0.009 0.04 0.07] 
• extreme instability [0.05 0.071 1 1]. 

 

These fuzzy sets have been defined as a generalization of a 
wide range of cases studied, using the trial and error technique.  

IV. EXPERIMENTS 
Our experiments study different common elderly behaviors, 

such as Wake Up, Morning Routine or Have Breakfast. Here, 
we show results for Wake Up and Morning Routine, but more 
results can be found in [11].  
As previously indicated, the behavior model is an abstract 
architecture completely independent of method used to learn, 
recognize or adapt it. Therefore, our outcomes will be also 
independent of the type of sensors used to detect the user 
activities required to those processes. In order to test a wide 
range of human behavior scenarios, we have developed an 

algorithm that takes action and temporal constraints and 
generates synthetic data sets [21, 22]. The input to this 
algorithm consists of a set of constraints (table 1), where the 
partial order relations between the actions are defined. These 
data sets are used in both learning and recognition [21]. We 
generated the following data sets to explore how the proposed 
measure responds to different scenarios. 
• DS1: The resident always performs the behavior correctly, 

i.e. normal behaviors. Herein, DS1 is used to learn the 
initial baseline model. It has 365 days worth of behavior. 

• DS2: The resident has a degenerative disease, and his 
behavior deteriorates continuously and slowly. 

• DS3: The resident has a catastrophic event, e.g. a fall. 
This event is severe and it results in restricted mobility. 
After the event, a user’s routine has changed significantly 
as a result. However, after a period of time the user is able 
to start rehabilitation, and his behavior improves. There 

 
 

Fig. 3: Fuzzy sets for the angle of the estimated linear equation.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Fuzzy sets for the mse in the user specified time window.
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are 110 days before the event, 1 day in which the event 
occurred (day 111), 139 days of convalescence and others 
115 days of different behavior afterwards when the user is 
undergoing rehabilitation. During the rehabilitation, his 
behavior is improving slowly.  

 
The changes in behavior due to the catastrophic event are 

shown in table 2.  

A. Experiment 1. Degenerative disease 
In the first experiment, we show how our system is able to 

detect a degenerative disease. First, we learn a correct 
behavior using DS1. After that, we use DS2 as input to the 
recognition and adaptation process. Once the process has 
finished, the evolution graph is generated using the method in 
[11]. This time series is used as input to our linguistic 
summarization method. First of all, we define the time window 
resolution. Although the system is able to deal with different 
resolutions, here we study the results monthly in order to 
simplify the problem.  

The results for Wake up behavior are shown in fig. 5. The 
graph represents the measured change in behavior. The 
continuous curve is the similarity measure, while the 
discontinuous lines are the linear regression results at each 
non-overlapping window. The related linguistic 
summarization is presented in table 3.  

Fig. 5 shows a behavior whose quality is decreasing very 
slowly. This corresponds to a resident with a degenerative 
disease reducing the resident mobility and, therefore, changing 
his normal activity. However, there are time periods when 
his/her behavior is considered constant although not stable. 
Our summary is able to detect those moments of instability, 
describing it as medium in February or low in November, 
when the behavior has a little decrease and later an increase.  

B. Experiment 2. Catastrophic event and rehabilitation 
For the second experiment, once again DS1 is used to learn 

a reference behavior. However, DS3 is used during the 
recognition and adaptation process. The database represents 
user activities for a year. The user suffers a catastrophic event, 
as a fall. This event provokes the elder to change his/her 
activity significantly, and then undergo rehabilitation. The 
linguistic summarization for Morning Routine behavior 
obtained from these results is presented in table 4 regarding 
fig. 6.  

We would like to emphasize how the linguistic 
summarization is able to delineate the important changes 
occurring during the year. During the first three months, the 
behavior is constant because the elder maintains his/her 
normal activities. When the catastrophic event happens, at the 
middle of the fourth month, the behavior model adapts to the 
new normal. The model requires some time period to adapt 
completely. However, it does reflect those little changes, as 
does the linguistic summary. The forth month is characterized 
as medium instability, since the behavior is summarized as 
constant. During the fifth and sixth months, the behavior 
changes significantly (declines), resulting in behavior 
decreasing and behavior slowly decreasing respectively. 
These months are included in the convalescence period: the 
user stabilizes her behavior and she recovers from the 
catastrophic event. The ninth month is when the elder starts 
rehabilitation. As expected, rehabilitation is not an instant 
process, it requires effort and time. During the ninth and tenth 
months, she is changing her behavior slowly without great 
advance (behavior constant and low instability). Nevertheless, 
after two months undergoing rehabilitation, the elder improves 
her behavior more rapid than before (behavior increasing), 
until a point where the behavior is stable again (behavior 
constant and low instability).  

 
 

Fig. 6: Similarity of adapted behavior to a learned reference behavior for 
“Morning Routine” behavior. This event, e.g. a fall, results in a large 

change in subsequent behavior (i.e. table 2). We also simulate a scenario 
in which the user undergoes rehabilitation and his/her behavior improves 

but never goes back to what it was before.  
 

TABLE 4: LINGUISTIC SUMMARIZATION OF TIME SERIES IN FIG. 6 
Days Linguistic Summarization 
1-30 is constant, with no instability in a time period equal to 30 days 

31-60 is constant, with no instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
61-90 is constant with low Instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
91-120 is constant with medium instability in a time period equal to 30 days 

121-150  is decreasing in a time period equal to 30 days 
151-180  is slowly decreasing in a time period equal to 30 days 
181-210  is constant, with no instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
211-240  is constant, with no instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
241-270  is constant with low Instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
271-300  is constant with low Instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
301-330  is increasing in a time period equal to 30 days 
331-365  is constant with low Instability in a time period equal to 30 days 

days 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Similarity of adapted behavior to a learned reference behavior for 
“Wake up” behavior. In this situation, we simulate a user with a 

degenerative disease. The rate of change for this behavior is slow. 
 

TABLE 3: LINGUISTIC SUMMARIZATION OF TIME SERIES IN FIGURE 5 
Days Linguistic Summarization 
1-30 is slowly decreasing in a time period equal to 30 days 
31-60 is constant with medium instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
61-90 is constant with low Instability in a time period equal to 30 days 

91-120 is constant with no instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
121-150 is slowly decreasing in a time period equal to 30 days 
151-180 is constant, with no instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
181-210 is constant, with no instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
211-240 is constant, with no instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
241-270 is constant, with no instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
271-300 is constant, with low Instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
301-330  is constant, with no instability in a time period equal to 30 days 
331-365  is constant, with no instability in a time period equal to 30 days 

days 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we presented a method to produce a linguistic 

summarization about the quality of an elder’s behavior as it 
adapts over time. In previous work, we presented a method to 
obtain behavior representations [21, 22] and a measure to 
analyze change in behavior models [11]. This paper is focused 
on defining a fuzzy set-based method to summarize the 
measured information, with the goal of reporting information 
in a natural language to nurses, doctors or social workers, 
which makes it simpler for them to understand what is going 
on. We introduced a user-defined time resolution approach 
that allows the expert to investigate different time specific 
health queries. In addition, we defined a set of features that 
allows us to detect if the behavior is changing, the speed of the 
change and the stability of the behavior. Finally, we tested our 
method in a simulated resident scenario to show how the 
method helps a person (e.g. elder, caregiver, social workers or 
even family member) to monitor the activities of an elderly 
resident.  

Future work includes the following. First, a synthetic data 
set was used to test different behavior scenarios. We will 
investigate using the LA approach from the University of 
Granada, Spain on real sensor data collected from the assisted 
living facility, TigerPlace [2], in Columbia MO, USA. 
Secondly, we propose to obtain the expert opinion to evaluate 
the method and improve it by adding more attributes. Both the 
membership functions and the methods of producing the 
linguistic summarization can be learned. 
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